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ABSTRACT
CRISTINA ROSA NELSON: “In the Service of Femininity”:
American Foundation Garments from World War II to the 1970s
(Under the direction of Peter Filene)
The gendered practice of shaping women’s bodies into culturally-accepted feminine
silhouettes is a historical and universal practice. It is a practice that is fundamental to the
construction of femininity. Beginning with corsets, which were supplanted by brassieres
and girdles beginning in the early twentieth century, foundation garments are one of the
objects that shape female bodies. This dissertation examines the intersection of
foundation garments and the impetus to shape and contain women’s bodies from World
War II to the late 1960s. During World War II foundations assumed additional meanings;
discourse focused on their role as protectors of a femininity that was endangered as
women assumed male work and social roles because of the war. In addition, foundation
ads and discourse took on patriotic overtones. By the dawn of the 1970s, foundations had
become smaller and less-constricting, thanks in part to the fabric and technological
advances begun during the war, which relevant industries connected to advances in
femininity. Advertising was key to promulgating visions of control and containment
during the 1950s and early 1960s, redoubling the foundations industry’s traditional
emphasis on connecting its goods to youth and beauty. Corsetieres were other key
contributors to the foundation industry’s construction of femininity. Key among their
customers were young baby-boomers. Beginning in the late 1940s, affluence gave teens
unprecedented spending power, and the foundations industry seized upon them as “god
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mines.” As much as they sought to shape young teens, both physically and as customers,
corsetieres reached their apex during mid-century, only to fall prey to the vagaries of selfservice shopping, a trend especially prevalent among the youngsters they courted. From
corsets to the light garments on the 1960s, and the adoption on internal girdling through
diet and exercise, the idea of shaping female bodies to current standards of femininity has
been an enduring process. Foundations consumption took place within the complex
interactions among a number of actors: the fashion and foundations industry (including
corsetieres), technology, and advertising, all of which operated within an ideological
framework.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: “IF YOU HAVE BUILT CASTLES IN THE AIR,
PUT THE FOUNDATIONS UNDER THEM”: CULTURE, WOMEN,
AND FOUNDATIONS, 1940-1970.1
The shaping of bodies into different contours is a historical and universal practice
undertaken to enhance a culture’s view of beauty. However, contouring also emphasizes,
exaggerates, and creates gender differences, including artificial ones. Like clothing,
foundation choices could express a woman’s identity; they also could be oppressive,
evocative, even revolutionary. At the same time, foundation choices were limited to what
the foundations industry made available.
Furthermore, foundations are both discrete entities and intimate objects; they enclose,
protect and enhance the body. While dress reiterates cultural femininity, identity, and
power relations, foundations, the most intimate and sexual of clothing, do so more
powerfully. They claim the female body as their province.2 Their contouring creates what
Rita Freedman calls an illusory biological truth which constructs a profoundly anatomical
cultural reality.3 This dissertation examines the intersection of foundation garments and

1

Henry David Thoreau, Walden, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1997), 427.

2

I derive these arguments in part from Shari Benstock and Suzanne Ferris, eds., On Fashion, (New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1994), 1-8.
3

Rita Freedman, “The Myth in the Mirror,” in Amy Kesselman, Lily McNair and Nancy Schniedewind,
eds., Women: Images and Reality: A Multicultural Anthology, (Mountain View, CA: Mayfield Publishing
Company, 1999), 116-117. “Deeply anatomical” modifications alter a subject’s cultural anatomy. For
instance, a bra that increases breast appearance is “deeply anatomical,” but eye shadow is not. Some
modifications, like veiling, have intensely patriarchal overtones, and may signify male anxiety about

the impetus to shape and contain women’s bodies, from World War II to the era of “uncontainment,” the 1960s.
Many works on women’s foundations have tended to be what fashion historian
Christopher Breward dismisses as “hemline histories.”4 These are compendiums of
trends, often misinformed, and lacking scholarly and analytical rigor. By and large, they
ignore the cultural construction of femininity to which foundations contributed, and the
context into which they emerged. There are but two scholarly works on foundations to
date, Valerie Steele’s The Corset: A Cultural History, and Uplift: The Bra in America, by
Jane Farrell-Beck and Colleen Gau.5 My work adds to Steele’s (which spans the
Renaissance to the late 1990s, and deals with bras comparatively briefly) in that it
focuses on three decades, and examines in more depth the advertising and manufacture of
foundations, as well as the women who sold and wore them. Unlike Uplift, this
dissertation also analyzes the theoretical underpinnings of what foundations mean and
how they construct corporeal femininity. Unlike these two works, my work also examines
girdles. Moreover, my sources differ from many of those used by Steele and Farrell-Beck
and Gau.
women’s bodies. In The Veil Unveiled: The Hijab in Modern Culture, (Gainesville: The University of
Florida Press, 2001), Faegheh Shirazi asserts that veiling is less a religious practice than an ideological one,
constructing women both as vulnerable subjects and dangerous sexual temptresses. One ayatollah claims
that veiling is required because men’s gaze “is rape by the means of the eyes,” regardless of sexual contact,
incited by women’s natural enticement and physical weakness. Veiling does not protect women as much as
their families, against the disruptive taint of rape. Shirazi, 69.
4

Christopher Breward, The Culture of Fashion: A New History of Fashionable Dress, (Manchester,
UK: Manchester University Press, 1995), 1.
5

Valerie Steele, The Corset: A Cultural History, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001); Jane
Farrell-Beck and Colleen Gau, Uplift: The Bra in America, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2002). Jill Fields’s scholarly An Intimate Affair: Women, Lingerie, and Sexuality, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2007) unfortunately was published too late for extensive inclusion in my
work. I do, however, rely on her dissertation from which the book evolved, “The Production of Glamour: A
Social History of Intimate Apparel, (Ph.D. diss., University of Southern California, 1997).

2

The preponderance of my evidence comes from the foundations industry journal
Corset and Underwear Review (CUR), which addressed all of the topics I cover, the
entire run of which is held by the Cleveland Public Library.6 This journal provided a
narrative about changes in the manufacture and meaning of foundations over time. Much
of my chapter on advertising draws from ads in contemporary magazines and
newspapers. In addition, I utilized the Smithsonian Institution’s Maidenform Collection,
the only one of its kind in the United States. The du Pont Collection held by the Hagley
Museum and Archives in Wilmington, DE, provided a treasure trove of information about
the technical and public relations activities of the company, whose invention of spandex
revolutionized the industry. Finally, I conducted extensive interviews with a number of
retired corsetieres and foundations industry personnel to get at the information that
secondary sources glossed over, including personal perceptions.
This work begins during World War II; it was then that foundations assumed different
meanings, transcending their significance as shapers of bodies. While this retained its
importance during the war years, Rosie the Riveter’s masculine garb led to discourse that
privileged femininity above all, with health a close second. Discourse also presented
foundations as patriotic actors, a portrayal unknown prior to World War II.
The narrative ends at the dawn of the 1970s. By this point, foundations, whose designs
and materials had benefited from wartime research and development, became smaller,
and, thanks to spandex, lighter and less constricting. This coincided with the shrinking
fashions of the 1960s, such as the mini-skirt, but also increasingly stringent body
6

Throughout this work, I use “the industry” to refer to the informal alliance of foundations
manufacturers, designers, retailers, publications promoting foundations, including relevant industry
journals, particularly CUR, but also Department Store Economist (DSE), Women’s Wear Daily (WWD),
and Hosiery and Underwear Review (HUR); women’s and teen magazines; and advertising agencies
producing foundations ads.

3

standards, exemplified by the waifish, 97-pound model named Twiggy. Therefore,
because foundations’ outer control was no longer available or fashionable, dieting and
exercise, a form of internal girdling, became a fervent female preoccupation.7 Beginning
in the 1960s, dieting became, as Brumberg notes, a “constant vigil,” citing diarists who
wrote they ate “like a pig,” and “I must starve myself.”8
However, foundations were fairly consistent from the late 1940s to the early 1960s.
Tight, rubberized garments shaped women’s bodies into what I call “hyperfemininity,”
the exaggerated visual reiteration of their breasts, waist, hips, and derriere.9
Hyperfeminine contours dominated to the mid-1960s, yielding to the exceptionally thin
“Girl of the 60s” ideal. In the guise of a free body, the androgynous, lean and flatchested look became internalized through increased exercise and restrictive dieting, and
required only the scantest of undergarments.10 How ever, no matter their thickness,
flexibility, design and manufacture configuration, twentieth century foundations evolved
from a common ancestor, the corset.

7

In the years following World War II, as many as three-fourths of beauty queries sent to Ladies Home
Journal concerned weight control; furthermore, while in 1951, 44% of women polled believed they were
overweight, 55% did so in 1973. Peter Stearns, Fat History: Bodies and Beauty in the Modern West, (New
York: New York University Press, 1997), 124,125. On page 107, Stearns notes that by the late 1940s,
McCall’s published an average of two diet articles per issue; he also cites a study that found a twelve-fold
increase in diet books from the 1940s to the 1980s. Naomi Wolf asserts that diet articles in Vogue increased
by 70% between 1960 and 1970. The Beauty Myth: How Images of Beauty Are used Against Women
(London: Vintage Books, 1990), 67.
8

Brumberg, Body Project, 119.

9

Foundations comprise regular and long-line brassieres, girdles, panty girdles, all-in-ones, corselettes,
waist cinchers, and garter belts, all of which support and control the body. Although the term “corset” and
“corsetry ” were widely-used, in this work, they are interchangeable; few retailers sold actual corsets,
which are discussed in Chapter One. Foundations should not be confused with lingerie, which comprises
non-controlling garments, such as slips and undershirts, and light, feminine sleepwear. Independent corset
shops (or “salons”) were sometimes incorrectly called “lingerie shops.”
10

Marilyn Yalom, A History of the Breast, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997), 179-180.

4

Corsets as instruments of shaping emerged in the late Renaissance and were originally
worn by aristocrats.11 They gradually became adopted by women of all classes, so that by
the late nineteenth century, mass-produced corsets, largely made of white cotton and/or
linen fabrics, were ubiquitous, worn by nearly all girls and women, and displayed in
shops, magazines, and catalogues. The emergence of mass production was also the
instance in which what Marilyn Yalom calls “breast control” became compulsory for all
women.12
A number of dress reformers, health advocates, feminists, and physicians considered
corseting an attack on women’s bodies, albeit for differing reasons. No matter what these
moral guardians thought, however, women continued to wear corsets, arguing they
needed the support. Perhaps they also liked the fashionable silhouette they produced,
including their effect on the bosom, described by a fashion writer in 1885 as
“augment[ing its] volume,” causing breasts to “blossom in all their splendor and
amplitude.”13 Likely, women were also influenced by an increasing emphasis on
slimness. In 1887, a beauty advisor called stoutness the “one horror which no lady can
bear to contemplate,” and women considered the corset a “necessary figure-improver,
especially if they suffer from excessive fatness.”14

11

Corsets were listed in the 1299 and 1387 English and French royal household accounts respectively.
However, it is not clear if these resembled later corsets. Yalom, 176. Hereon in, the term “corset” will refer
to nineteenth-century garments unless otherwise specified.
12

Yalom, 6.

13

John S. Haller and Robin M. Haller, The Physician and Sexuality in Victorian America, (Urbana, IL:
University of Illinois Press, 1974), 165; Steele, The Corset, 49-50.
14

Fontanel, 92; Henry Finck quoted in Steele, The Corset, 64. Finck was actually arguing against
corsets, believing that respiration reduced fat deposits, and corsets impeded breathing.

5

The nineteenth-century corset was supplanted by the wide adoption by 1901 of the
straight-front corset, which gave a serpentine, arched-back silhouette, causing the demise
of Victorian hourglass models, and advanced the rise of the bra.15 While a number of
sources date its “invention” to 1914, like many artifacts, the bra was not so
much invented as developed from earlier garments.16 The scant breast support of the
straight-front corset prompted women to turn to “bust-bodices” or “bust supporters,”
early versions of the bra.17 These were a significant innovation in comfort, for they
supported breasts by suspending them from above, not by pushing them from below.
By 1904, manufacturers were selling bust supporters as “brassieres,” and developing
advertising and marketing strategies that stressed garments’ contribution to health,
comfort, or, as the Kabo Corset Co. claimed, the “perfection of [the] bust outline,” and
their ability to “mold the breasts to the shapes required by fashionable dresses.”18 By
1917, bras were no longer minor accessories, but were firmly ensconced in mainstream
wardrobes, slowly but surely replacing traditional corsets.19 [Illustration 1.1]

15

Steele, The Corset, 84. Straight-front corsets differed from their immediate predecessors in that they
extended nearly to the bottom of the buttocks, did not indent at the waist, and had longer, straight busks.
16

Numerous sources, including respected historians like Marylin Yalom, incorrectly assert that New
York socialite Mary Phelps Jacobs “invented” the first bra. As the story goes, prior to a dance, Jacobs
discarded her corset, replacing it with a contraption made from two handkerchiefs sewn together, and held
over the breasts by ribbons. While Jacobs may have indeed constructed this item, it was but a riff on the
theme of what French retailers were already selling, the soutien-gorge, which resembled contemporary
sports bras. Yalom, 172-73. The Jacobs myth grew in part because she patented her “Backless Brassiere”
design in 1914 under the pseudonym Caresse Crosby, and asserted her status as inventor of the bra.
17

The first breast supporter (or “proto-brassiere”) was patented in 1863, and popularized by dress
reformers like Bostonian Olivia Flynt, who in 1876 patented her own version. Similar to other supporters,
its bottom edge supported the breasts; above it were two “cups” of gathered fabric which offered additional
support. By century’s end, these garments were being sold by Montgomery Ward and Sears, Roebuck, and
cost between nineteen and eighty-eight cents. Farrell-Beck and Gau, 8-9, 17.
18

Kabo bra ad quoted in Farrell-Beck and Gau, 25.

19

Farrell-Beck and Gau, 33.

6

Illustration 1.1: De Bevoise ad, Vogue, Nov. 19, 1919, 43

7

The corset’s downfall was also reinforced by the ca. 1910 emergence of French
couturier Paul Poiret’s lean and flat-chested fashions, and women’s eager
adoption of new clothing that allowed increased physical freedom.20 The straightfront corset evolved into a more modern slimming garment, the girdle. Although early
versions, such as the “Hip Confiner,” were called corsets, they were essentially girdles.21
By the 1920s and 1930s, girdles had replaced corsets for most women, and were worn
with brassieres, although the term “corset” and “corsetry” persisted for decades.22
While girdles retained some of corsets’ stiffness and boning into the 1950s, early bras
were fairly unconstructed, suggesting effortless dressing and freedom. Despite the myth
that women bandaged their breasts to achieve the flat, boyish “plank” silhouette, by the
mid-1920s, manufacturers stressed their garments’ supportive function.23 It was at this
time that the Maiden Form (later, Maidenform) Brassiere Company patented its first bra,
designed to maintaining breasts in a natural position.24 The transformation from corset to
bra and girdle was complete by the mid-1930s. Technological advances, including the
20

Poiret’s designs would, in shortened forms, become the flapper’s uniform in the late teens and into
the twenties. Poiret crowed that it was he who “waged war” and “proclaimed the fall of the corset” in favor
of the bra, “in the name of Liberty.” Quoted in Steele, The Corset, 147.
21

Joan Jacobs Brumberg, The Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls, (New York:
Vintage Books, 1997), 99; Steele, The Corset, 148.
22

Foundation departments were often called “corsetry” departments. Furthermore, longer girdles and
all-in-ones, or “combinations,” one-piece foundations which joined bra to girdle, were occasionally also
called “corsets.”
23

The idea that women “bandaged” their breasts to flatten them and look more boyish has been reported
as fact for so long it has attained the status of truth. For instance, even Uplift’s authors state that early1920s fashions “promoted the flat-chested look with the breasts bound against the chest wall.” Ferrell-Beck
and Gau, 41. I have found no evidence that this practice existed. The idea that breasts were “bound” may
have originated with the fact that early bras were sometimes called “binders” or “bandeaus” The former
term may have been associated with boyishness in that a prominent “binder” manufacturer was the
Boyshform company, while “bandeau” is the French term for a “band,” such as a blindfold or sweatband,
and sounded like “bandage” and “bande,” this the French term for bandage.
24

Yalom, 176; Farrell-Beck and Gau, 41. “Maiden Form” became “Maidenform” in 1954.
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development of elastic and synthetic fibers, and the looms to weave them, and design
innovations, like contoured, graduated-size cups, adjustable straps, padding, and
underwiring, resulted in bras closely resembling contemporary models.25
The next three decades replaced the flat look of the 1920s with a fuller, rounder,
sometimes pointy breast, made possible by technological changes like machines that
could sew cups with concentric, “whirlpool” stitches.26 The foundations of the 1930s
through World War II firmed, slimmed and supported women’s bodies, and modified
women’s given contours. That changed in 1947 with the rise of the hyperfeminine
silhouette, when couturier Christian Dior unveiled his “New Look.” Its emphasis on a
wasp waist, high breasts, curvy yet slim hips, and a rounded derriere would revive what
one source calls the “calipers of shaping” that corsets had provided.27
These calipers transcended mere physical reshaping; they became cultural forces in
their own right, particularly at times of change. Extensive social and cultural changes,
particularly rapid ones, often engender disquiet on the part of those experiencing or
witnessing them. This is often expressed as concerns over the undermining of moral
values, particularly women’s. Traditional beliefs about the importance of female purity
and proper womanhood had, since the late eighteenth century, made women the moral
guardians of the nation. In addition, because sexual/gender politics react both to

25

Kelly Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox: The Emergence of Teenage Girls’ Culture, 1920-1945, (New
York: Palgrave McMillan, 2001), 50. Elastic in the form of rubber strips began to be used in 1911 in
“sports corsets.” Fontanel, 104. The Warner and Maidenform companies both claim to have developed the
A to D cup-sizing system in the mid-1930s, while Farrell-Beck and Gau credit the Formfit Company for
this innovation, debuting in the fall of 1932, and date Warner’s cup sizing to 1937. Farrell-Beck and Gau,
73.
26

Farrell-Beck and Gau, 66. Although patented in 1935, whirlpool stitching became widely used in the
late 1940s into the 1950s.
27

James Martin and Harold Koda, Infra-Apparel, (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1987), 18.
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symbolic and actual concerns, sexual ambiguity and social anxieties, especially those
having to do with impurity, disorder, and contagion, are closely linked.28
Furthermore, cultures experiencing uncertainty often seek solace by visibly and
performatively affirming and reinforcing dominant moral values. One version of this
process involves rendering the human body into a visual and ideological symbol and
“writing” a problem-and-solution calculus onto the source of threat.29 How women
dressed and molded their bodies was more than a mere reflection of their social standing.
They were places on which culture was written. The changes occurring from World War
II to the mid-60s are consistent with this model. Foundation garments became the
“writing instruments” that inscribed women’s bodies with a problematic femininity
and/or hyperfemininity.
The concept of writing social and cultural discourse onto the human body has been
explored by a number of scholars, including Mary Douglas, Michel Foucault, Roland
Barthes, Pierre de Bourdieu and Antonio Gramsci, whose theories have helped to clarify
a number of issues in this dissertation. As Douglas asserts, “the human body is always
treated as an image of society.” There can be no analysis of the body without a
simultaneous social dimension, including the concept of body control, which Douglas
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sees as a manifestation of social control. These social forms comprise the “social body,”
which structures the perception of the physical body.30
Like Douglas, Foucault’s notion that discipline (political, social, and corporeal)
produces subjected docile bodies also revolves around the issue of social control. The
greater a body’s aptitude for obedience, the more it is subjected to domination.31 In the
context of foundations, contouring was one way this discipline was written onto women’s
bodies.32 Furthermore, Foucault’s concept of the panopticon is particularly relevant in
visually-oriented twentieth-century American culture.33 This applies to the pressure to
look slim, which increased after World War II. As one Foucault scholar notes, the
growing ubiquity of slim, young, fit bodies had “a panoptic effect, constantly reinforcing
the[ir own] image,” leading women to monitor themselves for any digression from
looking slender, rendering it an “on-going project of discipline [and] panopticism.”34
While Douglas’s and Foucault’s notions of social control are relevant to my work, they
leave little room for individuals’ autonomy. As my evidence indicates, the industry was
often perplexed by women’s periodic decisions to deviate from its dictates.35
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Foucault’s theory about the presence of active vision, or “the inspecting gaze,” which
asserts the social existence of internal, virtual, and external panopticons, is more useful to
my work. According to Foucault, the powerful use the gaze instead of physical coercion
as a control mechanism; individuals monitor themselves. Cultural expressions like ideal
images, and contouring (made visible on women’s bodies by foundations) are panoptical.
They reinforce specific imagery, which women may internalize, and which encourage
them to police themselves for divergence.36 The result is a female body separated and
extracted from materiality, Douglas’s “social body.” It becomes the focus of deliberation
on the part of both men and women, and Susan Bordo notes, it is a persistent and
profound reality of women’s daily lives.37 Again, Foucault is relevant to my work in a
limited way. It is impossible to determine whether women internalized images or policed
themselves against deviations from the normal; ads and discourse, however, assumed
they did so. Furthermore, they reiterated the power of the gaze.
Roland Barthes’s theories of signification and cultural myth-making are useful in
examining the inscription of femininity onto women’s bodies.38 In Barthian analysis,
foundations are symbolic cultural objects signifying “woman.” In turn, “woman”
signifies “femininity” much in the same way Douglas asserts the construction of the
social body. To sculpt one’s body via foundations meant one was a woman, and
womanhood was inseparable from femininity.
why they produced particular designs. Fashion designers and their collaborators, fashion columnists,
asserted that current fashions “demanded” a certain contour. Retailers stressed that they stocked what
women demanded. Advertisers claimed to be contractors paid by companies to promote their goods.
36
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In this system, femininity’s signification has three characteristics. First (as Rita
Freedman notes about body modifications), the association between foundations, women,
and femininity becomes viewed as natural and real; this leads the object’s producers (the
foundations industry) to reject the notion that that it created these categories (in fact, the
industry claimed it made and sold only what women wanted). Second, to deny the
cultural construction of the foundations/femininity link leads to a phrenological
interpretation of the female body; personal identity can be ascertained by assessing the
body’s exterior. Finally, in ads, the garment, the illustration, and the descriptive text not
only unite to create “truth,” but also indicate the objective of those writing the
description.39 These characteristics become cultural myths which produce ideology.
Pierre Bourdieu also references the “biological truth,” asserting that people willingly
transform their bodies to comply with others’ appearance. Women who contoured their
bodies according to fashion dictates may have followed these decrees, but in reality, there
were few alternatives available.40 Bourdieu asserts that body transformation also emerges
from a “natural” male “somatization of domination.” In other words, patriarchy’s
privileging of the male compels women to accept what appear as obvious and natural
prescriptions and proscriptions which become reflexively imprinted on their bodies.41
One cannot be sure that women wore foundations to attract men, but discourse,
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advertising in particular, asserted the power of foundations to make them attractive to
men.
Finally, Antonio Gramsci’s concern with hegemonic sites of discourse also applies,
with caveats, to contouring. In a patriarchy, a Gramscian scheme regards women’s bodies
as places on which male power is manifested.42 Therefore, when culture mandates the
contouring women’s bodies into an accepted silhouette, this mandate gives that shape a
reality (again, akin to Freedman’s “biological truth”), which becomes reproduced.43
Women collaborate to produce dominant meanings, values, and practices, which become
real, but they also internalize that reality.44 Again, this scheme ignores women’s
resistance. Nonetheless it is valuable in showing that contouring is a cultural reality that
grips the body, compelling it to act in a system of control and compliance. In other
words, a body encased in restrictive foundations from chest to thigh cannot move freely.
As Bordo writes, this results in a discipline that instructs women’s
bodies about control and potential.45
As some observers have noted, the male imaginary, the internal, often unspoken,
worldview that men hold, shaped by patriarchy and dominance, maps onto others male
cultural fears and desires. It constructs men and women as essential beings, imbued with
functionality and meaning. Women are, as one scholar notes, “mothers, subjects and
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objects of inventions,” while men are strong, invulnerable protectors.46 One concept that
permeated culture in the period I am examining was the construction of women as
inherently and categorically imperfect.
Although a long-standing belief, a paradigmatic change occurred early in the twentieth
century. The sleeker, shorter clothing of the 1920s increased visibility of women’s
bodies. This meant that women were being scrutinized, and scrutinizing themselves, more
intently than ever. A pernicious development ensued: the search for, and identification of,
women’s figure faults. According to many sources, this triggered their internalization of
the perfection mandate.47 Magazines and advertising, such as an ad claiming that De
Bevoise bras offered “diaphragm control,” and could make the wearer look younger
sought to convince women to assess themselves in terms of their defects and
imperfections. Bras’ lift, definition, and separation also drew attention to the bosom, long
the source of eroticism and male visual pleasure.48 What Bordo calls the “pedagogy of
defect” constructed the entire torso as requiring improvement and remediation, for no
waist, hip, midriff, or thigh was ever slim or sleek enough, no breast shape adequate.49
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As Jill Fields writes, heightened visibility emphasized women’s imperfection, and ads
stressed that foundations’ ability to solve figure problems, resulting in the increasing
importance of identifying figure flaws. Beginning in the early twentieth century, in ads
and discourse, the foundations industry asserted that, because no woman’s body was
adequate in its natural state, improvement was compulsory, touting garments’ abilities to
effect it.50 Throughout the postwar era, articles and ads alluded to every woman’s
problem areas: breasts, hips, stomachs, abdomens, derrieres, and thighs.
As the chief foundations industry publication, CUR claimed that every woman,
regardless of age and physical condition, required foundations, for they “improve on
nature, smooth figures for a lovelier line, control and redistribute the curves of the body.”
It also tacitly acknowledged the illusory nature of figure improvement, admitting that one
of foundations’ purposes was to keep “the illusion” of enhancement.
Women’s flaws also included their inability to choose correct foundations, requiring
the guidance of advertisers, retailers, and corsetieres.51 However, beauty practices are not
necessarily imposed from the top down. They are elements of what Kathy Peiss calls a
Corsetless Evil’: Shaping Corsets and Culture, 1900-1930,” in Philip Scranton, ed., Beauty and Business:
Commerce, Gender, and Culture in Modern America, (New York: Routledge, 2001), 128; Marcia Millman
asserts that the presence of an increasingly relentless and intrusive assessment of their bodies effected
women’s subjectivity, reinforcing the notion that their bodies are “passive objects [to be] …admired.”
Marcia Millman, Such a Pretty Face: Being Fat in America, (New York: Norton, 1980), 202.
50
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“normalizing regime of body improvement and transformation,” holding a multiplicity of
meanings for producers and consumers.52 She also emphasizes women’s agency in the
beautification process; they undertook beauty practices in the context of their personal
experiences, modifying them accordingly.53
This brings up the question of whether women were victimized by the industry, or
whether they were acting as agents of their own shaping. There are no primary sources
revealing women’s agency in this context; women likely acted on their needs, budgets,
and desires. In the two polls I found, conducted for Maidenform and du Pont, they
expressed their opinions and preferences. For instance, women did not like rayon
foundations; their unpopularity led to their eventual demise.54 Thirty years of industry
articles and advertisements also complain about women’s inability to buy appropriately;
what was viewed as their persistent stubbornness meant they bought what they wanted,
rather than what the industry and advertisers thought they should.55 Women’s shopping
defects appeared frequently in industry discourse, along with strategies to overcome them
52
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and increase sales. These included persuasion, encouragement, and, occasionally,
methods bordering on the sleight-of-hand.56 Women’s magazines also had a hand in
perpetuating stereotypes.
As culture constructed beauty standards, the media, particularly women’s magazines
and advertising, reproduced and reified its images. Given that the various permutations of
bras (long-line, padded, cleavage-creating, etc.) and girdles (high- or regular-waisted,
long- or short-leg, etc.) focused on specific figure problems, images endowed body parts
with agency and meaning, and possessed substantial implications.57 Breasts, waists, hips,
thighs, and midriffs took on specific, ideal contours, and this contouring became
connected not only to an ideal beauty but also to youthfulness. However, despite the
heavy hand of advertising, the vagaries of availability, and exposure to images, women
likely took an active role in choosing which garments they wore and which, if any, ads
they believed.
As cultural actors, foundations contributed to the construction and support of body
segments’ symbolic meanings. Breasts, the most observable signs of femaleness, have
long held erotic connotations, but they acquired increased importance after the war. A
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number of historians have noted this significance, including Wini Breines, who notes the
existence of a “crude anatomical focus” that Marjorie Rosen calls “mammary madness,”
exemplified by the “mammary woman” silhouette.58 Returning soldiers, Yalom asserts,
needed reassurance that the war was indeed over, “that the breasts they had dreamed of
were now available to them,” and that, despite war’s upheaval, women had remained
“changeless as a pebble.”59 In men’s magazines, attention on leg and hips gave way to a
focus on breasts.60 Bras like Maiden Form’s 1949 Chansonette (whose shape led some to
call it the “bullet bra”), pushed, padded and shaped the breasts into cones, giving the
bosom an assertive, hyperfeminine, obviously erotic contours. This silhouette reached its
zenith with sweater girls and movie stars like Jane Russell, Rita Hayworth, Ava Gardner,
and Marilyn Monroe, who film historian Molly Haskell calls “superfemales.”61 This look
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remained popular, albeit with some modifications, from the late 1940s to the 1960s, when
fashion contours changed to a supposedly more natural look, and ideal breasts were small
and firm enough to require almost no support.
While bras reduced or emphasized breasts according to contemporary requirements,
girdles did not waver from their function to compress hips, buttocks, and thighs to make
them appear smaller, smoother, thinner. As late as 1910, the ideal woman was plump, her
appearance rich with, according to T. J. Jackson Lears “voluptuous and maternal
connotations.”62 Several factors served to change that ideal, so that by 1920, it was
exemplified by the firm, slim-hipped flapper, a new woman described by Mary Ryan as
“designed for play and pleasure [and] energetic self-expression.”63
Art historian Anne Hollander examines those factors which, with few exceptions,
affected hips, legs, and midriffs far more than breasts. One was the early-twentiethcentury Romantic passion for slimness as evidence of extreme fervor and spirituality. A
second was the camera’s popularity, which made people more visually self-conscious,
particularly as it also plumped up figures. Another was the influence of new design
standards valuing streamlining and efficiency not only in industry, but in people, of
whom a “mobile beauty,” Hollander notes, was an increasingly important requirement.64
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The trend towards slimming, as Lears documents, affected advertising, a leading
broadcaster of women’s images. Ads purged women’s “voluptuous and maternal” look,
and made them resemble and behave like girls: sleeker, fresher, noticeably more athletic
and youthful. These notions transformed female eroticism. It was no longer situated in
what Lears characterizes as the “plump, hidden softness” that had become unsightly, but
in an “exposed lean[ness].” The ideal twentieth-century woman was now flat-stomached
and thin.65 In addition, the emergent cosmetics, modeling, and fashion industries, beauty
contests, and cinematic and photographic imagery privileged thinness; it was also
bolstered by medical literature warning about the perils of obesity. These new ideals led
to women’s ongoing preoccupation with their weight, and with restrictive dieting to
obtain a slender body. By the 1920s, this had become a concern of substantial numbers of
American women, a concern that grew through the decades.66
Although maintaining an attractive and youthful appearance has traditionally been an
important female project, it was a particularly important message to post-World
War II women.67 One corset buyer equated “sagging muscles” to “sagging years,” and
asserted that “a woman is only as young as her midriff and bustline.”68 The industry was
65
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key to the alliance of youth and beauty, promising to provide women with youthful
figures through an array of garments that conveyed the impression of svelte, bosomy
maidenhood.
As images of baby boomers increasingly dominated the marketplace of goods and
appearances, comparisons between young and old proliferated, and the pressure on baby
boomers’ mothers to forestall the aging process and maintain a youthful appearance
increased.69 This escalated into full-fledged mandate by the 1960s. In 1965, one
publication noted that youthful looks dictated fashion, commanding “older women [to]
respond with vigor” to this dictate.70 Four years later, an industry journal captured
industry leaders’ beliefs that youth was dogma. Prominent merchandise manager Ellie
Guider stated that “everyone wants youth, no one feels old.” A company executive
admitted that young women’s silhouettes dominated the media, which pressured older
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women to be “more figure conscious,” while another urged retailers to recognize “that
women of today will have no part in being old.”71
Because much of this work relies on ads, and because the industry viewed them as
crucial to sales, Chapter II draws on advertising to examine larger historical and cultural
premises.72 Ads linked gender and culture in terms of youth, ideal beauty, and femininity.
They never strayed far from the issue of control and containment until the 1960s, when
advertising, evoking the introduction of spandex and the so-called “youth revolution”
changed tacks and began emphasizing lighter, elastic foundations, redoubling its efforts
to link these to youth and youthfulness. But advertising was not a lone actor, for it had an
ally in corsetieres.
Chapter III examines the roles of corsetieres as both professionals and mediators
between women and the rest of the foundations industry. Balancing service to femininity
and industry profits, they asserted their autonomy and professionalism by citing their
training in “scientific fitting,” anatomy, tailoring, and diplomatic selling skills. The
corset-fitting profession was stable and respected until the late-1950s, when slowly but
surely, pre-packaged foundations began changing service-based retailing, encroaching on
the professionals who had prided themselves on their special knowledge and skills. The
development of spandex also affected corsetieres, making the tailoring of foundations
redundant, and dealing the corset-fitting profession the final blow.
It wasn’t just women who interacted with ads and corsetieres; girls were foundations
consumers too. Chapter IV examines the relationship between the industry and youth,
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celebrated by one observer as “gold mines,” and “green” as in young and malleable, as
well as “green” as in the color of money.73 Beginning in the late 1940s, it was clear that
this cohort differed from the youth of previous generations. Affluence gave teens
unprecedented spending power, and their sheer numbers meant more customers. Despite
these conditions, the competition in the postwar market meant that the industry had to
develop a number of innovative ways to reach girls, including teen-friendly shopping
areas and advertising, and reaching teens in high schools. This chapter also examines the
close connection between the industry and teen magazines, which tangled editorial and
advertising context in order to sell more foundations. These chapters indicate just how
deep and historical is the practice of contouring women’s bodies.
Science and technology’s link to foundations, which dates to the nineteenth century, is
the topic of Chapter V. Ads for “scientifically designed” garments were rife with
scientific claims. Wartime scientific research resulted in a host of new foundations
fabrics, and the industry constructed technology and science into potent contributors to
women’s femininity. This was greatly aided by the rise of scientism, the unwavering faith
in the supremacy and applicability of science and technology to consumer goods.
Scientism also recontextualized technology, assigning to goods attributes unrelated to
their technological origins.
From corsets to the unstructured garments of the 1960s, and the adoption of “internal
girdling” through diet and exercise, women’s bodies have been subjected to pressure to
conform to current ideal silhouettes. These silhouettes resulted from the interactions
between political and gender ideologies, in which anxiety played a role, and were
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reinforced by the fashion and foundations industries. The adoption of fashionable,
contemporary contours defies a simplistic, top-down model. Rather, foundations
consumption emerged from the complex interactions among a number of actors: the
fashion and foundations industries, advertising, and media, all of which operated in an
ideological framework.
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CHAPTER II
ADVERTISING: THE BIGGEST WEAPON OF ALL

Advertising condenses desires, concerns, and the values and norms inherent in social
relations; it is a window onto larger historical and cultural themes. To examine
foundations advertising is to examine the imbrication of gender and culture in the context
of cultural beliefs about idealized beauty, youth, and femininity. During and after World
War II, foundation ads expressed the meaning of these attributes. By engaging a number
of themes, including romance, ritual, sexuality, achievement, femininity, and
transfiguration, they also communicated the imperative nature of these traits.74
Americans welcomed some of the social and cultural changes of the postwar period,
like increased affluence. Other developments, such as women’s wartime employment, led
many Americans to worry about their femininity and their roles as wives and mothers.
Advertising reflected these concerns.
What one publication called “the biggest weapon of all” was one venue the
foundations industry used to convince women to buy the most feminine of all attire.75
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Ads segmented women’s bodies into their feminine elements (breasts, hips, thighs, and
waistlines), presenting each as fundamentally flawed and insufficiently feminine in its
unmodified state.
Because ads reflected idealized beauty standards they are windows onto historical and
cultural attitudes towards women’s roles, and the perceived fragility of femininity.76
Aside from privileging femininity, ads also implied the transformative powers of
foundation garments; they achieved and maintained a femininity inseparable from beauty,
youth, health, and slenderness, but also went beyond shaping to protect women’s innate
femininity.77 At the same time, ads seemed designed to provoke women’s concerns
about the adequacy of their feminine “segments” to boost sales, suggesting that
foundations could transform them into attractive (even beautiful) beings, whose social,
sexual, and romantic encounters were destined for success.78 [Illustration 2.1]
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Illustration 2.1: Peter Pan ad, “No body is perfect,” Mademoiselle, April 1958, 31
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World War II-era ads reified concern over what Leila Rupp calls “the tenacious image
of woman as feminine,” when, as a fashion columnist wrote, Rosie the Riveter left her
domestic milieu and “put on pants and took [her] lunch pail to a man’s job.” 79 Rosie
challenged gender relations because she faced potential masculinization on two fronts.
First, masculine work demanded masculine clothes. Second, industrial work (and
women’s increased domestic and volunteer activities) took place in the context of
diminished male presence. For these reasons, ads stressed Rosie’s natural unsuitability to
industrial work, and also the fact that, because not all men were absent, their gaze still
evaluated women.80 Ads showcased foundations’ ability to protect Rosie and reiterate her
femininity, while maintaining her figure, health, and beauty.
After the war, despite demobilization and an emphasis on normative gender roles, ads
expressed lingering worries about femininity and women’s sexuality, given their wartime
brush with masculinization. Communism’s potential destabilization of the family, and
thus the nation, added to these worries. One result was a strategy of containment for both
communism and women.81 Ads continued to depict and glorify foundations as problemsolvers; they shaped bodies into the hyperfeminine, wasp-waisted, high-bosomed
mandated by the New Look, while effecting women’s physical containment.
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The ads of the 1960s reflected different concerns about femininity. Beginning in about
1964, Americans witnessed what Peter Filene calls youth’s “hurly-burly scenes of
rebellion.”82 Feminism’s revival was one of these scenes; it challenged patriarchal
notions, including those concerning women’s bodies. By casting female modesty as
patriarchal repression, it reawakened the specter of masculinization. The industry
responded by constructing feminists as fuzzy-lipped, masculine “bra-burners” whose
actions would destroy it. At the same time, new fashions like mini skirts, transparent
shirts, and the privileging of a natural, unfettered body, challenged modesty and were
promoted as bodily freedom.83 Ads reiterated foundations’ importance to femininity, but
paradoxically, also constructed them as promoting liberation.
Were women were passive receptacles for ad claims?84 My evidence indicates that
advertisers, magazines, and manufacturers believed women were concerned about their
slimness and the appearance of their breasts, although there is little research on the
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reasons women chose foundations, and if, or how, ads affected their choices.85 And
Bordo claims that depictions (like those in ads) homogenize and normalize
representations, and that a woman constantly “measures, judges, ‘disciplines,’ and
‘corrects’” herself against these images. However, it is equally likely that women
interpreted ads as more than a mandate, viewing them through a personal, local, and
contextual lens.86 They may have believed ads’ fantasies of transformation, constructing
what John Kasson calls an “anticipatory self,” through a process that was an intricate
dialectical process between incentive and reality87 Alternately, they may have been
swayed by peer pressure and price reductions, or simply needed to replace worn-out bras
and girdles. If they were swayed by ads, one cannot verify whether they identified fully,
or partially, with them, or when and under which circumstances. However, there is no
question that ads were saturated with representations (and the implied endorsement) of
85
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the ideal body, revealing, if nothing else, the industry’s consensus about femininity.88
What is clear, moreover, is that women’s choices of foundations frustrated retailers and
manufacturers. They believed women disregarded their entreaties because they were too
stubborn or too ignorant to understand corsetry’s importance to femininity, appearance,
and well-being.89
Advertising emerged as a cultural force during the modernization of the latenineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, when it expanded and changed focus. Many ads
deployed a new notion, that appearance, not character, determined success. They also
applied the vocabulary of progress and physical and affective achievement, and a belief
in self-improvement. Furthermore, as modern women became distanced from the
traditional guidance of older females, advertising discovered what Stewart Ewen calls a
“vacuum of advice,” and filled it with advice-rich ads.90
Until the 1980s, many scholars viewed advertising as a capitalist instrument,
manipulating consumer behavior to benefit business, and warping women’s agency by
88
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creating a shallow, mesmerized female shopper.91 Roland Marchand and T. J. Jackson
Lears challenged this view by exploring the connection of self, goods, culture and
advertising, beginning with the social and cultural shifts caused by modernity, and ending
at the pre-World War II period. Thomas Frank examines advertising’s 1960’s “Creative
Revolution” in the context of the era’s business and social changes.92
Marchand and Lears reveal that, beginning in the early 1900s, advertising viewed
women as fickle, irrational, passive beings. Modernity also brought affective changes,
which advertisers (whom Thomas Frank calls “missionaries of modernity”) reiterated.93
Ads favored appearance and self-presentation as markers of success, emphasizing that
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perfection and attractiveness were mandatory female projects. 94 “Camouflage” ads (or
advertorials) often resembled fashion, advice, and question-and-answer columns.95 While
all three were ubiquitous in women’s magazines, the latter established a taxonomic
system of self-scrutiny geared to discovering the figure faults that foundations could
minimize or remove.96
Modernity and advertising reinforced perfection by emphasizing streamlining,
efficiency, sleekness, progress, and youth, and by disparaging what Lears calls the
“carnivalesque” body, a plump, aging entity, inefficient and stagnant, whose specter
reached well into the post-World War II era. Ads implied that if women’s breasts, hips,
and thighs even hinted at carnivalesque languor, they required foundations’ curative
powers. Modern bras awakened indolent breasts, shaping them into sleek, firm
protrusions. [Illustration 2.2] Girdles fought hip and thigh softness, because, as one
scholar notes, emblematic of the carnivalesque, fat was “reviled” by, and “obesity
terrifie[d],” those subscribing to modern standards.97 To drive home the importance of an
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Illustration 2.2: Exquisite Form ad, “What goes on?” Woman’s Day, July 1953,
13
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attractive appearance, ads utilized what Sivulka calls “advertising by fear,” worded in
“whisper copy,” which implied surveillance. 98 A woman could judge, but also be judged,
and ads claimed there was no respite from what Marchand calls “accusing eyes,” which
even the self possessed.99 Women assessed one another for an “empirical demonstration”
of physical femininity, made increasingly transparent by post-war fashions like the New
Look.100 They could achieve a visible wasp-waist only by wearing tight, high-waisted
girdles and waist cinchers. It was obvious who conformed and who deviated.101
From World War II to the 1960s, Beth Bailey tells us, American culture had a “love
affair with the bosom.”102 As visible metonyms of femininity, and the most distinct and
mutable parts of the female body, breasts were defective but had alluring potential.103
Unsupported breasts sway and are naturally soft, but ads did not acknowledge that
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sweater girls’ ample, firm bosoms were paradoxical; at least until the mid-1960s, this was
another problem to be solved.104
It is unsurprising, then, that advertising iconography stressed bras’ two most important
powers. They transformed soft, sagging, and wrong-sized breasts into acceptable
contours. They also allowed breasts to “measure up before [men’s] normalizing gaze,” as
Brownmiller writes, which defined (at least until the 1960s) their “perfect shape and
proportion” as rounded and “high on the chest, large but not bulbous, with the look of
firmness.” Brownmiller also asserts that, from the beginning of development, “a female
discovers that her breasts are claimed by others.”105 No one claimed them more
assertively than the foundations industry, whose ads asserted its “custodial rights” over
breasts. 106
These custodial rights extended from breasts to thighs. While bras shaped breasts (and
long-line bras, both breasts and midriffs), girdles and waist-cinchers modified thighs and
torso. Like breasts, the abdominal/hip area had long been considered problematic. The
conflation of the abdomen and reproduction led to ads hinting at girdles’ powers to
protect women’s organs. Furthermore, historically, ideal hips narrowed, the abdomen
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flattened, and the derriere became gently, but not generously, rounded. The persistence of
this sleek, willowy silhouette emerged as another advertising theme.
Overweight women became a problem as early as 1900, and by the 1920s, many
women were preoccupied with slimming.107 Joan Jacobs Brumberg correlates the thinner
body ideal to the growth of the fashion and cosmetics industries, the rise of beauty
contests and professional models, movies, and a “merchandising canon” that increasingly
asserted that fashions looked better on a thin figure. Thinness became established an
ongoing female preoccupation.108
Beauty experts disparaged the carnivalesque. Vogue called plumpness an
“unpardonable … crime against the modern ethics of beauty.” Beauty tycoon Helena
Rubinstein pronounced fat “repulsive,” and a magazine article announced that “Nobody
Loves a Fat Girl.” 109 While, according to Marcia Millman, the fashion industry labeled
fat women “fashion derelicts and monstrosities,” there may have been more to portliness
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than appearance.110 Because fat was unfeminine, overweight women also contravened
traditional gender roles.
But it was the “male gaze,” men’s voyeuristic surveillance, that prevailed in ads.
[Illustration 2.3] Roland Barthes’s assertion that women’s existence “is entirely
constituted by the gaze of a man … [he] is everywhere around, he presses on all sides, he
makes everything exist” was innate in foundations ads, covertly or overtly.111 While some
ads implied the immenseness of the male gaze by showing men as oversized beings (and
occasionally imbued with special powers, such as X-ray vision) its presence was implied
even when no man appeared, for instance, in ads which exhorted women to look younger
and more beautiful.112 Femininity in all its guises became increasingly important during
World War II, and the increasing numbers of women in the work force.
Despite World War II’s exigencies, foundations ads managed to deliver the industry’s
most important message – the paradoxical tenacity and fragility of femininity.
Manufacturers consciously utilized women’s war work and “put it to work for the
industry,” according to advertising columnist Eva Housman. Ads, as one columnist put it,
swung “on the trapeze of war emotion” by providing “reasons why women at work must
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Marcia Millman, Such a Pretty Face: Being Fat in America, (New York: Norton, 1980), 98. Millman
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In one Gossard ad, X-ray vision enabled a man to assess women unnoticed and unchallenged. The ad
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him to view her (glowing) foundations through her clothes. His surveillance was viewed as positive: the ad
proclaimed “Be Glorified by Gossard.” McCall’s, October 1939, 114; November 1939, 42.
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Illustration 2.3: Native Co. ad, CUR, Sept. 1955, 112
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have the support of proper corseting.”113 They were aided in this endeavor by the federal
government, for, Housman continued, it “admitted the truth of this claim by putting on
the essential list corsets for industrial workers.” Ads referenced women’s industrial (and,
to a lesser extend, domestic) contributions to the war.114 However, femininity took on an
additional responsibility, the maintenance of military and civilian morale.
Foundations ads were part of the pantheon of artifice (that is, cosmetics and fashion)
with patriotic implications; Julie Wosk calls these “signs of virtue in a precarious
world.”115 The nation was not the only imperiled entity; so was femininity, destabilized
by Rosie’s assumption of male roles. Despite women’s unfashionable work clothing,
physical labor, and wartime’s substandard corsetry, ads reiterated the link between
foundations and femininity, implying that under Rosie’s work clothes, they held fast to
her femininity, balancing the contradiction of femininity and war work. By maintaining a
sensation of femininity and glamour, they kept her from becoming a “New Amazon,”
ensured her efficiency, and saved her fragile body from the injuries caused by physical
labor. 116 However, ads both lauded women for their contributions to the war effort while
reducing them to fashion icons.
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“You’ve got a job to do,” pronounced McCall’s fashion writer Virginia Ricklin in a
1942 article, which included an illustration of women shipyard workers and a naval
officer observing a ship-christening ceremony.117 [Illustration 2.4] It reflected three
recurrent themes in foundations ads. The naval officer signified the ubiquitous male gaze,
femininity’s surveyor. The older, heavy woman christening the ship suggested the
carnivalesque, her age and lumpy shape indicating her lack of femininity. She could not
“have had a part in building” the ship, Ricklin noted, because she was “not trim and
streamlined like the ship workers looking on,” a reference to foundations’ role in
transforming women into attractive, modern ship builders. Without irony, Ricklin
claimed that work-clothes’ ample cut was one reason to wear foundations, to ensure a
“sleek, smartly-fitting look.” 118
In another article, Ricklin praised manufacturers for producing supportive, controlling
foundations in the face of the wartime shortages.119 These maintained femininity
perfectly adequately, because, for instance, newly-developed bias-cut piecing techniques
allowed bras to continue to “sculpture the bust.” Ricklin repeated the notion that wearing
coveralls did not give women permission to abandon foundations, for women needed

“too many pictures of beautiful girls … [they] make you think that war is glamorous.” Quoted in Rupp,
347.
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Ricklin, “You’ve Got a Job to Do,” 104-105. The illustration showed one worker talking to another;
the caption, referring to the awkward position of the christener as she hit the stern with a bottle, read, “If
she stretches any more, she’ll buckle her plates!’”
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Ricklin, “You’ve Got a Job to Do,” 105. Why Ricklin did not reference the officer’s presence is
unclear, but it is worth noting that, despite women’s influx, war plants continued to be largely staffed and
managed by men.
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Virginia Ricklin, “Your New Foundations,” McCall’s, November 1942, 126-27. In her reminder that
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“skillful bias cuts, new stronger mesh, and other innovations” would give the “trim action-silhouette that
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Illustration 2.4: “You’ve Got a Job to Do,” McCall’s, May 1943, 105
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them to appear smooth and sleek.120 Rather, it is likely women “needed” foundations’
hooks, zippers, stays, and snugness as tactile reminders of the
femininity that underlay loosely-cut masculine clothes.121 The implications were clear.
Despite masculine attire, foundations protected femininity.
Wartime ads continued to intermingle femininity, youth, and beauty, suggesting that a
woman with these attributes was socially successful. Formfit asked, “why is your
foundation so important?”122 The answer was the male gaze: men were the “one[s] you
bought your finery for in the first place;” not “looking right” would disappoint him.
Ads also implied, as one for Munsingwear did, “… as long as your bust is beautiful!”
femininity would follow. Foundations could make even those with “features that’s almost
plain [sic]” attractive. The ad also trumpeted surveillance and the male gaze, for it was
only with an attractive bosom that “you’ll be seen!”123 Another ad cautioned women
120

Discomfort was a persistent topic in industry discourse. Because industrial clothing was loose,
manufacturers worried that foundations would be viewed as an unnecessary discomfort. Vogue urged them
to prioritize comfort, reminding them of the conventional, but incorrect, belief that World War I-era women
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about the perils of unfeminine clothes, acknowledging that “[c]ertainly! America is
putting its young misses in slacks, uniforms … [and] other practical attire the war effort
requires.” However, they “must remember that these war clothes shouldn’t hide their
feminine charms,” effected by Gossard foundations.124 Formfit echoed the unease caused
by masculine clothing that hid women’s bodies, making gender difficult to read. The
“alluring profile” given by Formfit’s Life Bra left “no uncertainty about your rounded
femininity.”125 But “rounded” or not, femininity also implied physical weakness.
Women’s inherent frailty, often framed in terms of fatigue, was another persistent
theme in wartime ads. The war had increased domestic workloads and volunteer
activities, and many women had assumed head-of-household roles. Ads conveyed
apprehension about their ability to hold up psychically as well as physically while
remaining feminine.126 They presented foundations as protective guardians of Rosie’s
naturally fragile body; their support compensated for her weakness and flaccidity, and
allowed her to perform industrial and domestic tasks.127
A New York Times article noted that women’s “special needs … in war plants and on
the farms,” necessitated foundations; weak abdominal muscles caused “ptosis,” lowered
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efficiency, and resulted in attrition.128 Fatigue was the reason most Rosies quit working,
asserted Women’s Bureau Director Mary Anderson. Caused by poor posture and weak
muscles, fatigue was especially prevalent in older women who “cannot grow their own
muscular girdles.” Wearing supportive garments solved fatigue and turnover.129
[Illustration 2.5] In later years, Maidenform founder Ida Rosenthal recalled a study of
women aircraft workers, which found that those wearing “good” foundations were less
fatigued and more productive than those who did not.130
Some ads linked foundations to patriotism. Because Rosie was unused to industrial
work, claimed an Air-Way Surgical Corset Company ad, she suffered “new and unusual
health and figure problems.” [Illustration 2.6] Air-Way urged plant managers to be
patriotic by supplying its garments to their Rosies. Lest this plea be viewed as selfserving, the ad claimed that Air-Ways maintained Rosie’s fitness, “increasing production
… cutting down on rest periods and reducing absenteeism.”131 Rosie’s productivity was
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Illustration 2.5: Spencer ad, McCall’s, Oct. 1945, 130
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Illustration 2.6: Air-Way ad, CUR, Jan. 1944, 18
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important, but she had another responsibility, that of maintaining male morale by staying
attractive, even in that face of material shortages.132
Women’s work raised concerns about men’s wartime morale. Observers, like
columnist Lester Colby, worried that women’s wartime responsibilities would make them
shirk the efforts needed to sustain femininity. In a mordant article titled “Curve Control
Crisis,” Colby pleaded with the War Production Board to release more rubber to the
foundations industry. Shortages encouraged women to “let themselves go” without
foundations. Those resembling “an overstuffed davenport … spill out like soft butter,”
their flesh an offense to men’s sensibilities and morale. Colby’s argument, and his plea to
the WPB to “give ‘em rubber to save the morale of the nation,” reflected the view of
femininity’s importance to men’s morale. The obverse of masculinity, it sustained
manhood by reiterating contrast, and intensified men’s sense of their power, incisiveness,
and ability.133
Colby may have been inspired by a news report about the Corset and Brassiere
Association of America’s petition to the Office of Production Management for rubber
allotments. In this “drama of priorities,” the CBAA supported its request with letters from
doctors, nurses, retailers, and fashion leaders, all of whom argued that “the girdle … is of
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special import to the women of the country.” As such, the girdle became a patriotic totem
to “maintaining civilian morale. It is … vital to victory.”134
A Formfit ad exemplified the importance of not letting oneself go, but maintaining
femininity and health while performing masculine work. “This is no time to drop below
par,” it warned. Women needed to wear Formfit garments because their “comfortable
support … creates extra energy.” Again, morale and femininity were linked: Formfit bras
and girdles were “morale and beauty builders.”135 Lester Colby would have approved of
this ad, as well as one for Munsingwear’s “Fighting Trims” panties, designed for women
who “straddle wings and stand the watches of spotter’s posts,” in an unfashionable
“world of uniforms.” Munsingwear suggested that Fighting-Trims guarded against
masculinization and engendered, as the name implied, trimness (and thus morale), for
they were knit with “fineness and femininity.”136
A subsequent Formfit ad showed Rosie stepping into her shapeless coveralls in a
factory locker room.137 [Illustration 2.7] This Rosie’s commitment to femininity was
clear: despite her “all-out effort,” she remained her “charming best.” Her direct gaze
engaged the viewer, suggesting shared experiences and a commitment to femininity.
Under her coveralls, she kept on the gartered stockings and Formfit foundations donned
at home. Both Rosie and the viewer understood that, despite her physical labor, coveralls,
134
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Illustration 2.7: Formfit ad, Saturday Evening Post, Oct. 2, 1943, 106
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billed cap, and sturdy footwear, she retained both material and symbolic femininity.138
From toe to armpit, feminine totems encircled this Rosie. They reminded her of her
femininity, and viewers, about Formfit’s important contributions to maintaining
femininity.139
The Warner Co. emphasized women’s physical and psychic vulnerability in a fullpage tableau, “Who says We Must Fight This War in Whalebones?”140 [Illustration 2.8]
While a nurse and a secretary safely performed traditional female tasks, others welded,
packed ammunition, and repaired a car. The ad paired the dangers of transgression with
femininity and vulnerability by showing them wearing little but foundations. While
gloves and mask protected the welder’s arms and face, her unprotected body was
vulnerable to burns. The mechanic lay on a garage floor, her back unprotected, while the
packer stood at a counter, serene and unperturbed despite her near-nakedness. On the one
hand, this ad acknowledged women’s contribution to the war effort: both women and
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Illustration 2.8: Lord & Taylor ad, The New York Times, Nov. 8, 1942, 11
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Warner’s “protect your freedom.”141 On the other, however, it reminded women that they
were physically vulnerable; and that, despite their presence, dangerous factory work was
still a male province. Furthermore, these characters’ skimpy, sexy wear implied that male
eyes still relished the feminine form.
Formfit was not the only company deploying male surveillance. “Your hips are
everybody’s business!” one Jantzen ad exclaimed. [Illustration 2.9] To underscore men’s
gaze, two small men trained a spyglass upwards towards the model tending a victory
garden. Given that women’s figures were “a matter of national importance!” the ad
acknowledged femininity’s contribution to morale. On the other hand, the Carter Co.
deployed an internalized, self-disciplining gaze. The model in a girdle ad noted
“yesterday I put on my new uniform – took a look in the triple mirror – and said, ‘Man
the lifeboats! I’m sunk!’” Instead of resembling a “sleek cruiser,” she “looked more like a
tugboat,” prompting her to “sen[d] out an SOS for a Carter girdle.”142 But as the war
began winding up, ads began changing
Leila Rupp notes that “the intensely domestic 1950s follow[ed] on the heels of
supposedly liberating war.”143 While ads reflected an acceptance of women’s war work
provided they remembered their feminine roles, and as long as there was “no uncertainty
about your rounded femininity,” as a Formfit’s Life Bra ad put it, traditional attitudes did
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Illustration 2.9: Jantzen ad, “Your hips,” CUR, June 1945, 9
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not change.144 The image of acceptable womanhood as, in part, glamorous and feminine
proved to be tenacious. In fact, one historian classifies most wartime beauty industry ads
as “transitional,” that is, containing “reminders of [women’s] eventual demobilization,”
and a return to family and spouse.145 That return was soon on the horizon.
In the same month that Japan surrendered, Chique Creations advertised its girdles as
“firm enough to police disorderly bulges.” Two months later, Diana Foundations claimed
its girdles insured that “curves are under control.” 146 After years of Rosie’s gender
transgressions, now-elegant foundation ads wasted no time in evoking the traditional
gender notions that had taken a back seat to the war. These notions materialized as
glamour, the fusion of hyperfemininity and containment.147
Despite its sudden post-war appearance in ads, CUR attributed the glamour impetus to
“the culmination of more than twenty years of effort” by the industry. Manufacturers and
advertisers had been pushing glamour since the 1920s, but postwar technical
developments resulted in lighter, more attractive corsetry and colorful, elegantlyphotographed possible. These efforts, noted CUR, lifted foundations from the “‘meat and
potatoes’ class” to their “associat[ion] with beauty, grace, luxury and even dreams.”148
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The war’s end raised concerns that women would remain in the workforce and retain
their head-of-household status. The affluence and mobility of war work had exposed both
men and women to new opportunities for sexual expression, but it was the latter’s sexual
transgressions that were particularly destabilizing.149 “The beautiful day when all the
warriors have come home,” as one ad put it, would bring the containment of women’s
bodies to eliminate of any vestige of masculinity.150 [Illustration 2.10] Culture used
foundations to write concerns about women’s sexual freedom, masculinization, and
gender transgressions onto their bodies in the form of glamour. 151 As the Chique and
Diana ads implied, foundations “policed” and “controlled” any sign of Rosie’s dis-order.
The angst felt by some coincided with cold war concerns about communism, resulting
in repressive politics which sought to contain what May calls “explosive issues.”152
Communism had explosive potential and needed containment, but so did female
sexuality, because, as May asserts, Rosie’s wartime independence and brush with
masculinity triggered fears about “female sexuality as a dangerous force on the loose.”
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Illustration 2.10: Jantzen ad, “Comes the day,” Mademoiselle, Sept. 1945, 6
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Foundations evolved into what May calls “a fortress of undergarments,” symbols of
the sexual containment demanded by the continuing suspicion about women’s sexuality,
especially that of single women.153 Although body control was a long-standing theme in
foundation ads, it had been second to wartime concerns over support and femininity. The
end of the war, however, witnessed the primacy of body control, which would last into
the 1960s.
Superficially, some wartime ads had depicted women’s autonomy and capability, but
the en-masse dismissal of Rosies, whose work was now recast by Ladies’ Home Journal
as an “alarming … violati[on of] their own biological natures,” was not enough to put
the matter to rest.154 Idealized and essentialized images of women, embodied, as Rupp
describes them, as “serene goodness and capability, … control rather than decadence,”
began appearing in late 1940s, demanding femininity’s restoration.155
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charms.” Grandmother’s old-fashioned corset, she continued,” protected her from ardent masculine
advances,” while wartime’s “Sloppy Joe styles” led both men and women to “general looseness.”
Ferguson’s proof was men’s “prefer[ence] to pet with an ungirdled pretty” unprotected by the “moral
support” of foundations. Quoted in “War Leaves Girls in Poor Shape,” n/a, CUR November 1945, 119.
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Furthermore, femininity was now overtly conflated with control, resulting in the
sudden emergence of the glamour imperative.156 When a Formfit ad promised its
foundations would “instantly [make] a more glamorous you,” it also implied a clear “then
and now” demarcation. “Then” was the era of women in overalls; “now” was the sudden
and welcome rise of hyperfemininity, and “instant” glamour suggested that there was not
a moment to waste, that Rosie’s overalls had to come off now, before it was too late, and
masculinization stuck.157
A 1945 Mademoiselle article indicated glamour’s early emergence by urging readers
to welcome returning men by hiding what had been a valued trait, their efficiency, under
feminine “bows and ruffles.” Furthermore, it advised women to adopt another
hyperfeminine marker by “wearing your waistline as small as it will go.” The following
year, an article titled “Femininity on the Upswing” urged ex-Rosies to use femininity and
charm to “bait” men, by replacing “functional dress” and deploying “social whirls [of]
femininity and daintiness.”158 Expansive New Look skirts gave women a new “air of
elegance,” CUR noted, but this elegance was artificial. Few, if any, women naturally
possessed the “accentuated bustlines, sloping shoulders … [the] tiny waist, flat midriff
… [and] sleek hips” the New Look required.159 [Illustration 2.11] By 1948, Rosie’s
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masculinity, and Rosie herself, were faint memories in ads, replaced by a focus on
hyperfemininity and glamour, which walked “hand in hand with beauty,” as fashion
writer Pauline Gordon announced, “and we are now in an era where women want to be
‘feminine.’”160 While advertising icons and messages changed to reflect new sensibilities,
ads continued to challenge the adequacy of women’s femininity, and to depict
foundations as perfecting femininity and making it visible. Ads argued that perfection
was possible, a notion that Lears calls the “perfectionist project.” 161
As noted, perfect femininity commands women’s time, dedication, and resources.
Foundation ads, like advertising to women in general, presented perfection as
tantalizingly just out of reach. It seemed that as soon as a garment corrected one flaw, ads
called attention to another one. This fault-finding pathologized the female body, and, as a
feminist biologist Lynda Birke puts it, such a “ body becomes a tale of failure.”162 Bailey
dates women’s commitment to perfection to the 1950s. At the same time that the images
of the “‘ideal’ women of screen and magazines … on whom no expense had been spared
and no skill withheld to enhance their beauty” dominated the media, beauty products
increased in prominence, and were widely advertised and accessible. This resulted in the
constitutes a beautiful (and, I assert, feminine) woman at any given time is symbolic of “the female
behavior that that period considers desirable.” Elizabeth Wilson, Adorned in Dreams: Fashion and
Modernity, (Berkley: University of California Press, 1987), 100; Lucinda Joy Peach, ed., Women in
Culture: A Women’s Studies Anthology, (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1998), 173; Naomi Wolf,
The Beauty Myth: How Images of Beauty are Used Against Women, (New York: Morrow, 1991), 183.
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Illustration 2.11: Flexees ad, CUR, Feb. 1948, 122
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notion, Bailey continues, that “any woman willing to invest the necessary time and
money could be beautiful[;] a woman had ‘no excuse’ for not being attractive.”163 Like
its wartime predecessors, ads expressed concerns about imperfections, but imperfection
was now contrasted to models’ flawlessness. The stances, expressions, and enigmatic
mannerisms of these icons, which one scholar describes as a “cool distancing of the
physical self and an aura of unavailability,” personified perfect femininity.164 In the cold
war context, hyperfemininity and imperfection were as irreconcilable as communism and
democracy.
Peter Pan Co. ads expressed women’s imperfections succinctly, boldly declaring that
“No body is perfect. Every body needs Peter Pan,” and that, unaided, a body could never
be “just right.”165 Peter Pan’s Merry-Go-Round bra “accentuate[d] the small bust,” or
contained and “minimize[d]” the full one. [Illustration 2.12] No matter the flaw, the
Merry-Go-Round possessed the transformative power to make women into “glamorously,
alluring, feminine creatures,” much like the model in a second ad.166 Classically
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Illustration 2.12: Peter Pan ad “Merry-Go-Round,” CUR, Feb. 1948, 15
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chignoned and contemplative, the ad in which she appeared implied that the Merry-GoRound produced her perfect breasts, and, by extension, her perfection. Like the model,
any woman wearing the bra epitomized femininity’s serene goodness, glamour, and chic
self-control.167
Ads also suggested that perfect femininity effected heterosexual romance and
fulfillment. As noted, women were reminded that they could “bait” returning soldiers
with feminine charm.168 The model in a Velvet Grip girdle ad expressed this overtly,
exclaiming “I’m beautiful [and] I’m loved!” Though succinct, the phrase held multiple
meanings. Like Formfit’s 1948 “instant glamour” ad, it implied the subject was beautiful
now, suggesting the end of “then,” the Rosie years. By voicing the notion that, unlike
then, women now had men for whom to re-engage their femininity, it also emphasized
the importance of men’s homecoming and a return to traditional gender relations, which
required women to forgo ease and comfort, and to concentrate on constructing and
revealing a beautiful, perfectly feminine body; only then would they be loved.169
Carter also deployed imperfection by developing a taxonomy of flaws inherent in each
body part. Every woman suffered from “unhappy hips, wandering waist, bumpy
buttocks,” claiming its research has proved the “important fact” that during the war, their
figures had “multiplied in the wrong place.” Now, a shortage of “pretties” replaced
wartime material shortages. The “wrong place” was more than a thickened hip or
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waistline. It was the place Rosie occupied in the masculine workplace, and residual
masculinization was what was responsible for so few “pretties.” 170
The New Look also emphasized the infrequency of feminine perfection. Good
Housekeeping noted that the “the tiniest … most pointedly small [waistline] in three
decades” signified “feminine prettiness,” but, in fact, “probably you were not born with
it.” Instead, women were born with their “biggest problem,” normal waistlines, when the
“real wasp indentation … was never more important.” Again, foundations’ transformative
powers could effect the “little middle” or do what a Munsingwear ad called “whittl[ing]
you down to a handspan.”171
The New Look celebrated “the triumph of the thin woman over the fat woman,”
according to fashion historian Elizabeth Wilson. Femininity was, by definition, slim,
because, Wilson adds, fashion “required some degree of exhibitionism.”172 Figure
reduction became an increasingly important advertising – and perfectionist – theme from
the end of the war on. As noted, slenderness was not a new preoccupation. However, the
New Look’s fitted torsos, and the subsequent fitted “pencil skirt” necessitated
increasingly stringent body control. Women’s complaints about fitting into unyielding
clothing, and the industry’s insistence that it was their imperfect bodies, not fashion’s
contrived silhouettes, which were to blame, were expressed in this ditty:
170
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I bought a new corset last Monday
And dieted all the week through
It continues to bulge in queer places
I really don’t know what to do.
Can’t you find one a little bit tighter,
Perhaps with a steel stay or two?
These garments make me look atrocious!
“My dear, it’s not the corset. It’s you.173
“Sixty per cent of all women are overweight or lacking in the symmetry in the bosom,
waist, or hips,” asserted CUR, commending the industry for garments that “camouflage
or correct these defects.”174 Vogue insisted that a woman “looks like a woman” only if
her dress bodice looked “plastered on;” this required a “very solid layer of corseting to
confine [women’s] very solid layer of flesh.” All women needed “outside help [for]
muscle control”175
Slenderness was also increasingly equated with being modern and clever. The New
York Times noted “smart women” monitored not only fashion but also “watch[ed]
against an increasing waistline.” The fashion press portrayed up-to-the-minute elegance
as capricious and demanding perfection. Women had to be alert for seemingly minor
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changes as “a drop or rise of the belt line as determined by current fashions,” indicating
how even petty fashion alterations intensified the focus on body parts. Only foundations
could correct new imperfections.176 Lily of France executive Sam Traub reiterated his
company’s role in helping women achieve “the long, lean [mid-1950s]look,” which
“cannot be worn successfully without converting to new corsetry.”177 The effect of new
corsetry was eminently visible.
The male gaze continued to be important. Critic John Berger argued that “men look at
women. Women watch themselves being looked at. This determines not only the relation
of men to women, but the relation of women to themselves.”178 In this he drew from
Foucault’s assertion that the observed eventually internalize their own surveillance, and
Pierre Bourdieu’s refinement of this notion, which contends that women engage as
subjects of scrutiny by anticipating an assessment “of their bodily appearance, their …
bearing and present[ation].” 179 This practice raises self-consciousness, and postwar
advertising located it, as Berger notes, in both male and female surveillance.
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The self-consciousness inherent in form-fitting fashions redoubled with warm
weather, stripping women of coats’ and sweaters’ protection. Good Housekeeping
reminded readers that “thin clothes … make you more conscious of how your figure
looks,” evoking the specter of male and female accusing eyes, on the lookout for the
“multitude of sundaes” hidden by winter clothing. One ad’s reminder that summer
clothes exposed women to ruthless surveillance was even more trenchant. “Your figure is
unmercifully out in the open,” it warned, citing foundations’ power to mitigate the
inevitable unmerciful gaze that seemingly missed no flaw.180 But aside from being
“unmerciful,” the male gaze also granted approval.
Even when focused on a mere fragment of a woman’s total appearance, the gaze
retained its power. A Formfit girdle ad claimed that merely “one wrong line above or
below the waist … can spoil the precious first impression.” The self’s gaze internalized
one wrong line: it “impairs the way you feel and work.” Furthermore, the reminded
women they were responsible for self-monitoring. Should male appraisal flag, the
company’s Life Girdle endowed them with “feminine curves [that] kindle a gleam in
appraising eyes.”181 In 1954, Olga’s ads for its “waist-whittling, hip-slimming”
Fandango girdle also reiterated women’s responsibility to invite the male gaze. Only their
“head-turning figure” would ensure that “he will always look at you.”182
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As Berger notes, the male and female gazes were equally powerful. All-female
environments in ads offered no respite from surveillance; women’s accusing eyes
monitored each other for adherence to femininity. One ad showed a supermarket shopper
from behind, tugging at her shorts in public. [Illustration 2.13] “Obviously the lady
doesn’t know,” its whisper copy read, that she was wearing the wrong girdle, but, more
importantly, didn’t know the social consequences of being observed and censured.183
Warner also deployed the gaze by using the cliché of airing dirty laundry in public.
Under a clothesline, the ad read, “the neighbors are always talking about her,” and “what
will the neighbors think?” As in the grocery store tableau, this ad disabused women of the
notion of privacy. Neighbors’ gaze extended into others’ back yards. Nonconformists, the
ad stated, would be “push[ed] into social oblivion” by “the girls [who] get together and
pull each other apart.” The message inherent in these ads clearly implied that no woman’s
femininity was safe from judgment.
No examination of advertising would be complete without including the Maidenform
Company’s iconic and hyperfeminine “I Dreamed …” campaign, which debuted in
1949.184 These ads broke the mold of staid text and visuals. Dream models were dressed
in haute couture or costumes, sometimes elaborately so, acting out fantasies from the

“instinctive focal point,” their breasts. Therefore, women must “make it [their] business to project a bosom
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mundane (“I dreamed I went shopping in my Maidenform bra,” the first of over 300
Dream ads) to the exotic and transgressive (the boxing-ring themed “I dreamed I was a
knockout…”). [Illustration 2.14] As novel and controversial was the fact that models
were fully dressed (and, sometimes, elaborately hatted) from the waist down, but wore
only a Maidenform bra on top.185
The Dream campaign’s manifest femininity has been examined by a number of
historians, including Barbara Coleman and Vicki Howard. Coleman asserts that, while
ads acknowledged women’s desires for stimulation, accomplishment, and “independent
power,” the campaign deprived women of autonomy, belittling their productivity and
professionalism in the public realm. On the other hand, Howard views it as celebrating
women’s sexuality and distancing them from stereotypical domestic roles.186 While it is
true that Dream ads featuring professional women put glamour and festive sexuality first,
and profession second, the very fact that, from 1959 to 1964, they featured female
mountain climbers, ambassadors and store presidents was pathbreaking and transgressive
on its own.187 No matter the interpretation, there is no question that for much of its run,
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the Dream campaign linked women, glamour, perfection, and hyperfemininity. Paris is
more that a fashion capital; it is also an art capital, and its Louvre Museum houses one of
the most famous statues, the Venus de Milo. Art historians have characterized her as an
“enduring ideal of female beauty,” the “splendid physical ideal” toward which women
long strived.188 Nonetheless, a Redbook article deposed the Venusian ideal in 1965. In
contrast to the current ideal “tall, slender, evenly proportioned” shape, Redbook called
Venus “the outdated” figure, no longer “in tune with the times.” 189
Redbook was under the spell of the youth culture which dominated fashion beginning
in the early 1960s in ads and discourse.190 In 1964, Vogue dubbed this revolutionary,
fresh fashion sense the “Youthquake.”191 While looking younger had been a longstanding female project, the new incarnation of youthfulness was a less mature look than
hyperfemininity’s glamorous youthfulness. Like an earthquake, its fault line was visible.
Across from the Youthquake were previous fashions that designer Sally Tuffin asserted
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made girls resemble their mothers, while adult women were, as another observer put it,
“all high heels and rock-hard tits.”192
The ideal silhouette was now defined by a spare, preadolescent body, exemplified
most famously by a 17-year-old, 97-pound British model named Twiggy, who debuted in
the 1960s. Commentators called her unaffected hipness the “prime symbol of
postvoluptuous femininity,” symbolic of “the sixties’ pared-down feminine aesthetic.”193
Seemingly overnight, fashion houses began designing for what Vogue called “the slim
young goddess figure.”194 Inherent in the Youthquake was the emergence of the allegedly
liberating “Nude Look,” described by one observer as “transparent blouses … [and]
plunging necklines open to the navel in front,” whose sheerness and exposure reinforced
power of the gaze. While previous foundations had produced illusion and decreased
imperfection, the new fashion zeitgeist toppled artifice for the “reality” of thin bodies.
Womanly curves were deracinated by designers like Gernreich, who equated beauty and
femininity with prepubescent bodies. Fashionable women now had to possess spare
bodies that did not interfere with outfits. Slinky knits, made possible by the invention of
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spandex, and what Steele calls the “lean and linear” captivated designers, who embarked
on producing “the skinniest, most slithery things going.”195
The Youthquake and a Twiggy silhouette corresponded with radical changes in
advertising. Young advertising professionals initiated the swift and vigorous change that
became known as the “Creative Revolution,” whose ads were hip and modern, bold and
pared down. 196 Decades earlier, the sleek had deposed the carnivalesque; now, the
natural, the liberated, and the young deposed artificial, glamorous, and constrained ads.197
However, foundations ads, though more visually hip, continued to reflect concerns about
femininity, now connected more than ever to youth. As Peiss asserts, the 1960s “mark a
decisive break in the way American women made and understood their appearance.”198
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Moffit, 19; Wolf, 67; Steele, The Corset, 161; “Spring Shows Close with a Dictum.” Women were
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1965, 19; Whit Hobbs, “Woman,” Madison Avenue, December 1963, 43-44. As early as 1960, the
foundations industry became increasingly linked to dieting. In November of that year, the Surprise Bra and
the No-Cal companies cosponsored a Miss No Cal (after a sugar-free drink) beauty pageant. Untitled photo
caption, CUR, November 1960, 109.
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48, 188.
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The Creative Revolution coincided with what one source calls a “revolution in
underwear.”199 Logic dictates that the easiest way to achieve the Twiggy ideal would
have been through the New Look’s controlling, boned foundations. However,
foundations designers, influenced by fashion and spandex, began turning out smaller,
lighter, more supple bras and girdles, which, though comfortable, could not match older
garments’ abilities.200 [Illustration 2.15]
Hence, ads depicted spandex-rich foundations as not opposing, but embodying bodily
freedom through a natural look and feel unavailable to previous generations.201 Though
hip, they continued to depict imperfect femininity by, as one scholar puts it, aiming at
women’s “deepest fear,” that of their own bodies, aggravated by revealing fashions.202
Ads discarded hyperfemininity’s hourglass lines for a boyish, sometimes pre-pubescent
silhouette, whose perfection was inherent in youth, long legs, and, above all, skinny
bodies. The irony was that the prepubescent body had little need of girdles and bras. But
it wasn’t the youthful look that the industry feared.
Many industry insiders believed that feminists were fomenting a rebellion against
foundations as artificial and restrictive symbols of male oppression (with bralessness a
199

Stern and Stern, 10.
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CUR described one famous model, Exquisite Form’s No-Bra bra, as “backless, sideless,
transparent,” giving a “nothing on under” feeling, and “allow[ing] a girl to look and feel natural.” The
company’s president, Irwin Roseman claimed the bra was so light that it took 29 of them to weigh a pound.
“‘No-Bra’ Captures headlines and a New Market,” n/a, CUR, February 1965, 31.
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Although du Pont developed spandex in 1958, it wasn’t released in large quantities until the early
1960s. The industry instantly adopted it, in part because of its comfort and light weight, and in part
because of du Pont’s intense marketing efforts.
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Linda Benn DeLibero, “This Year’s Girl: A Personal/Critical History of Twiggy,” in Benstock and
Ferris, 51. Frank, 6-7, 11. While advertising seemed to co-opt rebellion to increase profits, Frank asserts it
was the Creative Revolutionaries’ self-conception as participants in the cultural revolution and their “new
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Illustration 2.15: Exquisite Form ad, “Go Gernreich,” Vogue, Sept. 1965, 79
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particular concern).203 They feared that feminists were foisting this trend upon unwary
women, which could result in the industry’s demise.204 In 1968, a prominent story
increased the industry’s trepidation. Feminists had staged a “No More Miss America”
demonstration on the Atlantic City, NJ, boardwalk during the pageant, during which they
filled a “Freedom Trash Can” with items symbolizing women’s oppression, including
girdles and bras.205 They had intended to burn the contents, but fire regulations prevented
them from doing so. Nonetheless, bra-burning achieved the status of an urban legend,
“stick[ing] like crazy glue to the popular imagination,” according to Bordo.206
In retrospect, the notion that radical feminists threatened the industry seems
implausible, but it did stick like glue. In addition the frequency and context of bralesness
are impossible to gauge, but evidence points to its episodic and short-lived occurrence.207
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In April 1967, WWD documented what may have been the first instance of public bralessness, when
model/actress Jane Fonda sported “a cool no-bra” look which looked “perfect.” “Paris Bureau Report,” n/a,
WWD, 17 April 1967, 4.
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Cosmopolitan , October 1964, 36. According to Uplift, in 1968 the industry went into a “snit” when
designer Yves Saint Laurent announced in 1968 that “lingerie is finished.” Adding to the industry’s
concerns was corsetry departments’ loss of their decades-long status as stores’ most profitable departments,
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Furthermore, the 1960s saw a spate of bra company consolidations, making manufacturers nervous about
the future. Ferrell-Beck and Gau 157.
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Bordo, Unbearable Weight, 19-20. Jane Hunter calls bra-burning “a factoid which has …
influence[d] an entire generation’s opinion” of feminism. “Putting Sex in Its Place,” AQ, September 1991,
530.
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It was episodic, asserted New York Times reporter Judy Klemesrud, “because it still requires
courage for many women to shed their bras,” and women preferred to doff them on weekends, “when they
are with close friends and loved ones … away from bosses and business associates.”. She asserted it was
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But, like many, the industry feared feminists, distorting them by essentializing and
marginalizing their mission as primarily anti-bra, anti-male, and offering a specious
freedom. Maidenform President Beatrice Coleman sniffed her contempt for bralessness
as “ill-advised.”208 Others critics focused on bralessness’s effects, including ill health,
unattractiveness and just plain bad form.209 It was but “a handful of radicals” who went
“without bras or burn[ed] them to make the headlines,” CUR sought to reassure its
readers.210 On the other, it warned readers it had to face bralessness’s popularity and
quickly challenge it, for the industry couldn’t “afford to stand by and lose that billiondollar market.”211
To counter bralessness, ads fought back on three fronts. They took on a sharply
cautionary tone: bralessness was unhealthy; it was instigated by feminists seeking to

not unusual to “see braless wives shopping with their husbands on Saturdays.” Young women who wished
to avoid parental “wrath,” she wrote, “solved this problem by wearing a bra at home and shedding it when
they are away.” She quoted a Wall Street librarian’s claim that “I’m only braless in my private life
[because] most people on Wall Street are extremely uptight people.” Judy Klemesrud, “Braless Look: 2
Years Ago A Daring Fad, But Now It’s A Trend,” NYT, 5 August 1970, 40.
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Fad’s a Bust” Dallas Morning News, 21 January 1970, 56. As if to confirm Coleman’s notion that “correct”
freedom was actually modified constraint, a Bestform bra ad showed an overweight, sagging-breasted
hippie woman. The headline read “Freedom isn’t always beautiful,” and the accompanying text added,
“you’ve been running around in unrestrained freedom. And it’s beginning to show.” Warlaumont, 123. This
ad drew in part from anti-feminists, including those in the foundations industry, constructing feminists as
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Journey: America Since World War II, (New York, Oxford University Press, 1986), 461; Wolf, 18. Bordo
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CUR vacillated between predicting the end of the industry and minimizing what was a red herring to
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control American women; and they painted the new generation of foundations as coopting feminism. Ads began warning women that bralessness impaired breasts’ health
and beauty, as well as fashionability, insinuating it was a practice born of ignorance. If,
as Bali argued, breasts were so fragile that heavy winter clothes “soften and flatten the
bust,” women could only imagine what bralessness’ effects would be. [Illustration 2.16]
The ad’s illustration, a woman in a burka, squatting against a mud wall, carried additional
meaning: bralessness was not a hallmark of freedom. Rather, it was a practice in
primitive, Third World cultures, where women were kept powerless and ignorant.212
The Peter Pan Company recast bralessness as a feminist- and haute couture
conspiracy. A full-page ad showed a long-haired young woman holding a bra aloft
against a crowd scene. “In San Francisco on August 1,” it claimed, “500 women took off
their bras in protest. Should you have been among them?”213 [Illustration 2.17] Implying
that Peter Pan sided with freedom and individuality, the ad also claimed that “the anti-bra
movement” was a plot on the part of elite feminists and designers to dictate to American
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NYT, 13 September 1970, F11; Vogue, September 1970, 226. As liberation and freedom increased
as a topic in public discourse, Peter Pan faulted feminists and designers for tyrannizing women. Miscasting
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Illustration 2.16: Bali ad, Vogue, Sept. 1970, 226
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Illustration 2.17: Peter Pan ad, “500 women,” The New York Times Magazine,
Jan. 1970, 53
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women.214 The ad reflected concerns about women’s independence, perfect femininity,
and of the gaze.
On the one hand, Peter Pan anointed itself as freedom’s champion; on the other, the ad
deployed the frailty of femininity. Few, it declared, possessed the “super firm” body,
“well-toned muscles” and the breasts “found only on a healthy young girl” to go braless.
Most women’s breasts were “too big or too little … [or not] tight enough.” Bras remedied
the universal imperfections of women, while bralessness exposed them (and their age) to
the world.
The ad also deployed the gaze. The braless needed “guts,” for accusing eyes, subjected
them to censure, catcalls, or even danger, implying most women were too gutless to
endure this treatment. For women unfamiliar with censure’s sting, Peter Pan equated it to
the “self-conscious and embarrassed and uncomfortable” feeling they experienced in
public when they didn’t “look so hot.”215 The company targeted those likely to go braless
with its Soft’n Low bra, which protected them from domination and censure, and
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For instance, an Olga Co. ad showed a group of shouting models carrying a banner printed with
“freedom sells,” deploying the demonstrator /feminist trope that appeared often in contemporary discourse.
Their happiness stemmed from the fact that they, like “more than a million women,” had “discovered [the]
new freedom” of Olga’s new bra-slip. CUR, May 1969, unpaginated section. In ads for its Freedom Front
bra, Olga defined freedom as “open thinking” originating in “feeling comfortable with yourself … feeling
good in what you wear.” Olga’s parting words were “feel free to lose the bras that bind you.” Vogue,
November 1970, 46.
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As Rita Freedman writes, revealing clothes (and I include bralessness in this) intensify vulnerability.
Street harassment, for instance, escalates in the spring, when “coats are shed and bodies move more freely.”
Freedman, 87. My guess is that the ad referred to the “guts” needed to handle the harassment of public
catcalls (the “voice” of the gaze), promulgated by subjects “who stands afar, who had looked and made
[their] judgment.” Iris Marion Young, “Breasted Experience: The Look and the Feeling,” in Weitz, 126.
Since breasts symbolize feminine sexuality, unbound breasts means unbound sexuality, and thus highly
accessible The catcaller’s/viewer’s very distance anonymizes him, reifying his power of judgment and
assessment. The practice of catcalls is one element in the network of male dominance, which, Bordo
asserts, “regulate the most minute elements of [women’s] construction of space, time, and desire.” Bordo,
Unbearable Weight, 26. My sense is that the ad also subtly implied that, because men’s catcalls are one
element in a system of male domination, they could escalate to physical harassment and rape. In other
words, unbound breasts were like unstable explosives whose volatility could be detonated at men’s will.
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remedied their imperfections. While categorizing feminists as difficult and unreasonable
(for “nothing we can come up with” could appease them), paradoxically, the Soft’n
Low’s natural look and construction made the wearer feel nearly braless and appear
“natural.” This was a clever ad, for by claiming that women could both wear bras and feel
braless, it allowed women to walk a cultural tightrope.
With each season’s new designs, fashion columnists traditionally recommended the
most appropriate foundations for new styles. But in the late 1960s, New York Times
fashion writer Bernadine Morris made a stunning recommendation. The new, unlined
fashions, she noted, and the emphasis on thinness which, ideally, had women “pare
figure[s] down to the bone,” meant that “foundations garments are out.”216 Although, to
the industry’s relief, bralessness did not become established, traditional girdles were, in
fact, doomed. The writing on the wall, however, preceded Morris’s announcement. The
emphasis on bodily freedom and comfort, and the development of pantyhose and spandex
were the elements that made inroads on the ubiquity of traditional girdles.217
Despite years of exposure to messages mandating girdles, they were, as Steele notes,
increasingly viewed as too restrictive, uncomfortable, and “mendacious.”218 Furthermore,
rising hemlines made stocking tops visible; pantyhose solved this problem, and the mid1960s saw the introduction of control-top models which mimicked girdles by offering
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light control.219 By 1969, a hosiery wholesaler reported that pantyhose had garnered over
half of the New England hosiery market, and some foundations departments began
selling pantyhose.220
The thinness mandate, however, continued to reflect concerns about being overweight,
and girdles continued to be advertised. Clingy knits and the Nude Look revealed a
woman’s body while implying the presence of someone’s gaze noticing bulges and other
imperfections. New fashions, a CUR columnist warned, placed “the body in the
spotlight,” and it was imperative that women “regain their waistlines [and] pare down any
midriff padding” thought the “persuasion … of correct underfashions.”221 Against a
photograph of a pear, a Warner’s ad proclaimed “This Is No Shape for a Girl.”
[Illustration 2.18] Few women, it claimed, “have a beautiful natural figure.” In fact,
“ninety eight percent” could not “afford to be without” girdles.222
Hence, the industry continued to remind women, even young ones, that they were
blind to the figure flaws made visible by, for example, pants-wearing. Industry leaders,
219
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Illustration 2.18: Warner’s ad, ca. 1967
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like Bali’s Mike Stein, claimed they did not “realize how badly they need” girdles. Even
a very young woman had to heed CUR’s warning, “don’t kid yourself … you need”
foundations, while Maidenform’s Beatrice Coleman’s complained that they didn’t
“realize that their figures need [foundations] to look attractive.”223
While the Creative Revolution gave rise to ads that were groundbreaking, those of
Maidenform became oddly conservative after 1964, forgoing what an earlier marketing
report had criticized as a too-“frenetic” tone.224 Models now dreamed “I was a classic
beauty” in 1965, “I turned on the magic of Venice” in 1966, and “I had Paris at my feet”
in 1967. In these ads, the model’s stance and costume were decidedly demure, and the
setting romantic rather than active or challenging. Why, in the heyday of the Youthquake,
and as the women’s movement gained steam, did Dream ads change so radically? There
is no evidence accounting for this, only speculation. Perhaps the tone had gotten overly“frenetic” for Beatrice Coleman, who had succeeded her mother, Maidenform founder
Ida Rosenthal, at the company’s helm in the early 1960s. Perhaps Coleman feared that,
given feminism’s divisive visibility, models in boxing rings and driving chariots would
too-closely align the company with controversy. What is clear is that the last Dream ad
appeared in 1980, when they were, as one columnist wrote, “judged as inappropriate to
the emerging realities” of women’s lives.225
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As noted, despite the Creative Revolution, when it came to foundations, 1960s ads
retained and redeployed traditional notions about the need to control women, and the
vulnerability inherent in femininity. Early postwar ads had claimed foundations
“disciplined,” “spanked” and “policed” women’s bodies. Others, like the ad showing
women workers performing dangerous work wearing only foundations, equated
femininity with vulnerability. However, in the 1960s, it wasn’t Rosie’s flirt with
masculinization, but women’s flirt with challenging patriarchy, that defied convention
and raised concerns, and some foundations ads evoked the hoary terminology of the late
1940s. In 1966, Lewella claimed its girdles could “control dangerous, difficult curves,
while Jantzen announced that “a woman should be treated firmly.” 226 Hollywood
Vassarette advertised its “Body Cage” all-in-one, which redeemed the “fallen victim” of
relaxed fashions by granting “firming control.”227
A Beaunit Textiles girdle ad asked, “What does it take to keep a beautiful woman in
line?” [Illustration 2.19] The answer was, of course, Beaunit girdles’ elastic panels.
Unlike Peter Pan, Beaunit boasted it collaborated with designers, who also sought to
“keep the feminine population properly disciplined.” However, the topless model
suggested another answer. While her nudity was consistent with the Creative Revolution
paradigm, it implied the inherent defenselessness of sexual femininity, much like ads
showing Rosies welding in nothing but foundations. Despite their growing power and
feminist beliefs, women were still feminine, vulnerable creatures, and body exposure was
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CUR, February 1965, 165; Vogue, 1 October 1970, 88. The model in the latter ad also signified
vulnerability. Topless, her arms were folded over her head, her breasts covered by long hair. In addition,
the ad itself was the signifier, cutting the model’s figure at the knees.
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Illustration 2.19: Beaunit ad, CUR, Feb. 1965, 25
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not an expression of freedom, but was dictated and controlled by others. Furthermore, the
implied “others” were the ones keeping women “in line” and defenseless. 228
Another CUR ad shined a spotlight on a girdle, symbolizing its, not the model’s,
importance. This tableau reiterated the industry’s belief in girdles’ importance to
femininity, particularly in the context of women’s challenges to gender roles. However,
the ad’s question, “do you want to keep more women in line?” was a subtle message less
about a silhouette’s line and more about women’s new demands and the industry’s
concerns that feminists might harm business. Aimed at retailers, the ad also implied their
collaboration with manufacturers to discourage women from discarding their foundations.
Although Kayser announced “we’re not against nudity,” it nonetheless indicated
tension about modesty; its foundations could bridge the contradictions between fashion
and discretion. “The nicest bareness a girl can flaunt is not quite bare,” its ad asserted. 229
“We know just how much a girl wants to expose,” it declared, “and how much to keep
secret.” One cannot help be reminded of Susan Brownmiller’s assertion that women’s
“breasts are claimed by others.”230 Kayser claimed guardianship over women’s modesty
by virtue of its knowledge and authority.
At heart, postwar foundation ads were paradoxical. On the one hand, they constructed
women as inherently, naturally feminine. On the other, they viewed femininity as
threatened and fragile, always requiring foundations’ reinforcement and protection.
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“show and tell … for little children.”
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Depending on historical conditions, such as women’s work during World War II, the cold
war’s emphasis on containment, and feminist agitation, advertising discourse reflected
apprehension about women’s retention of femininity. To counter and contain them, the
industry developed ads and engaged in discourse which presented foundations as gallant
cultural crusaders on behalf of femininity. They weren’t alone in this endeavor, for
corsetieres, those who fitted and sold foundations, were equally gallant.
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CHAPTER III
“CORSETRY IS A PROFESSION, PRACTICED INTELLIGENTLY”:
THE ASCENT AND DECLINE OF PROFESSIONAL
CORSETIERES231
If, as the title of this work indicates, the foundations industry was in the service of
femininity, corsetieres, or fitters, were also employed in “the service of profits.”232 For
much of the twentieth century, these professionals were the only sector of the foundation
industry with direct, consistent customer contact. They typically plied their trade in corset
shops or store foundation departments, not only selling foundations, but helping women
choose the best garments for them, adjusting and tailoring them to individual
measurements for a good fit.
Aside from their sales and tailoring and mending skills, and their knowledge of
foundations and anatomy, corsetieres, like the saleswomen studied by Susan Porter
Benson, were also valued for their manners.233 Although careful to cite their training,
tact, and good judgment to differentiate themselves from saleswomen, like them,
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corsetieres bridged and interpreted the intentions and practices of manufacturers,
retailers, customers, and the fashion industry.
Manufacturers and retailers allocated resources to train corsetieres in the concepts of
“scientific fitting” and selling techniques, making them valued employees. Their skills
generated customer loyalty, reduced the costly nuisance of returns, and increased
foundations department profitability, making them the most lucrative store
departments.234
There are no monographs about the corset-fitting profession. Most of my evidence
about corsetieres’ work derives from CUR, which published the training columns and
manuals that corsetieres wrote. As the industry organ, it walked a fine line between a
number of foundations actors, its loyalty to the industry as a whole.235 If it did not revise
these articles, they were likely self-edited, and so call for prudent interpretation.
However, its articles reveal a number of relevant concerns about the profession. Only a
handful of manuals, like A Youthful Figure is Forever, were published independently.236
The interviews I conducted with retired corsetieres provided conventional data, but
uncovered none of the subtle, unarticulated information that is the historian’s Holy Grail.
Surprisingly, the profession was mentioned infrequently in women’s magazines or
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newspapers’ women’s pages.237 The Spirella, Spencer, and Charis companies, whose
garments were sold and fitted solely in the home, were the only companies whose ads
consistently featured corsetieres; they boasted of their “competent local corsetieres [who
worked] in the privacy of your home.”238 [Illustration 3.1]
Corsetieres’ agendas were sometimes incongruent with those of others. They not only
prided themselves on their fitting, selling, and interpersonal skills, but deployed these to
assert their authority, and to enhance their autonomy within the retail hierarchy.
Furthermore, they met challenges to their agency by asserting their value to industry
profits, and to women’s beauty, health, and fashionability, which warranted respect and
deference. Fundamentally, their agendas agreed with those of the industry.
Corsetieres believed in the pedagogy of defect. As a rule, corsetieres reaffirmed
women’s inherent physical and consumer imperfections. All women, regardless of age,
needed control, contouring, and support, and guidance on purchasing.239 As members of a
culture that enforced the pedagogy of defect, they helped to write it onto women’s bodies
237
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in terms of control and femininity. And of course, corsetieres’ success lay in selling
corsetry; it was in their interest to uphold a belief that resulted in higher sales.
Retail corsetry’s all-female environment produced the same views and actions in
corsetieres as in the saleswomen studied by Benson, evidenced in their beliefs,
socialization, and interactions. They understood that, given male exclusion from their
departments’ often self-consciously feminine and quasi-domestic environment,
interactions were based in (and privileged) feminine patterns of mutuality and support.240
These attributes allowed corsetieres to become customers’ confidantes, as well as
authorities on fashion, beauty, and breast health. and fashion. They also transcended class
hierarchy by stressing to customers and management their professionalism and authority.
In this sense, my work concurs with gender historians who have circumvented analyzing
female job segregation through the structural-functionalist or oppression lenses. While
women were relegated to “feminine” occupations, these approaches fail to take into
account the ways in which women navigated and manipulated segregation to increase
their agency and reiterate their importance Because of the link between consumption and
status, reputation, and selfhood, corsetieres also reveled in and exploited their association
with the power of goods.241 Their belief in their own importance is expressed perfectly by
one saleswoman’s comment that she “was the person who connected [women] with their
dreams … [I kept] their dreams alive.”242
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Illustration 3.1: Charis ad, Good Housek-eeping, Oct. 1947, 259
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Corsetry was a relatively stable, albeit underpaid, profession until the 1960s. Many an
older woman still remembers the fitting rituals she experienced. Browsing glass-topped
cases displaying the latest models, she was approached by poised, well-groomed
corsetieres and ushered into a fitting room, often decorated in the same feminine motif as
the sales floor. Privacy facilitated corsetieres’ interaction, particularly with shy
customers. Next, the corsetiere measured the customer, an intimate and delicate
undertaking; It was followed by a visual assessment of a customer’s needs and figure
flaws.243 [illustration #2]
Benson notes that many saleswomen resented helping dressing and undressing
customers, associating it with the servility of maids; corset fitting left little choice.244 To
negate any whiff of servitude, the corsetiere recast the trying-on process as an
opportunity to deploy her training, imbuing it with ritualistic discourse and directions,
which she translated and imparted. For instance, after choosing appropriate garments for
her customer, she educated her about their special features, and about putting them on,
which required detailed instructions. She then checked garments’ fit by touch, and by
requiring customers to move. The girdle customer was asked to sit and bend; the bra
customer, to raise her arms and twist at the waist; when alterations were needed, the
corsetiere tailored the garments as customers waited.245 However, selling skills were as
significant as fitting.
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Illustration 3.2: Kabo ad, CUR, March, 1947, 10
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Once the customers chose a garment, the corsetiere used both her training in
suggestive selling techniques and her insight into women’s lives, as well as her “natural”
affinity for fashion to sell. She employed the feminine skill of gentle persuasion, not
pressure.246 For instance, she might suggest that a girdle’s superior fit so enhanced a
customer’s figure that she might purchase the same model in additional colors, or the
matching bra for an ensemble. Upon completing a sale, many corsetieres recorded their
interactions for later reference.247 Despite this diligence, the corsetry profession waned.
However, decline was not uncontested. These largely-working-class professionals
often acted in their own self-interest to assert their agency.248 For instance, corsetierecustomer interactions were firmly planted in female world of ritual, reinforced by an allfemale setting and intimate fitting-room practices.249 This created an empowering
intimacy between them. As one advocate noted, her knowledge made her an “authority
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on figure problems;” her “keen eyes quickly analyze perfection of fit,” and her “deft
hands find the fitting solution.”250
Though corsetieres’ individual strategies may have differed, interactions tended to
take one of one or two strategies. The first was to deploy larger, powerful cultural forces,
collaborating with fashion’s contouring imperatives and cultural notions about women’s
bodies. For instance, a corsetiere could insist that a customer needed abdominal control
or a padded bra. The second strategy was contestational. To dispute or modify fashion
requirements and idealized body standards also increased status. For example, by
advising older women that their waists could not or should not be squeezed by a waistcincher to achieve a wasp waist, she reassured them about their normalcy.
Education meant professionalism, and professionalism meant status.251 In a culture
that privileged professionalism, corsetieres wielded their power and status over customers
and retailers at every opportunity. The intimate, personal nature of customer interactions
was rife with ambiguity, creating a space for increased corsetiere authority over
customers.
Corset makers had routinely adjusted and fitted their creations prior to the emergence
of bras and girdles.252 As early as 1893, corset manufacturers declared that corsetieres’
skills contoured women’s bodies into the conventional shape while retaining ideal
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femininity’s fragility and seduction.253 By 1903, Vogue proclaimed “the joy” of
correctly-fitted corsets and corsetieres’ contribution to achieving slimness. It was “with
the aid of the corsetiere” that women would “develop [into] a race of slender, willowy
women.”254 When, in the first decades of the twentieth century, fabric technology, and
mass production and distribution led to a multiplicity of foundations styles and models,
the demand for correct and precisely-fitting foundations increased.255
The notion that the body had to conform to pre-sized foundations had several
antecedents. One was the expanded trust in statistics and quantification.256 Another was
the belief that professionalism, standardization, and efficiency could lead to perfection.257
These notions, along with an impetus towards efficiency often focused on the human
body, privileging a sleek and increasingly slimmer look. They also created new health
and beauty standards, including the construction of normal physical changes, such as
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childbearing or menopause, as unpleasant and unhealthy.258 And beginning in the 1920s,
the rapid growth and easy accessibility of magazines, newspapers, and advertising
facilitated the wide distribution of ideal images, reifying and reiterating their
importance.259 Thus, the impulse to perfect the body enabled the fitting profession’s
emergence and corsetieres’ proclamation of their expertise.
These exacting standards enabled corsetieres to claim they could secure customers’
well-being. From the early 1900s, ads and articles implied that women could correct
objectionable or injurious characteristics by complying with corsetieres’ dictates. By
mid-century, these characteristics included large waists and hips; post-partum and postmenopausal weight gain; breasts that sagged or were too small or too large; or an
abnormal “spring,” the ratio between waist and hip measurements. [Illustration 3.3] Ads
and discourse also implied foundations’ ability to ensure general and reproductive health
by supporting the abdomen and internal organs.260 Their back-bracing support conferred
overall health and happiness by eliminating the fatigue that was considered endemic in
modern women. Whether these assertions were true is unclear, but by the 1920s, the
importance of scientifically-fitted foundations became established.261
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The industry proclaimed that only scientifically-designed and -fitted foundations could
achieve a perfect figure, indicating their change from mere undergarments to instruments
of improvement.262 “Today’s corsets are scientifically designed,” proclaimed corsetiere
Bertha Strickland, “and must be scientifically fitted.”263 Associated with this was what
Lears calls “the perfectionist project;” foundations could help achieve the perfect body.264
And who better to perform this scientific task than the corsetiere. As a woman, she
understood the importance of beauty; as a trained professional, she was familiar with the
science of anatomy, committed to the sleek, aerodynamic body, and proficient in
correcting natural flaws.
The idea that foundations effected health, slimness, and perfection was at the core of
corsetiere training. From the 1920s to the 1970s, manufacturers viewed corsetieres as
unofficial, but vital, company representatives.265 As such, they sponsored fitting classes
and workshops in larger markets, largely to differentiate their garments from those of
competitors and to promote them. These “corset fitting schools” were conducted by
manufacturers’ representatives, often seasoned corsetieres. They highlighted the
advantages of a company’s latest garments, emphasizing proper measuring, fitting,

“mechanistic metaphors of the body.” He quotes one 1930 Printers’ Ink article that urged advertising
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Illustration 3.3: “Which one of these figures is most like yours?” ca. 1947
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tailoring, and body-assessment techniques. Additional topics included customer relations
and sales techniques, central to multiple and repeat sales.
In addition, both seasoned and novice corsetieres were expected to read the many
manuals and training aids coming their way.266 Lectures and written materials
emphasized corsetry’s anatomical design and therapeutic powers, and stressed the belief
that the female body was innately imperfect. Trainees who began as saleswomen also
received on-the-job training from experienced colleagues and foundation buyers. They
were advised to pay close attention to skilled coworkers. “Newcomers can learn by
listening to the more experienced corsetiere as she sells,” advised one buyer, and should
“study her methods.” Furthermore, novices were integrated into the foundation
department by attending department meetings.267 Manufacturers’ attempts to influence
corsetieres about the foundations they sold were self-serving, but they also reinforced
corsetiere’s pride in their on-going training, and enhanced their professional status.
Because training, according to CUR, cost a “small fortune,” manufacturers and
retailers argued that it was best left to manufacturers. For one thing, CUR argued,
retailers did not have to pay for an educational investment which was mutually
advantageous.268 For another, manufacturers had the personnel and resources to train, and
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a supply of training aids and materials. Furthermore, manufacturers awarded participants
certificates; these “corsetry school diplomas,” a trainer asserted, gave corsetieres
“prestige” when hung on fitting room walls. This public display, “just as the doctor
does,” conferred increased status and reiterated corsetry’s contribution to women’s
health.269 Because of the intimacy of corsetiere-customer interactions, linking fitting to
the medical profession diminished discomfort and enhanced corsetieres’ cachet.
The corsetiere was "as much in the family confidence as is the family doctor,"
claimed corsetiere Edith Base.270 This was unsurprising, given the medical discourse
pervading early corsetiere education, and because corsetieres touched their undressed
customers much as a doctor or nurse. Because of this, a 1947 manual acknowledged that
both corsetiere and customer might be nervous about physical contact. The author
counseled the former to adopt the cool detachment of a medical professional. When
touching a customer, she should be as “scientific and professional as a nurse,” avoiding

criticized those who gave an “appallingly small” number of corsetieres “the opportunity to attend these
schools,” even though they were free of charge. These merchants had “their heads in the sand … let [ting]
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unsettling “clumsy touch[ing].” Rather, she should “let [her] hand brush along [the
customer’s] back … abdomen, bust, shoulders and thighs.”271
The Gossard Company had pioneered corsetiere training in the early 1920s, when it
hired doctors and nurses to teach “medical fitting.”272 Students came away with a supply
of a Gossard’s booklet, also titled “Medical Fitting,” with the understanding they would
distribute these to doctors and nurses in their area, who, the company hoped, would steer
patients to its counters.273 Other companies soon followed its lead. However, postwar
programs focused little on foundations’ medical benefits but emphasized their cosmetic
and transformative powers.
By 1957, Gossard changed the name of the old-fashioned-sounding “corset-fitting
school” to the more modern “Foundations Forum,” and its instructors became “education
directors.”274 Gossard also prided itself in its revised fitting manual, which emphasized
foundations’ role in fashion and good grooming, rather than in health. Instead of teaching
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attendees how to install window displays, as it had done three decades earlier, the
company held luncheon and fashion shows featuring the latest Gossard designs.275
Manufacturers were not alone in producing corsetiere-training materials. Experienced
corsetieres and CUR also wrote and published educational items, which were largely
formulaic. They began with measuring- and body-assessment techniques, followed by
instructions on effecting multiple sales, and guidance on handling challenging customers.
In the spirit of scientism, the Jubilee Bra Company’s 1949 Standardized Fitting Guide
drew on rationalization and standardization. Jubilee claimed that it was a product of
“intensive research,” simplifying and standardizing fitting. It removed “old-fashioned
guess work,” that is, without a tape measure, implying that too many corsetieres
incorrectly guessed a woman’s measurements.276
Colleges also offered classes on fitting, which points to its importance. Because the
industry was based in New York City, the Fashion Institute of Technology and City
College of New York offered academic classes in foundation fitting and sales.277 In the
1950s, City College offered academic fitting (and selling) classes at its 50th Street branch
and solicited industry funding to build a model corset shop, replete with “display cases,
fitting rooms … and all other necessary fixtures.”278
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Corsetieres, particularly those living in smaller towns, could also obtain training by
enrolling in correspondence courses. CUR noted the existence of both college- and
manufacturer-sponsored correspondence schools. The Sarong company sent a textbook
and six assignments to its correspondents, who had to pass a final examination.279
Enterprising individuals, like San Francisco foundation buyer Helen Bishop, started their
own training schools. In 1950, Bishop offered the two-month “Helen Bishop Corset
Classes for Corsetieres,” charging $50 per student, and placing graduates in foundation
work.280 But corsetieres needed additional skills.
Unlike measuring and assessing proficiency, interpersonal expertise was crucial to
suggestive selling and to defusing problematic customers. On the one hand, this was
inherently feminine; the consensus was that only women naturally possessed the
persuasiveness, sensitivity, and empathy that swayed other women. On the other, despite
these skills’ innateness, literature emphasized their acquisition. A likely reason for this
paradox was that working-class women, from whose ranks a number of corsetieres were
drawn, were viewed as lacking a middle-class affect. Neophyte working-class corsetieres

similar training was offered to saleswomen by “universities eagerly leap[ing] on the [training] bandwagon
… most received major financial support from local merchants.” Benson, Counter Cultures, 152-53.
279

“What Price Corset Training?” The article did not name the universities offering these classes;
“Industry News,” n/a, CUR, April 1965, 94. The story noted that Sarong students could enroll only with a
“store executive[’s]” recommendation. Formfit offered a correspondence course composed of “Betsy
White’s Letters for Creative Corsetieres” which included test that were mailed to, and graded by, the
company. Sarong offered a “Home Study Course.”
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“Helen Bishop Corset Classes,” n/a, CUR, September 1957, 68. Bishop required more from her
students that did many training courses. She assigned homework, gave tests, and awarded certificates “only
to those who complete all classwork, homework, and pass their tests satisfactorily.” Bishop must have been
well-regarded, because foundations industry offered scholarships for her course. She was also selective,
Applicants had to be foundations employees, and recommended by the buyer. The story does not note when
Bishop began teaching, but classes were first conducted “on her own premises and at her expense.” By
1957, however, they had been institutionalized. “They are now offered,” CUR states, “under the auspices of
the educational division of Western College, 995 Market Street, San Francisco.”
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had to be taught gracious dispute resolution, subtlety, good manners, and the importance
of a modulated voice and a neat appearance.
This recurring topic in the industry press became voiced as concerns about corsetiere’s
appearance and performance. [Illustration 3.4] Retailers and manufacturers sought, in
Benson’s words, to “drill working class behavior” out of inexperienced corsetieres
lacking the scrim of middle-class culture that came with experience. Retailers were
concerned that working-class dress, language, and manners would offend middle-class
customers, particularly in an intimate setting, and sought to teach corsetieres the delicate
intricacies of relating to middle-class customers.281 One manual in use until the 1950s
described the successful corsetiere as a “well-developed, strong and healthy” woman,
while a trainer’s list of desirable qualities included alertness, a happy disposition,
intelligence, tact, "personal charm and magnetism” and "a fine, moral character."282
The industry’s high standards contrasted with corsetieres’ modest pay, the long hours
spent on one’s feet, the sensitivity required by intimate client contact, and, in the retail
context, the relatively low status of floor work, which both corsetieres and saleswomen
performed. But despite their similarities, corsetieres and retailers took pains to
discriminate between the two professions.283
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Benson expresses similar concerns in “‘The Customer Ain’t God,’” 200. Early twentieth-century
retailers were particularly concerned with modifying and controlling the mannerisms of working- class
women who left factory work for department stores’ cleaner and less grueling positions. Postwar
corsetieres were advised to adopt a number of performative standards that indicated middle-class standing.
One trainer’s list included “good posture … [and] an intelligent face” and the physical grace to “pick up her
feet as she moves about.” Marguerite Wilde, “Train Saleswomen to Sell Beauty,” CUR, October 1945, 96.
Wilde was the foundations buyer for the St. Paul department store The Emporium, and conducted
mandatory training sessions for her staff
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Ruth Leigh, The Human Side of Retail Selling, (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1926), 13.
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The only citation about corsetieres’ salaries I found was in Doris McFerran, Careers in Retailing for
Young Women, (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1943), 71. McFerran notes that in 1943, corsetiere salaries
ranged from $15 to $22 for a 40-hour week, whose 2007 equivalents are $186 and $273.
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Illustration 3.4: Foundation department, ca. 1940s
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One buyer deplored the conflation of saleswomen and corsetieres. “My fitters,” she
sniffed, possessed “professional knowledge of anatomy and fitting,” poise, and the
interpersonal skills to work with “bashful teens [and] belligerent matrons who resent the
tape measures’ verdict.” They “are not just salesgirls.” 284 CUR, trainers, and
manufacturers concurred.
Corsetieres’ training, expertise, and aplomb, an executive noted, meant they “deserve
the highest respect,” while trainer Elverta Collinsworth praised them for balancing sales
techniques “sufficiently aggressive to persuade the hesitant patron to make a purchase,”
with the decorum saleswomen lacked.285 Collinsworth’s use of the singular “a purchase”
was ambiguous, for corsetieres prided themselves on balancing assertive selling,
persuasion, and poise, to make multiple, and “radiation,” or word-of-mouth, sales.
Regardless of a customer’s intentions, CUR urged corsetieres to trill about “the new
strapless bra … which is so pretty that she can’t resist showing it to the patron,” and that
would do “wonders for milady’s figure;” to buy two, “one to wear, one to launder;” to
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Periodically, CUR received letters that raised sensitive issues, publishing them anonymously. In this
case, the author signed herself “Buyer with a Conscience.” “Round Table Anonymous,” n/a, CUR, August
1950, 87. CUR expressed a similar frisson of exclusivity as “Buyer” when it objected to some retailers’
practice of selling inexpensive foundations in the notions department. They were, after all, a woman’s
“most important item of apparel,” and could “make or break [her] entire appearance.” Selling foundations
alongside notions decreased “respect” for corsetry. “If it can be purchase like needles and pins, it is not a
very important item.” “Corsets Have No Place in Notions Department,” n/a, CUR, April 1948, 124. CUR
had made this point earlier when it warned retailers that “the corset department should be zealously
guarded and protected.” Selling foundations alongside notions meant they would be purchased
indiscriminately, resulting in customer displeasure that would “sabotage” both the corset department and
the store. “Don’t Sabotage the Corset Department,” n/a, CUR, June 1945, 195.
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“What Fools We Stores Are,” n/a, CUR, January 1944, 69; Elverta Collinsworth, “General as Well
as Specific Training Needed for Corset Salesmanship,” CUR, October 1948, 113. One retailer warned those
lacking, or uncomfortable with, assertiveness; “I say, give up. … Maybe you’d prefer selling crockery.”
Presumably, crockery-department clerks were “just” saleswomen who lacked the status and cachet of
foundations professionals. Walter H. Lowy, “Electric Brains, Robots, Super Markets Will Never Replace
the Corsetiere,” CUR, March 1952, 113. Lowy was an executive with the Triumph Co.
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suggest pairing a bra with a matching girdle; or, particularly with the New Look’s
stringent figure demands, to tactfully suggest that a customer buy a waist-cincher.286
Corsetieres who gained customers’ trust and voiced “conviction and enthusiasm” could
even quadruple a sale, Triumph Co. executive Walter Lowy claimed.287 One executive
contrasted corsetieres to the “Untrained Salesgirl,” his company’s “major foe,” while
another believed that their training, “love for the merchandise,” and skilled deployment
of a “true theory of salesmanship” made them key retail professionals.288 However,
training discourse and the commendations of corsetiere talents were not so much about
upholding their agency, but about how a middle-class affect contributed to profits.
In 1950, Edith Base’s popular manual, Corset Fitting in the Retail Store, specified
ideal corsetieres’ characteristics and interactive styles, culminating in the “professionally
dressed and well-coiffed fitter – obviously someone of respected status in the store.”
While some of the garments she sold helped women conform to contemporary fashions,
the corsetiere also provided a space for women to decide to what extent they wanted to
conform, and to express themselves about their bodies and other personal matters. Like
other beauty work, successful sales were partially predicated on corsetieres’ projection of
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“Don’t Let the Big Ones Get Away,” n/a, CUR , April 1952, 67. These sales tactics were based on
the premise of universal female imperfection, for “very few … can honestly say ‘My figure is perfect. I
need nothing to improve my silhouette.’” “Corsets: How to Sell Them,” n/a, CUR, February 1948, 132.
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Lowy, 69.
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Lowy, 69, 113; “The Corset Buyer in the Post War Market,” n/a, CUR, May 1947, 145. Raymond
Franklin, “Strategic Planning for Trained Corsetieres,” CUR, July 1947, 121. Franklin was vice president
of De Luxe Girdlecraft. He asserted that stores hired “salesgirls,” who commanded lower pay than skilled
corsetieres, to cut costs. He also claimed that forty million American women were untapped customers, and
that salesgirls’ lack of skills “t[ore] down the work of three” trained corsetieres by selling women the
wrong foundations, thus souring customers on repeat business. Franklin also advocated a national corsetiere
school, which, he hoped, would result in a “reservoir” of corsetieres.
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their personalities and capabilities, and of middle-class values.289 Engaging in personal,
fitting-room therapeutics (like politely discussing customers’ problems) led, according to
Base, to immediate, positive responses and increased sales. 290
Like psychologists, Base continued, successful corsetieres "must possess a love of
people,” and “intelligence, decisiveness, and an orderly mind.”291 They also listened with
“sympathy, tact [and] patience” to a customer’s problems, one buyer noted, and
“Johnny’s first tooth [and] family affairs.” After all, it was common knowledge that
customer-corsetiere bonds were stronger (and, by implication, increased sales) than those
between customers and mere saleswomen.292
Base’s work, like that of her colleagues, illustrates the paradoxical universe of fitting.
By virtue of their training and “natural” feminine skills, corsetieres belonged on a
pedestal. However, their pedestalization depended on being educated in those “natural”
skills that enabled them to interact with the subtlety and grace required by the intimacy of
the corsetiere-customer bond.293
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Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 81. Peiss notes that beauty businesswomen “understood that their own
personalities were business assets. Late-nineteenth-century cosmetics businesswoman Flora Jones
considered customers “friends” and “sisters,” and her business, one in which women helped women. Three
decades later, Helena Rubinstein considered her saleswomen as “working for women[,] with women, and
giving that which only women can give – an intimate understanding of feminine needs and feminine
desires.” Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 79, 81, 95.
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Base, 2. Base also equated fitting to “public service” and corsetiere-customer interactions to the
intimate relationship between physician and patient.
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Camella Rawlings, “Corset Salesmanship: A Personal Challenge,” CUR, July 1947, 119, 182.
Rawlings was the corset buyer for Los Angeles retailer The Broadway.
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Supposed working-class traits, like bright clothes, lack of grace, and loud voices, were unwelcome in
the foundations department. Margaret Toms advised neophytes that customers’ confidence was gained
through competence rather than “overenthusiastic chatter. … In selling foundations, it is well to remember
the maxim ‘Silence is Golden.’” Another commentator cited the importance of performative standards that
were subtle indicators of middle-class standing, including “good posture … [and] an intelligent face” and
the physical grace to “pick up her feet as she moves about.” Toms, 37; McFerran, 46. Instructor Margaret
Wilde cited the importance of wearing "smart clothing” in understated colors, and being “fastidious” about
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Benson notes that the skilled saleswoman was considered the “lay psychoanalyst of
the counter, the evangelist of … consumption.”294 These “evangelical” skills were
equally important in the corsetiere. In ads and discourse, the industry implied that, like
medical and psychological treatments, proper foundations could transform women’s
bodies, “cure” their physical imperfections, and improve their self-esteem.295 While
some corsetieres had been lucky enough to have been born with a natural "sales
personality," asserted retail writer Doris McFerran, others could still draw upon their
feminine “instinctive knowledge of psychology” to succeed.296
As important as emotional skills, CUR reminded corsetieres they were beauty-industry
professionals whose success also depended on an atmosphere of female intimacy. On one
hand, they had a financial stake in perpetuating a dominant physical ideal, and they
contributed to the imposition of physical standards on women; they understood that
personal interactions were the social capital that ensured successful selling. On the other
hand, it is inaccurate to view their interactions as merely commercial.
Like other beauty workers, corsetieres applied their training to construct two visions;
one was their image as experts. The other was a physical feminine ideal that was germane

one’s appearance, which meant simple hairstyles and understated jewelry. Marguerite Wilde, “Train
Saleswomen to Sell Beauty,” CUR, October 1945, 96. Wilde, corset buyer for St. Paul’s The Emporium
store, conducted mandatory weekday and Saturday classes for her staff.
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Benson Counter Cultures, 130.
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Lears and Richard Wightman Fox note the late-nineteenth century rise and tenacity of what they call
the “therapeutic ethos,” a viewpoint that considered self-improvement to be “largest aim of human
existence.” Both professionals and advertisers promoted “therapeutic ideals,” which converged in the
notion that one’s physical appearance, and thus image, should be alluring. “Many women accepted” the
therapeutic ethos, they claim, which constructed goods as a type of liberation, albeit a “fake” one. Richard
Wightman Fox and T. J. Jackson Lears, eds., The Culture of Consumption: Critical Essays in American
History, 1880-1980 (New York: Pantheon, 1981), 11, 17, 27.
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to their clients’ objectives, and their awareness of how to fit into their cultural world.297
However, corsetieres were also deeply expressive and supportive of female culture,
conscious of the emotional and nurturing aspects of their work within a larger
commercial context.
While trainers believed anatomical training was important, they also claimed that
women were less interested in foundations’ physiological principles than their ability to
effect an attractive figure. Therefore, corsetieres were urged to use their feminine flattery
skills, and women’s desire to look thinner and feminine, to remind customers that every
woman wanted to appear more slender.
Retailers understood corsetieres’ centrality to customer satisfaction, and thus to
profits, and they sought to manage these interactions.298 The customer-corsetiere
relationship was inherently private and plastic, and corsetieres dictated the tenor of
interactions with the customer. However, interpersonal relationships made overt control
untenable. Therefore, one way to view instructive material, and its reiteration of
corsetieres’ merits, is as retailers’ attempts to not so much control as administer the
profession.299 However, there was one area which retailers controlled, and which
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Benson shows one precedent for regulating retail staff. Department store saleswomen had a
“formidable influence” on store profitability, and retailers sought to control their interactions. She notes
that “customers named sales people as the preeminent influence on their shopping behavior,” and that over
half of women polled “stated that the quality of clerks’ service” was the prime determinant of their opinion
of a store. Likewise, a 1940 report indicated that more than half of customers blamed “unsatisfactory
purchases and returned merchandise on salespeople’s behavior.” Benson, Counter Cultures, 124-25, 116.
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While not a method of firm control, this tack on the part of foundations retailers and manufacturers
is similar to that taken by the store managers examined by Benson; training and commendation facilitated a
scheme of bureaucratic control which produced loyal retail workers. Benson, Counter Cultures, 126.
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facilitated profits. This was the physical ambience of a pink world of bourgeois social
rituals, the corsetry department.300
From the 1920s to the 1950s, the foundation department’s (or corset shop’s) discrete,
feminine milieu dovetailed with the industry’s efforts to persuade corsetieres to treat
customers as they would guests.301 Training stressed another “natural” female aptitude,
that of hospitality. A CUR columnist expanded this notion to suggest that they view their
vocation as “gracious entertainment,” while Collinsworth urged them to usher a customer
into the fitting room “with the same cordiality that you would invite a friend who calls on
you to come into your living room,” taking a personal interest in her needs.302
Generally located in high-traffic store areas, foundations departments were close to the
feminine tea rooms that drew tired shoppers for refreshments.303 While a busy location
was ideal for sales, the intimate nature of foundation shopping required privacy and
seclusion, which, combined with an elegant décor, CUR claimed, resulted in higher
sales.304 Women welcomed the seclusion, buyer Betty Ellis declared. It allowed them to
select foundations in privacy, which made them “free to discuss their figure defects.”
What went on in the fitting rooms remained “a matter between the customer and the fitter
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Because the décor and ambience of foundations departments and corset shops were nearly identical,
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only.”305 To that end, corsetry departments’ visual and affective separation from the rest
of the store implied its status as a personal domestic retreat.
Departments’ privacy and feminine décor reflected feminine values, evoking and
affirming the intimacy and privacy of middle-class homes. [Illustration 3.4] By bridging
home and store, an alluring yet homey corsetry department was designed to make
customers feel comfortable yet glamorous. Satin- and lace-clad mannequins, special
lighting, and boudoir fabrics and furnishings added to that ambience.306 A Texas buyer
linked her department’s décor with a well-decorated home; its “comfortable stools with
curving backs [at] the right height” and “smart sofas” indicated that comfort and beauty
were as important in her department as they were in a home.307 Another commentator
boasted that her department’s pink and gray color scheme, tea tables, and flower
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Betty Ellis, “Intimacy and Privacy,” n, CUR, March 1952, 75. Ellis worked at Philadelphia’s
Lousol’s department store. A few years earlier, another buyer expressed similar sentiments about privacy.
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arrangements made for “congenial surroundings.” Although the word “congenial” evoked
hospitality, it also suggested a milieu that facilitated selling.308
One Texas corset shop evoked glamour by lining its showcases in pink, quilted satin
and soft, light-colored carpeting. CUR commended it for its pastel “flowered wallpaper,
which broadcast its “feminine and intimate atmosphere.309 In another article, it gushed
over one department’s “bridal-white dream.” Its white-flowered wallpaper, and fitting
rooms outfitted with comfortable white upholstered seats completed the “exquisite …
[and] exciting motif.”310 Although the industry did not specifically advocate foundation
departments’ theatricality, the décor and the props with which retailers outfitted these
spaces suggested a performative stage. Like stage actors, corsetieres had studied their
scripts in training sessions; they knew their lines, and the directions to act as hostesses;
customers “performed” improvisationally; and CUR acted as the impresario, urging store
managers to “glamorize” the foundation department with artistic and frequently-changing
displays, much as a theater changed its marquee.311
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“Coffee and Cake,” n/a, CUR, September 1950, 103. An element of congenial hosting is offering
guests refreshments, a concept that this commentator, the owner of the Vivienne Corset Shop in the Bronx,
pursued. She hired a hostess to serve cake and coffee to patrons, and lollypops to their children, equating
her shop to a department store’s tea room, “an ideal meeting place for our customers,” who were urged to
visit and rest when tired from shopping.
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“Bitker Gerner Opens White Salon,” n/a, CUR, June 1950, 178. Bitker Gerner was a Milwaukee
retailer. There is no evidence for the reason Bitker Gerner chose a white-themed décor. However, when
movie studios produced the glamorous musicals of the 1930s, they used white props liberally because, as
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“How to Make Corsetieres and Keep Them,” 130. In 1961, HUR advised suburban foundations and
lingerie retailers to change the contents of their display cases often, because suburban women frequented
stores more often than urban women, and would tire of static displays. “Lingerie Merchandising,” n/a,
HUR, October 1961, 15.
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While customers may have enjoyed being hosted, one can only speculate as to
corsetieres’ reactions to the imposition of a hosting framework on their interactions. As
trained professionals, hosting may have provoked resentment, particularly if it had servile
implications, such as being directed, as a corset shop owner did in 1950, to replace the
traditional greeting “May I help you?” with “May I serve?” 312 The hosting paradigm can
be interpreted in two ways. On the one hand, retail hosting did not allow corsetieres to
determine a guest list and may have implied subjection.
On the other, hosting may have attracted customers and increased sales, which
reflected positively on corsetieres. Furthermore, because hosts guide guests and
interactions, it may have also reiterated corsetieres’ authority. Where corsetieres’
approach to customers fell on the servile-to-authoritative spectrum, and under what
circumstances, is not something my sources speak to. The best guess is that corsetieres’
actions were determined by individual skills, experience, and particular circumstances.
CUR’s stand on the customer-corsetiere relationship was ambivalent. On one hand, the
ideal corsetiere had an almost subservient fidelity to customers, which CUR described as
“the giving of yourself … doing something for someone else.”313 On the other, it lauded
corsetieres, because they influenced women’s purchases. Few women, it asserted, knew
“what is best for them,” and how to measure. On their own, customers bought the wrong
garments because of disparities in sizing, manufacturers’ styles and fabrics, and
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“13 Rights to Which the Customer is Entitled,” n/a, CUR, November 1957, 69. The article described
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individual body differences.314 Worse, some chose foundations on the advice of friends.
The industry consensus was that these errors resulted in unhappy customers and costly
returns.
CUR also moderated the advice that corsetieres “give of themselves.” It developed a
typology of difficult customers to suggest how corsetieres could assertively (but politely)
manage them, and not merely to bow to customers’ wills.315 These were the shy, the
wary, the insistent, the stout, and mothers accompanying daughters to the foundation
department, the last two generating more discourse than any other. Corsetieres also had to
determine which customers welcomed or shunned advice, to avert converting them into
difficult customer. No matter the type, CUR instructed corsetieres to always be alert to
“whatever [the customer] says or does” in order to strategize.316
While categorized as difficult, shy customers (including those marked by
“deviations”) were not disagreeable. CUR attributed their discomfort to their belief that
corsetieres could “see and know their figure faults.” They required a detached approach,
and, as one buyer noted, “sympathy, tact [and] patience.”317 Detachment, reflective of
middle-class values, was also valuable in defusing argumentative customers.
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“Most Women Wearing the Wrong Bra” n/a, CUR, February 1967, 38-9; Demmel, 46. Demmel
believed that the number of women who bought foundations without corsetiere guidance and “settle[d] for
those which are near fits is appalling.” In the 1960s, one commentator noted that women’s chronic dieting
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Suspicious customers were distrustful, asserted CUR, because of previous exposure to
“poor selling or fitting methods.” Corsetieres’ sincerity and the factual information they
presented mollified these customers.318 Insistent customers, those who, despite
corsetieres’ warnings, persisted on purchasing unsuitable garments, called for staff
collaboration. CUR’s suggestion was that “the head fitter [be] summoned,” ostensibly to
check the fit. In reality, her function was to support her corsetiere. She required the
customer’s signature on the sales receipt, marked “sold under protest – non-refundable.”
This protected corsetieres from recrimination and reiterated their authority.319
While problematic, stout women were viewed sympathetically. Although fitting them
was challenging, their gratitude and loyalty reinforced corsetieres’ authority.320 Elverta
Collinsworth acknowledged that, in a culture valuing appearance over substance, and
privileging slimness and sleekness, overweight women were judged negatively. Those
judging were deploying a social gaze sharpened by visual media; they disparaged a figure
“spoil[ed] by ugly bumps of fat,” Collinsworth continued.321 Corsetieres’ fitting skills,
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Edith Base noted, remediated this condition by choosing garments that compressed and
contained the bumps, that reshaped unwieldy bodies threatening to spill out around the
arms, the top of bra cups, or the back of the foundation.322 Corsetieres could also comfort
the stout woman by attributing her bulk to a large bone structure, and telling her she
“would not look well if she were thin.”323
Furthermore, executive Andrew Schultz claimed, not only did a well-fitted stout
woman’s self-confidence increase, but her body became a visual testament to the
“experienced hand, eye and the knowledge of expertly trained and skilled corsetieres.”324
These skills made for a loyal, grateful, and compliant customer. But they also reiterated
and buttressed corsetieres’ status as dignified and talented professionals.
Corsetieres viewed mothers as among the most problematic customers. Ads sought to
lure them and their daughters to foundation departments, targeting them with messages
that preteen training bras were crucial to the health and proper development of young
bodies, and their purchase, an important rite of passage. From the 1940s to the 1960s,
corsetiere advice was remarkably unanimous. Mothers lacked the knowledge to
determine when a girl should get her first bra, what type it should be, and the tact to treat
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woman,” especially during World War II, when shortages made finding larger foundations difficult. Even
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Schultz, a Warner’s vice president, also urged corsetieres to fit “sensitive and self conscious” heavy
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Full-Figure Business,” 44; Base, 79. Schultz was reiterating the sentiments about improving stout women’s
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in One,” n/a, CUR, December 1950, 109.
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this milestone with sensitivity. Girls required courteous treatment, but above all, private
fittings, free from mother’s input.
As with other customers, CUR classified mothers into five types: the overeager, the
uninformed, the foolish, and those who refused to discuss adolescent body changes with
daughters. What these mothers had in common was an ignorance that harmed daughters’
self-esteem and health. The overeager mother “pushes daughter into bras” at a too-young
age. Other mothers’ indifference meant some girls went without a bra until fully
developed; their attempts to conceal their full bosom resulted in poor posture.325 Some
insisted their daughters wear the same bra they did or avoided discussing their daughters’
changing body; some “upbraid the child because she is so large,” or sought bras which
“curb and flatten” the girl’s breasts. All of these produced a girl’s “bad mental effect …
[and] an inferiority complex,” which corsetieres could remediate.326
The implications are clear: maternal meddling challenged corsetiere authority. This
gave corsetieres another opportunity to reiterate it via their expertise. Above all CUR
advised corsetieres to “put the mother in her place” by assuming the responsibilities that
mothers avoided, by “comforting the shy and embarrassed” youngster, and by reassuring
her that body changes were normal, telling her she would “grow to be a lovely attractive
young woman.”327
The bottom line was, of course, sales. As Fields notes, the industry absolutely believed
that a girl’s first foundations experience was “critically important in making her into a
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lifelong customer.”328 A negative experience produced women who avoided foundations
shopping as unpleasant, thereby harming sales. It is no wonder, then, that corsetieres took
special pains to welcome, and to “mother,” their youngest customers, disengaging
mothers like other problem customers, firmly and tactfully.
In essence, then, the construction of nearly every customer as a “problem customer”
was to corsetieres’ advantage. By choosing their responses to customers, unmediated by
supervisors, shrewd corsetieres exercised their independence.329 Their adroitness built a
loyal clientele, for, in this paradigm, customers required not only measuring, but their
advice, guidance, or appeasement. Corsetieres also understood that their authority and
status inspired customers’ loyalty (some allowing only “their corsetiere” to fit them), and
increased store profitability, and endeavored to achieve and maintain it.330 Despite all
their skills and the kudos they received, corsetieres were not highly-paid professionals.
As noted, the primary evidence about corsetieres’ work, including their salaries,
comes from CUR, which, as the industry’s publication, sought to navigate different
interests. For this reason, the few articles discussing corsetieres’ pay took two tacks. One,
it evoked their contributions to the industry, subtly noting the discrepancy between their
importance and their salaries. Two, when arguing for better pay, it reiterated corsetieres’
value while addressing retailers in terms that resonated with them – profits. Corsetieres
were “more than cogs in the wheel,” deserving recognition in the form of better pay,
CUR insisted in 1947. In 1949, it cited their valuable role in the face of wartime
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For instance, rather than asking customers what color foundations they preferred, corsetieres
presented them with garments in the hues that manufacturers and retailers wanted to sell. Dorothy Bartels,
“The Secret of Selling,” CUR, April 1952, 79. Bartels was Bloomingdale’s corset buyer.
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shortages. Their tailoring skills had extended the lives of spent foundations, and had
compensated for new garments’ decreased elasticity, resulting in customer satisfaction
and fewer returns. No “$20-a-week clerk could have pulled [this]off,” CUR noted, “in
quite the same way.”331
A few years later CUR advised retailers to recognize that corsetieres were “entitled” to
a salary that rewarded their efforts. Protecting their investment was just being realistic,
because the foundation department was the most profitable in the store. By constructing
corsetieres as retailing assets, CUR could advocate that they be “given sufficient
remuneration to make it worth their while.”332
One buyer concurred, complaining in 1950 that corsetieres had never been appreciated
with “more money in pay envelopes.” The low salary was bad enough, she asserted, but
worse, it equated them to “every other type sales person.”333 Manufacturers, recognizing
corsetieres’ influence, also occasionally promoted higher wages.334 However, a 1950
article signaled a disheartening change in the making for the corset-fitting profession. In
advising retailers to increase corsetieres’ salaries in order to “glorify and glamorize
corsetry” and ensuring the profession’s “continued existence,” CUR acknowledged that
331
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fewer women were joining the profession. Actually the seed of corsetieres’ demise was
sown prior to 1950. It germinated slowly, growing into an invasive vine. Nourished by
cultural and technological changes, it would smother corsetiere’ careers by the early
1970s.
As early as 1945, buyer Margaret Healy Toms lamented corsetieres’ low wages were
taking a toll on the profession. Younger women were simply not interested in a poorlypaid profession.335 The following year, industry executive Charles Brigham recorded his
“alarm” at the paucity of young women choosing corsetry as a vocation, which meant
that retiring corsetieres were not being replaced. To replenish their ranks, the profession
had to become financially appealing by paying corsetieres wages commensurate with
their worth.”336 A decade later, CUR reminded readers that the good corsetiere “is worth
her weight in gold,” thus required “a good salary, as the proper person cannot be obtained
for a mere pittance.”337 But the salary situation was just one contributor to the demise of
the corset-fitting profession.
Although low salaries are generally linked to vocational marginalization, in the case of
corsetieres, the industry’s kudos had, for a time, essentially ameliorated this association.
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Their relative prestige had compensated for scant pay. However, several mid-century
developments led to the disappearance of this cachet, the emergence of a nowunmediated marginalization, and corsetieres’ eventual downfall. These included the rise
of pre-packaged foundations and self-service shopping; changes in shopping patterns,
including the privileging of youngsters; the development of new suburban malls;
increased advertising; and the widespread adoption of spandex.338
Packaged goods had emerged long before mid-century, and their distribution grew in
the war years, when personnel shortages caused retailers to adopt packaged
foundations.339 In the postwar period, the packaging industry built on its wartime trade to
grow in breadth and capacity.340 Maidenform carried out the first self-service experiment
in 1947 by offering its Ariette bra in a box. It did well enough that, by 1952, the company
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offered a range of packaged bras at Macy’s “bra bar,” claiming that “both salespeople
and customers rave about this innovation.”341
A number of mid-to-late 1950s articles indicate that this was the watershed for selfservice.342 In 1955, Exquisite Form general manager Jack Welch, noting that a number of
leading companies had introduced packaged foundations, predicted that by year’s end,
“all major brands would feature packaging.”343 And, in 1957, for the first time, CUR
implied that slippage in the fitting profession was occurring.
In some instances, it acknowledged that opposing self-service was “like swimming
upstream.”344 On one occasion, it went as far as printing Warner’s executive Cameron
Clark’s condemnation of corsetieres. He claimed that customers sought to buy on their
own, because corsetieres had long “sold [them] a bill of goods,” unchallenged because of
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their “strong h[o]ld … on the inner ramparts of the corset department.” A “successful
attack” on corsetieres was long overdue, he proclaimed.345
Initially, however, a number of industry members were wary of self-service, fearing
lower profits. Some objected on grounds of customer privilege, while others decried it as
impersonal.346 Most of the executives interviewed by CUR for a 1958 packaging “Round
Table” issue worried they would lose business because most foundations still required
“proper fitting.”347
Buyers for two tony retailers also linked fitting and class. One sniffed that her “highclass store” would not offer “self-service … under any circumstances,” and not “neglect
the importance of fitting.”348 Josephine Moss, buyer for a fashionable specialty store,
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claimed her customers felt entitled to, and “require[d] the personal touch.”349 Finally, a
California buyer equated self service to the impersonality of automation, claiming the
elimination of the “individual contact and personality” would make foundation
departments into “Univac machine[s].”350 However, packaged garments continued to
make inroads in foundation departments.
Packaging also encroached on corsetieres’ traditional advice-giving; boxes showed
how the garment looked when worn, providing detailed garment information and
advice.351 For instance, a Formfit ad constructed self-service as “an extension of the
service regularly expected in the corset department.”352 These “silent saleswomen” were
infallible and predictable, Cameron Clark argued; unlike corsetieres, they gave consistent
and correct information, offering busy women, both professionals and harried suburban
mothers, a quick and convenient way to shop.353 These busy women’s shopping patterns
differed from those of their mothers, and were another factor in the demise of corsetieres.
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Short on time, they were “reluctan[t] to execute prolonged purchases,” to be fitted, and to
wait for the altered garment.354 Furthermore, the aging of corsetieres’ loyal clients led to
women and teens’ view of fitting as suited to older women.355 Retailers appealed to
teens’ preference for self-service; self-conscious girls, who had attained unprecedented
purchasing power, could avoid corsetieres altogether. Self-service, one journal claimed,
was merely retailers’ adjustment to changing customer needs.356 But packaging was not
the only source of advice supplanting corsetieres.
Newspaper and magazine circulation increased steadily in the postwar years, as did the
proportion of advertising they contained. As additional venues of information, foundation
ads and articles reduced corsetiere’ instructive expertise.357 For instance, in the early
1960s, Seventeen magazine featured two foundation advice columns. They were “In the
Fitting Room,” and “Ask Olga,” which appeared under the byline of Olga Erteszek,
president of Olga Foundations, who answered foundation questions.358 Catalogs and
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store displays, including the counter cards, posters, and brochures that manufacturers
provided retailers, also provided information.359
Postwar affluence also caused new ways of shopping. Worn foundations were now
disposable, and corsetieres’ mending skills redundant. As a retail publications noted
gleefully, when these factors combined with innovative display methods, they
encouraged impulse buying and increased sales.360 Prosperity also led to the proliferation
of new suburban malls, and retail financing policies required mall merchants to achieve
higher profit-per-square foot ratio. As one industrial designer claimed in 1960, “selling
space has become one of the most expensive pieces of real estate in the country.” Selfservice was “an easy selling method,” which solved the dilemma of high overhead.361
The “silent saleswomen” also enabled staff reductions.362 [Illustration 3.5] By 1966,
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Lady Marlene president Irwin Gerstein chided retailers for hiring cheaper, “untrained
girls” and part-time help instead of professionals; this “killed” the corset-fitting
profession, he claimed; it was now “a thing of the past.”363
Although buyers had been among corsetieres’ staunchest allies, by 1967, influential
chain-store buyer and self-service advocate Ellie Guider painted the traditional
foundation department (and, by implications, corsetieres) with the same brush Cameron
Clark had used in 1959. Guider called it “one of the most hidebound in any store, an
anachronistic remnant of an era long gone.” Like many of her colleagues, she advocated
“progressive retailing,” and preferred the modern-sounding “innerwear” to the traditional
“foundations.” Corsetieres, Guider added, had to “see the light” of self-service.364
When Irwin Gerstein conceded that fitting was largely vanished, he avoided
mentioning another development leading to its disappearance, and which his company,
Lady Marlene, like all manufacturers, implemented, the adoption of spandex. In the early
363
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1960s, when most manufacturers had adopted the new fiber, women began rejecting
uncomfortable, rubberized, thigh-length girdles and highly-structured bras. In droves,
they switched to the light, flexible garments made possible by spandex. In 1965, CUR
noticed corsetieres’ increasing redundancy; retailers knew that the new fiber’s elasticity
effected comfort and accommodated fit, making alterations, in the words of a Jantzen
executive, “a thing of the past.” With the “universal acceptance of stretch [bra] straps,”
one journal rejoiced that now women were “assured of a better fit …. without a try in the
fitting room.”365
By the 1960s, even women in the Deep South, not normally a trend-setting cohort, had
adopted self-service shopping. In 1960, CUR reported that, to conform to “department
store progress,” San Antonio’s Wolff and Marx Department Store converted its
traditional foundation department to “virtually 100% self-service” shopping, which it
“patterned after similar [departments] which have proved successful in many parts of the
country.”366 In 1967, Birmingham buyer Peggy Sellers declared that fully half her
customers purchased packaged foundations.367 If women in traditionalist areas accepted
self-service shopping, this indicates its widespread establishment, which tolled the bell
for an almost-century old profession.
Corset-fitting, like advertising and technology, had not only “serviced femininity,” but
also the industry’s bottom line. However, unlike ads and innovations, which effected
365

Charles Carruth, Jantzen vice-president and general manager, quoted in “Fashion or Fit,” n/a, CUR,
September 1965, 31; “Fitting Facts on How to Sell Bras;” “Fit Every Customer in Color,” n/a, DSE,
September 1965, 90.
366

“Busy Shoppers Welcome Self-Service,” n/a, CUR, June 1960, 154.

367

“Retailers Split on Self-Service Issue.” Sellers worked for Aland’s in Birmingham. This acceptance
could have an alternate interpretation, however. In the context of integration, self-service may have been
how retailers managed the dicey problem of white corsetieres serving black customers.
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industry profits, corsetieres’ contribution to revenue waned. Challenged by the potent
interaction of self-service, affluence, new shopping patterns, and youth’s purchasing
power and its effect on retailers and manufacturers, they became marginalized, and their
once-lauded profession, an anachronism. However, it would live on longer when it came
to fitting teenaged girls.
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CHAPTER IV
THE GREAT TEEN TIDAL WAVE: MARKETING FOUNDATIONS
TO TEENAGE GIRLS

In 1959, in an inspired move, Seventeen magazine retained advertising executive
Bernice Fitz-Gibbon to address attendees of its annual teen-fashion show, including
foundations manufacturers and retailers. Few could portray postwar teens as behemoths of
consumption as effectively as this savvy businesswoman; and no magazine influenced
white, middle-class girls like Seventeen, which, since its 1944 launching, presented to
retailers and manufacturers the readership whom the magazine endeavored to develop into
avid and dependable consumers.368
When Fitz-Gibbon described the nine million American teenage girls as “green,” she
both included and transcended the term’s connotations of youth and malleability.369 They
were the easiest customers to influence, and the $4 billion they spent yearly, she noted,
made them “green [as in] meaning money.” Fitz-Gibbon praised Seventeen for persuading
girls to “want things hard,” for making them “reachable” to businesses and “easy to sell,”
368

“Teen Tycoons,” n/a, MM, August 1959, n/p. In addition, Fitz-Gibbon had been voted 1955’s “Woman
of the Year” by the business community. The title of Fitz-Gibbon’s speech, “They Have the Yen – They Have
the Sen!” alluded to money; “Sen” was both Cambodia’s and Indonesia’s currency, and a synonym for
Japanese yen. Italics in original.
369

My research indicates that girls acquired some foundations before their thirteenth birthday; hence, my
use of the term “teenager[s],” “teen[s],” “youngsters,” and “girl[s]” is interchangeable. This addresses not the
traditional assumptions of what constitutes childhood and adolescence, but more the actual experiences of
females aged ten to nineteen.

urging fashion-show guests to woo these “gold mines” by unrolling the red carpet.370 As
an advertising executive, Fitz-Gibbon was familiar with both the exponential growth of the
postwar teen cohort, and its enormous spending power.
However, harnessing teen dollars was not a new practice; as early as the 1920s,
businesses had recognized the emergence of discrete teen consumers, and sought their
patronage.371 Postwar teens differed from those of previous decades in that their numbers
and affluence were far higher.372 This purchasing power delighted the foundations industry
in 1948, when teen spending reached a record $20 billion, and in 1960, when girls spent
(depending on the source) between $67.5 and $140 million on foundations alone.373
Despite this rosy picture, an increasingly competitive business climate led the industry,
sometimes with the aid of consultants like Tobé and Associates and youth marketing guru
370

“Teen Tycoons.” Seventeen claimed its influence was so robust, it was hypnotic. The illustration in
one ad to the industry showed a mob of girls rushing a foundation department. A harried but delighted
corsetiere exclaims, “I swear that magazine hypnotizes girls!” Ad, CUR , January 1965, 99.
371

Grace Palladino, Teenagers: An American History, (New York: Basic Books, 1996), xxii. Palladino
asserts that advertisers and merchants created the term “teenager” in the 1930s to describe adolescent
shoppers. Gary Cross correlates the emergence of radio and direct marketing to youngsters via after-school
programs ads. He dates a discrete teen consumer culture to the late 1930s, citing retailer Neiman-Marcus’s
creation of a separate youth department with its own entrance in 1940 as an example. An All-Consuming
Century: Why Commercialism Won in Modern America, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2000),
105-106, 80.
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A 1969 Rand Corporation study noted that there were 17 million teens in the mid-1950s, 28 million in
1968, and a projected 30 million by 1970. It also found that teen affluence was partially due to the number of
teens with part-time jobs. “That Big Beautiful Youth Market,” n/a, DSE May 1969, 37. Even before World
War II, Maidenform founder Ida Rosenthal presciently announced to CUR readers that its current advertising
campaign was aimed at “the coming crop of teen-age prospects.” Ad, CUR, 1940.
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Joan Jacobs Brumberg, The Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls, (New York:
Vintage Books, 1997), xviii, xxiii, 209. The $20 billion figure is for both genders. The $67.5 million figure is
cited in Eugene Gilbert, “What’s She Like Now?” LM, September 1960, 33. The $140 million figure appears
in “Miss Teenage America to Win Her Crown,” n/a, LM, February 1961, 35. A 1966 article claimed girls had
spent an astounding $700 million on foundations the previous year. “Junior Lingerie Profile,” n/a, DSE,
September 1966, 117. Whatever the actual numbers, these figures demonstrate the postwar growth of the
adolescent foundation business, which had expanded steadily but modestly in the pre-war years. The slogan
“It’s Teen-Time All the Time – Remember: Teens Are in Season Year ‘Round” was a regular coda in CUR’s
1950s column series, “News of the Market.” See “News of the Market,” n/a, CUR, November 1958, 27. CUR
noted that girls spent nearly $884 million on clothes in 1962, a portion of that on foundations. “‘64 Tie-In
Promotions Are Shaping Up,” n/a, CUR, May 1964, 44.
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Eugene Gilbert, to develop new ways of increasing teen spending by nurturing and
“catching” corsetry’s’ ne plus ultra, the lifelong customer, believing that the earlier the
cultivation of a customer’s patronage, the more persistent her brand- and retailer loyalty.
As a Formfit executive noted, the “teen-age customer of today will soon be somebody’s
grown-up, mature customer for a great many tomorrows. Satisfy her now, and you’ll profit
from now on.”374 Although Bernice Fitz-Gibbon had urged retailers to “roll out the red
carpet” for teens, she did not specify particular programs. Nonetheless, by the 1950s, the
industry had become skilled at marketing to teens; this included undertaking activities it
characterized as educational, but which could more accurately be called assertive, schoolbased marketing designed to increase sales.375
Postwar industry actors embarked on a number of marketing strategies. Retailers
installed separate teen shopping areas stocked with goods made specifically for teens, and
run by diplomatic staffers.376 This led to the exclusion of mothers, once thought of as
crucial to daughters’ foundation shopping. Second, ads began addressing girls directly,
which also marginalized mothers; fewer and fewer ads referenced “your growing teenage
374

Walter H. Lowy, “The Teen-Age Market,” CUR, July 1953, 64.

375

Brumberg, Body Project, 108.

376

“TobéGram,” 28 September 1956, quoted in Eugene Gilbert, Advertising and Marketing to Young
People, (Pleasantville, NY: Printers’ Ink Books, 1957), 314. Tobé clients received periodic “TobéGrams,”
reports on retail and marketing trends. “Youth Takes Over!” n/a, MM, October/November 1960, 4; “Survey
of Teen Sales;” “Are You Talking to Teens?” n/a, CUR, May 1965, 34. This survey showed that over half of
all department stores carried teen foundations in the adult section, and one-third, in both adult foundations
and girls’ apparel department; and that 15 percent of independent corset shops had a separate teen section.
Gilbert also emphasized offering foundations which “suit[ed] the needs of the young, immature figure.”
Gilbert, 56. Gilbert believed that “brand loyalty [was] developed to its fullest extent through early
indoctrination,” and his Gilbert Youth Research Organization carried out research studies for Seventeen to
create successful advertising and editorial schemes. Gilbert, 57, 70, 57. Maidenform was one of the first firms
to cater to the “immature” figure by manufacturing its Etude bra in small sizes, AA and even AAA. “New
Additions,” n/a, MM, August/September 1953, 5. Typical bra sizing included both chest circumference,
measured in inches, and cup size, ranging from AA (nearly even with the chest wall) to the well-endowed
DD. Calling a triple-A measurement a “cup” was disingenuous, for it indicated a total lack of breast
protrusion.
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daughter.”377 Third, manufacturers targeted schools with a number of “educational” aids,
like lesson plans and filmstrips, in an attempt to make the classroom a marketing node.
Fourth, the industry employed the pedagogy of defect. Claiming that protruding bellies,
and heavy hips and thighs marred all girls, it stressed foundations’ corrective powers to
beautify and feminize their bodies.378 As the Corset and Brassiere Association of America
noted, only the “the right garment at the right time” could “refine” young figures and
correct defects.379 Fifth, the industry built a synergistic relationship with girls’ magazines.
Publications like Seventeen reiterated and reified contemporary notions about foundations,
and the ideal body and its presentation. Finally, because the industry believed, like
Seventeen, that “the teen is a copycat–what a break for you!” it deployed this characteristic
via teen boards composed of popular, trend-setting students.380 These developments were a
radical change in the history of the manufacture and marketing of girls’ foundations.
From the 1880s to just prior to the 1920s, girls wore corsets, or “waists” (akin to firm
undershirts) designed for their small bodies, switching to adult models at adolescence.381
377

Kelly Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox: The Emergence of Teenage Girls’ Culture, 1920-1945, (New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 34. Until the postwar period, most foundation articles and ads targeted
mothers.
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This concern ebbed with the rise of the androgynous look, epitomized by mid-1960’s model Twiggy.
For a longer discussion on this topic, see Chapter Two.
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Foundations for Fashion: Facts, Figures, Feature Material (New York: The Corset and Brassiere
Association of America, n/d), 6B, 6A. Although undated, this booklet’s fashion illustrations indicate it was
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This began changing in 1917, when Warner’s launched its “Growing Girls” line of teen
foundations.382 By the 1920s, most girls had abandoned corsets, in favor of garter belts and
panties, and began demanding more adult garments like stretch girdles and matching
bras.383 A decade later, although small-sized adult garments were available to many girls,
some ten-to-fifteen-year-olds could choose girdles and “bandeaus” like Carter’s
Mouldettes, specially designed for young bodies.384 From this period on, but particularly
after World War II, as girls’ numbers and affluence grew, the industry increasingly
approached them as autonomous consumers.
Industry discourse regularly cited teen foundations’ importance to its profits.
[Illustration 4.1] In the mid-1940s, CUR complained that business was static, because
manufacturers, believing that only “matron[s] needed a good foundation,” neglected the
youth market.385 The same criticism, that too few manufacturers offered teen foundations,

around 1900. She also cites the difficulty in determining how many, and how often, girls wore these
unrestrictive garments versus more restrictive corsets. Brumberg, Body Project, 10.
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Jane Farrell-Beck and Colleen Gau, Uplift: Uplift: The Bra in America, (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2001. 26. It is difficult to ascertain this marketing campaign’s success. For one thing, it
was a new concept; for another, this era’ girls were not as affluent as baby-boomers. Spurred by Warner’s
innovation, the Vanity Fair, Carter, Van Raalte, and Munsingwear companies also began to offer teen lines.
Sales mushroomed in the 1930s, as modernization required replacing traditional home-made garments with
modern, store-bought items, but also because Warner’s introduced sized bra-cups. Farrell-Beck and Gau, 62.
In “Adolescent Consumers of Foundations, 1920s-1950s,” Dress, December 2004, 50-51, Farrell-Beck and
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Farrell-Beck and Hall document the Dorothy Bickum and Vassarette companies’ girdle ads for “the
girl [i.e., youngster] of today” in 1937. “Adolescent Consumers,” 50.
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Although the term “brassiere(s)” emerged in 1904, when De Bevoise replaced the term “breast
supporters,” used since1863, they were often called “bandeaux” or “bandeaus” from the early 1900s, until the
term’s disappearance in the early 1950s. Farrell-Beck and Gau, 71, 18, 25.
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The article went on to remind the industry that girls did not purchase matronly corsetry. “What Fools
We Stores Are,” n/a, CUR, January 1944, 69.
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Illustration 4.1: Vassarette ad, CUR, Oct. 1955, 6
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resurfaced a decade later, when CUR reminded the industry that youngsters’ numbers and
affluence could make business grow “by leaps and bounds,”386 However, Formfit designer
Anne Ohman Williamson asserted that the lack of teen foundations was a myth, recalling
her collaboration on the design of the first Skippies latex girdle and matching “small dainty
bras” for the teenage market in the 1930s.387 Youthcraft Creations president Gabe
Leventhal also noted that, while in the 1930s, manufacturers “graded down” adult models
to smaller sizes, after the war “came the dawn,” when they realized that teens needed
special garments, in part because of their developing bodies, but mostly because the
industry “recognize[s] that most of them have figure faults and need control.”388
CUR cheered the fact that teens were “more than anxious to spend,” but despite their
“gold mine” status, one study found that some retailers greeted them with “abuse, insults
and apathy,” which youth resented.389 Tact and discretion, personified by CUR as the
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“Letters to the Editors,” CUR, June 1966, 32. Williamson corresponded because she had “begun to
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Health problems forestalled by teen garments included “debutante slouch” and “lordosis,” that is,
curvature of the spine. Gabe Leventhal, “Young in Figure,” CUR, July 1953, 16.
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Becca Dunn, “Market Letter,” CUR, November 1967, 31. The study was carried out by the Rand
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corsetiere who “give[s a girl] the impression of being treated like a queen,” not only
fostered spending but made for girls’ acceptance of their femininity, which increased
current and future profits.390 But diplomacy also furthered commodification. Girls were
now more like creatures, in the words of company executives Walter Lowy and Herb
Snyder, to be “captured,” “caught,” and “trained” in order to cultivate their “shopping-life
expectancy” and to make them “customer[s] for life.”391 This journey had originally begun
with mothers accompanying daughters to the foundation department, but not all girls were
happy about maternal advice. [Illustration 4.2 ]
Preteen Martha Corson’s experience in the late 1940s, when her mother put her in her
first girdle and bra as soon as she developed, bears this out.392 Like many, Corson’s
Eleven received friendly, helpful treatment; three, adequate treatment, and four were ignored or treated
brusquely. “Does the Teen-Ager Get the Brush-Off?” n/a, CUR, October 1955, 72. A similar situation existed
in 1969, when CUR reported that a number of its teen shoppers received “rude” treatment, and that
corsetieres preferred to wait on older women. “Why Youth Avoids Your Department,” n/a, CUR, October
1969, 40-41.
390
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into womanhood. Brumberg, Body Project, 108, 111.
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Illustration 4.2: Bobbies by Formfit ad, McCall’s, May 1957, 24
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mother (and even twelve-year-old Martha) “read” foundations’ firmness as the protector
and controller of budding, visual sexuality, and that lack of containment implied sexual
impropriety and attracted male attention. “From about age 12, as soon as you had boobs,
you went into a brassiere,” and a girdle, Corson recalled. “You didn’t want your boobs
bouncing, and you didn’t want … one [hip] going up and one going down. It was not part
of being a southern lady.” This developing preteen suddenly found herself “wearing all
these layers,” whose purpose included the protection of her modesty and reputation.393
For a time, CUR welcomed mothers like Corson’s, for they were profitable. Agreeing
that foundations were crucial to girls’ development, sexual propriety and emotional health,
they saw to it that their daughters received the appropriate garments in a timely manner.394
They understood several “truths.” Foundations protected daughters’ physical, social,
psychic, and moral health; that girdles effected the “streamlined proportions” indicating
femininity; that early girdling prevented unfeminine bulging hips and waistlines in later
years, which caused emotional distress; and that bras “caught” young breasts before they
began to sag, preserving their youthful firmness, which influenced girls’ future romance
and motherhood.395 Wise mothers also knew that foundations brought about what CUR
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Brumberg, Body Project, 111.
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called daughters’ “self-respect and happiness” and prevented later “suffering.”396 The
pairing of “suffering” and “self-respect” leads to an interpretation dusted with the rosescented powder of Victorian melodrama. Wise mothers knew instinctively that bras and
girdles contained the sexual implications of jiggling posteriors and breasts, and purchased
accordingly.397 [Illustration 4.3]
The “Understanding Mother” featured in a Teenform bra ad with her tomboy
symbolized the wise mother.398 [Illustration 4.4 ] She knew that Teenform bras enshrined
an innate but nonetheless tenuous femininity; that is, they could transform a girl marred by
masculinity into a feminine “charm,” for bras were potent, totemic devices which contested
masculinity’s anomalousness. “Genuinely, deep-down … she wants to be feminine,” not
tomboyish, the ad claimed, reiterating another industry leitmotif, that early bra acquisition
should occur “whether or not it is physically needed.”399 Juxtaposing this ad with a buyer’s
recollection that “ninety percent of the time it was the mother bringing [the daughter] in”
for her first bra, suggests that Understanding Mothers were responsible for ensuring
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“Fitting Facts on Teen-Age,” n/a, unpaginated insert, CUR, May 1949;” Adult daughters, the article
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by the author, 23 March, 2003, Quincy, MA, tape recording.
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Illustration 4.3: Formfit Bobbie Bra ad, McCall’s, March 1958, 16
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Illustration 4.4: Teenform ad, The New York Times Magazine, Jan. 11, 1959, 32
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daughters’ feminization in a timely manner.400 However, despite their appeal, the industry
began deploying a belief in maternal inadequacy when the exponential growth,
independence, and prosperity of postwar teens became clear.401 One result was the rise of
separate teen shopping areas.
As the industry began weighing maternal mediation against teens’ prosperity, it
undertook strategies to separate them from their daughters and to marginalize them. When
CUR weighed their presence in the industry-teen dynamic against their daughters’
purchasing power, it began attributing to them outdated and uninformed beliefs, and
insensitivity to corsetry’s fine points, which, it claimed, affected girls’ emotional and
physical health. At best, mothers were inadequate; at worst, deleterious.402
Teenform’s “Understanding Mother” became tainted by a number of peccadilloes. Some
mothers, CUR asserted, thought of their daughters as “still little girls.” Unaware of
developing breast tissue’s delicacy, easily torn during exertion, they “failed” to teach girls
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about support, or to provide them with bras at the earliest sign of breasts.403 They also
failed to monitor daughters’ “fun-loving life,” full of school, friends, and activities, which
allowed girls to ignore, or worse, dismiss foundations. Without bras, breasts were
“unsightly,” and “wobbled” immodestly. Bras defended the modesty of girls like Martha
Corson by containing the sexual implications of wobbling breasts, while girdles did the
same for hips.404 These attributes led to separate foundation departments catering to
girls.405 Teenagers’ growing importance meant they needed to be treated as special
customers. Maternal exile, then, was rooted in profits, and was one factor leading to
separate teen foundations departments.406 On their own, prosperous, naïve teens were easier
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“Fitting Facts on Teen-Age;” “Roth’s Educates the Bobby-Soxers to Have All Foundation Garments
Fitted,” n/a, CUR, June 1945, 106. Edith Lances Co. ad, Mademoiselle, September 1941, 209. In the 1960s,
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delicate tissues.” “How Can I Have a Prettier Bosom?” n/a, Seventeen, July 1962, 91; “Take a Fashion
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years. Brumberg, Body Project, 108.
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“department” in its catalogs beginning in 1935, when it advertised its “Junior Miss underwear department
unveiled for the teen-age smart set [italics in original].” Kelly Schrum, “Shaping Teenage Consumers:
Gender, the Sears Catalog, and Teenage Girls’ Fashions, 1920-1950,” 12, paper presented to the
Organization of American Historians, 2000.
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Shopping for daughters was another maternal peccadillo. One corsetiere suggested coaching these
mothers “about the importance of properly fitting foundations.” Interacting with girls directly led to higher
sales. “Field’s Teen Like Their Own Foundations Section,” 67; “Ann Fisk Caters to Teen-Age Girls,” n/a,
CUR, October 1948, 112. Fisk, who managed Milwaukee’s Smartwear-Emma Lange’s foundations
department, added that, even with girls’ malleability, the corsetiere still had to deploy her “ knack in handling
young girls” to make sales, “make no mistake about that.” Josephine Moullet, buyer for Los Angeles retailer
May Co., linked maternal exile to efficiency. Unlike mothers, a corsetiere recorded girls’ changing
measurements, empowering her to choose appropriate garments. Record-keeping also meant that she, not
mother, determined if a girl’s development was proceeding normally. Furthermore, Moullet viewed exile as a
positive development for mothers; they were spared the “burden” of negotiating with temperamental teens,
and it “absolve[d] them of any possible fault-finding later.” “Merchandise in the Corset Department,” n/a,
CUR, June 1945, 89.
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to influence, and were more likely to make impulse purchases.407 As one commentator
noted, a teen’s “most important” quality was that “she’s most impressionable.”408
A second rationale for separate teen departments was corsetieres’ fitting and selling
skills.409 CUR reminded corsetieres to take “exceptional” care in fitting girls because of
their larger diaphragms, ribcages and prominent hipbones, and their traditional reticence
about getting fitted.410 [Illustration 4.5] But the rituals and diplomacy that were central to
this exceptional care were also meant to increase profits by cementing a youngster’s loyalty
to the corsetiere.
Good fit was, of course, crucial: zippers and hooks pressing on hipbones caused
discomfort, and, CUR warned, “you might as well kiss her good-bye as a future
customer,” which implies that girls clearly privileged comfort.411 However, ritual and affect
were as important. Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood argue that the most powerful
rituals are those which employ material goods and link ritual to consumption. Rituals also
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While Brumberg links this change to the advent of breast management, the medically-influenced
monitoring, upkeep, and improvement of breasts, the lack of a correspondent therapeutic “hip management”
indicates that this shift was not the sole reason for mothers’ exile. Brumberg, The Body Project, 112, xxv,
198. I am not implying the industry’s inattention the hip area. While girdle discourse focused on slimming
and controlling hips, it lacked the vigor of bra/breast management discourse. While mothers supervised
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brand reputation (17 percent), friends (13 percent), and displays (3 percent). It is unclear why the percentages
add up to only 77 percent “Survey of Teen Sales Indicates Growing Market,” n/a, CUR, October 1955, 87.
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Aaron Cohen, “8,500,000 Undercover Agents,” CUR, October 1957, 63. Cohen was Seventeen’s
Research Director.
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Wayne Beaudette was clear about the importance of reaching girls directly when he wrote that the
young customer was “easier to sell than an older customer with preconceived ideas. She can be moulded and
pleased readily if handled properly.” “The Teenager – How to Court Her.”
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For instance, a girdle “must come not one split fraction above her waistline.” Furthermore, foundations
had to avoid constricting the body, hindering movement, or “pok[ing] her under the ribs.” “Fitting Facts on
Teen-Age,” n/p.
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Illustration 4.5: “How to Get the Teen-ager into the Fitting Room,” CUR,
Aug. 1959, 38
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engender social integration, and, in the case of foundations, femininity.412 I draw from
Douglas and Isherwood to assert that foundation rituals signified departure from childhood,
and marked a girl’s adoption of specific social roles signifying adulthood and, specifically,
femininity. She was now fit to circulate in that new cultural environment occupied by
sexually developing/developed girls.413 Furthermore, ritual also publicly and tangibly
designated this change, averting gender ambiguity.414
One ritual was the communication of multi-step instructions to neophytes on slipping
into foundations and caring for them correctly. For bras, corsetieres advised girls to place
their arms through the straps, bend at the waist to allow breasts to gently fall into the cups,
stand up, and fasten the back. If these rules were flouted, even the right-size bra would be
uncomfortable, and, corsetieres warned, it would not “do the most for you.”415
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Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood, The World of Goods: Towards an Anthropology of
Consumption, (New York: Routledge, 1996), 43, xxii.
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Douglas and Isherwood, xxiii.
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Douglas and Isherwood, 43. By “publicly,” I mean that foundations visibly shaped a girls’ body into a
more womanly silhouette. The teenager foregoing the ritual might forego femininity. In a culture that prized
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social/cultural anomalies, which are marked as dangerous because of their ambiguity, requiring control,
avoidance, and require “rites of bodily manipulation.” Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the
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dismay may have arisen from the perception that ungirdled developing girls, whose emergent hips and
buttocks (and their jiggling) signified sexual development, were thumbing their noses at femininity and
propriety.
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Velma Cox and Grace Demming, “Valuable How-to-buy Tips,” CUR, March 1967, 70. Straps needed
daily checking to make sure they did not cut into shoulders and because, Cox and Demming asserted, breasts
periodically changed size. Home economist Bess Oerke’s directions were equally detailed. She advised girls
to “stand erect, place both forefingers inside the bottom of the brassiere,” and run them around the bra. “As
you do this, pull the garment down,” she added, and ask three questions: “(1) Are the straps comfortable? (2)
Are the bust cups in the correct position? (3) Is the underbust portion comfortable?” Bess V. Oerke, Dress,
(Peoria, IL: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1956), 256.
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Girdle instructions were more elaborate. According to CUR, putting on a step-in girdle,
a tubular, crotchless garment popular into the 1950s, required putting one’s hands inside
the garment, turning it inside out and upside down, stepping into it, drawing it to the hips,
and pulling it “right side out to a fairly high position, centered properly, and then pull[ing]
it down into position.” Finally, sitting, bending and twisting determined if directions were
followed; discomfort indicated they had not.416 As foundations became more specialized in
the mid-1950s, ritual included educating girls that each body type, clothing style, and
activity possessed its own special bra and girdle.417
Rituals also served to decrease the embarrassment of adolescence, which CUR called
“one of the most embarrassing periods of [a girl’s] whole life.” Therefore, rituals included
affect; corsetieres had to be “as friendly as love birds” and “play diplomat” to ensure girls’
comfort and a smooth transition into femininity.418 Making the first corset department visit
a pleasant one, CUR continued, would “unfold for her … the wonders” of womanhood. At
the end of the visit, by ritually laying a garment in girls’ hands, corsetieres reaffirmed to
416

“Fitting Facts on Teen-Age, n/p. Step-in girdle instructions were the most detailed. As noted in
Chapter One, “girdle,” or “step-in girdle” commonly referred to the gartered, tubular, crotchless garment
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particular problem.” “Survey of Teen Sales Indicates Growing Market,” 88. In regards to whether girls
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about to buy a girdle, noted, “I don’t even know how to get it on.” Quoted in Brumberg, Body Project, 98.
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The “right” foundations included strapless bras for formal gowns, high-waisted girdles, long-waisted
bras or waist-cinchers for nipped-in fashions, long-leg girdles for pants, seamless bras for knits, and bras and
girdles for sports or casual wear. In addition, lacy foundations were paired with party dresses, and, later,
colors and prints were deemed “just for “fun.” Special foundations were designed for specific figure faults,
including protruding stomachs and derrières, too-large or too-small breasts, heavy thighs and “bacon-back,”
that is, excess flesh behind the armpits and above a bra’s back strap.
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“Fitting Facts on Teen-Age,” n/p. This ritual included leaving the dressing room while a girl
undressed, assuring the “especially shy that she needn’t remove her slip;” and knocking before entering.
Corsetieres were also reminded to fit and adjust garments impersonally and “from behind as much as
possible,” not commenting on a girl’s figure, and expressing interest only in her comfort and the fit of the
garment.
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them that they had bridged the boundary between childhood and womanhood, and signified
their separation from the world of children.419 Pleasant visits and special rituals may have
eased girls’ discomfort, but they also ensured that girls would return to make repeat
purchases from “their” corsetiere.420
According to one ad, only corsetieres truly understood the young “female of the
species.”421 In their able hands, even reticent girls acquired “timely support” and retained
healthy backs and youthful figures into adulthood. More important, they chose garments
which protected “delicate internal organs,” ensuring successful childbearing.422 While “this
might sound calculating,” foundations manager Ann Fisk added, it was “sound business
policy,” because corsetieres’ skills and youngsters’ malleability raised profits. Above all,
however, corsetieres stressed control, and “control is a wonderful word – full of meaning,”
CUR noted. It “mould[ed] not only the bodies, but the minds of your young customers.”423
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“Fitting Facts Every Salesperson Should Know,” n/a, CUR, November 1965, 53. The rituals detailed
here were typical of CUR’s discourse on adolescents until the mid-1960s, when spandex-rich bras and girdles
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Corsetieres could also, in CUR’s words, “generat[e] ENTHUSIASM” in youngsters
about merchandise.424 As early as 1946, it advised retailers that they should instill in their
corsetieres the enthusiastic “young approach” that spelled sales success.425 To this end,
Chicago retailer Marshall Field & Co.’s corsetieres were “young, attractive girls,” because
“psychologically speaking” their pep, figure, and fashion consciousness “make happy
customers.”426 It is no wonder mothers were exiled from foundations: they could not
match corsetieres’ knowledge, diplomacy, and enthusiasm about foundations.
Teen foundations departments, then, offered special rituals and substituted corsetieres’
diplomatic influence for maternal meddling. By 1965, a retail manager noted that while
“teenagers used to follow their mothers, they are now de-emphasized.” The following year,
a Seventeen survey found that 70 percent of teens relied on foundation staff for advice,
and that between 50 and 75 percent preferred to shop for foundations without mothers,
while Youthcraft vice-president Seymour Lipton linked retailers’ profitability to their
provision of teen departments, “away from where Mother shops.”427 [Illustration 4.6]
By the 1960s, the separate teen foundation department had become de rigueur, and
hipness was the order of the day, for, as a retail executive noted, there was a great disparity
between what girls and women bought; he lauded teen boutiques for appealing to “the
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“Taming the Teen Tempest,” n/a, CUR, August 1965, 38.
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Illustration 4.6: Seventeen ad, “Mother, please…,” CUR, Aug. 1964, 52
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teenager who loves the kooky.”428 Urging retailers to “tune in to the transistor generation,”
CUR evoked Louisville retailer Selman’s “Hang Out” boutique, so popular that it was
“stampeded” by 2,500 girls in its first three days. “Eureka!” it exclaimed.429 Because teens
did not read newspapers, and because “wherever you find teenagers … you’ll hear the new
sounds,” explained Selman’s general manager Eliot Kronish, he attracted teens by holding
a drawing for tickets to a Beach Boys concert.430 Maternal exile and special treatment,
however, were not the only factors contributing to industry profits. Marketing materials,
like brochures, also began to target girls independently of their mothers, and ads purged
themselves of the maternal.
Since their inception, manufacturers used brochures that provided fashion, figure, and
body-development advice as tools to raise their brand’s visibility, and to built and maintain
youngsters’ brand loyalty. For instance, a mid-1940s Edith Lances brochure, “Sculptured
Beauty,” counseled teens about the importance of early breast management to maintain
“youthful firmness” in later life.431 Gossard began producing brochures to provide teens
with what “they really want to know” in 1955. However, the company may have heeded
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Edith Lances ad, Mademoiselle, September 1941, 209. The brochure asserted that only its bras
maintained “youthful firmness” into adulthood.
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the advice to reach what CUR called “volatile and unaccountable” youngsters, for, by
1965, its “Mirror Mate” piece ran to twenty-four pages, more booklet than brochure.432
Despite their educational veneer, the purpose of brochures was clearly economic; and
despite its intimate tone, company founder Edith Lances likely didn’t write “Sculptured
Beauty.” Rather, it was marketing firms or a manufacturer’s public relations staff who
designed and targeted brochures for effectiveness. Furthermore, the success of these pieces
was judged solely by how well they developed brand recognition. For instance, Gossard
retained marketing firm Social Research, Inc. (SRI) to produce and distribute “Mirror
Mate.” The publication was successful; SRI polls indicated that Gossard’s “brand
identification … was excellent.” 433 The problems with brochures, however, were that teens
chose whether or not to pick them up, and distribution was limited to retailers. In the late
1960s, du Pont developed a personalized way to reach teens, bypassing passive distribution
by mailing its twelve-page “Every Girl Needs a Little Control” brochure to 2.5 million high
school and college students.434 But even direct mailing could not reach the numbers of
teens that ads did.
Advertising harnessed the same diplomacy as corsetieres, infusing ads with flattery to
appeal to girls. [Illustration 4.7] Fewer and fewer ads targeted mothers and referred to
“your daughter.” Mother-free directives implied they were old enough to choose their own
garments and to shop alone; this approach could not have but flattered girls. By the mid-
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Du Pont marketing executive William J. Tuohey, quoted in Leonard Sloane, “New Girdle Aimed at
Teens,” NYT, 29 December 1968, III, 11. While Tuohey referred to the brochure title as “Every Girl Needs a
Little Control,” a photograph of the brochure in CUR shows the title to be “Have a Little control.” Ad, CUR,
August 1968, 44.
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Illustration 4.7: Maidenform Curtsy ad, ca. mid-1960s
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1960s, mothers’ absence from ads had become the norm. For instance, only one ad in
Lovable’s 1964 multi-page “Girls on the Grow” campaign in American Girl featured a
mother.435 And no mother made as much as a shadowy appearance in the early-1960s
Seventeen column, “Let’s Fashion Your Figure,” by Olga company founder Olga Erteszek,
a question-and-answer advertisement masking as editorial content. By 1965, another ad did
not feature one mother among a mob of excited girls charging a foundation department to
buy a just-arrived garment.436 Teen shopping areas and teen-friendly foundations,
corsetiere diplomacy, articles and ads addressing girls directly, encouraged mother-free
shopping and rendered maternal guidance superfluous. But as mothers were being exiled,
the industry began recruiting other influential adults, teachers.
As early as the mid-1940s, manufacturers and retailers targeted high schools as
influential institutions for marketing foundations to girls.437 Given their concentrated teen
population, and the industry’s depiction of its outreach materials as educational, it is no
surprise that marketing efforts targeted high schools directly, usually in home economics
classes.438 While retailers bought ads in school newspapers, manufacturers designed
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brochures, filmstrips and films, lesson plans, and posters for distribution to high school
teachers.439 It conceived of the classroom as an ideal marketing node for three reasons.
First, as an expert claimed, students “tend to accept as fact what they are exposed to” in
school, while CUR observed that teens were “captive” in the classroom.440 Second, it was
also the ideal place for teachers to deploy their authority as a marketing tool. Their use of
promotional materials imbued products with associative credibility, approval, and cachet.
Finally, it could serve as a distribution point for discount coupons and other promotional
information.441
Home economics classes were logical distribution points.442 They drew students
interested in clothing, fashion, wardrobe planning, and “good grooming.”443 Furthermore,

scholarship. Maidenform bought full-page ads in teen magazines to announce its 1964 “Teen Dream
Contest.” The winner was chosen on the basis of an essay on “why [she] prefer[s] Maidenform bras in 25
words or less,” and would receive a $5000 scholarship. Mademoiselle, February 1942, 143; “Scholarship
Offered for Teen Dreams,” n/a, CUR, May 1964, 52.
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curricula privileged the ideal female body and conformation to physical fashion standards.
For instance, prominent home economist Bess Oerke claimed that her discipline answered
the questions all girls asked: “How do I look? Am I satisfied with my personal appearance?
Am I as attractive and well-dressed as I would like to be?” Good instruction, Oerke noted,
reiterated the notion that the core of the “smart” look was foundations; seeking to teach
girls how well bras and girdles controlled and redistributed uneven hip, waist, or bust
proportions. The end result was girls with “more graceful contours, good proportions, [and]
a well-groomed appearance.” These ideas were remarkably congruent with those of the
industry.444
In the 1940s, Mabel Nichols, Warner’s publicity director, produced the “Star and
Garter,” pamphlet distributed monthly to home economics classes. Warner claimed its
“inestimable” educational value lay in “training young figures to know what to wear for
beauty, health and comfort.” However, it also marketed the company’s foundations, for it
featured “newsy bits” about the latest Warner designs, intended to pique young customers’
interest.445 In the 1950s, the Belle Mode Brassiere Company distributed two brochures,
“The Modern Miss – Misfit or Miss Fit,” and “How to be Perfectly Charming,” while
Formfit head Walter H. Lowy asserted that over 5500 high schools nationwide received his
company’s “educational” materials that “solved [girls’] fashion problems,” by teaching

the Bourgeoisie: A History of Clothing in the Nineteenth Century, (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press),
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“Are You Receiving Star and Garter?” n/a, n/d, n/p, CUR, mid-1940s. Warner’s publicity director was
Mabel Nichols. In the 1950s, Warner went on to produce films, including Figure Forum and Facts About
Your Figure, which stressed the medical rationale for wearing foundations. Brumberg, The Body Project,
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them to wear proper foundations.446 Fifty-five hundred readers, however, did not compare
to the number who read Teenform’s brochure, “Very Special Secrets: Helpful Hints on
Good Grooming,” CUR claimed. It boasted that the pamphlet had been read by as many
people as had read Gone With the Wind.447
Formfit’s efforts did not end at brochures. It designed a comprehensive homeeconomics lesson plan on good grooming around its brochure “Five Magic Mirrors,” which
included a filmstrip, teaching guide, and suggestions for home and class work. The
brochure not only claimed that Formfit’s foundations were key to good grooming, but
implied they allowed entry into emergent sexuality. “Five Magic Mirrors” promised to
transform “an average teen” into a “fresh-looking femme fatale.” Formfit boasted that, by
using its lesson plan, a teacher’s only responsibility was to “create enthusiasm in her
classroom.”448 While it is unknown if high-school girls were passive or active participants
in lesson plans, manufacturers, retailers, and magazines also sought to rein them in via
participation on teen fashion boards and in fashion shows.
These venues emerged in the 1930s, but their numbers grew in the 1950s and 1960s, as
the industry engaged adolescent baby boomers and their wallets.449 Manufacturers,
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retailers, and magazines recruited popular local teens interested in fashion, and who, they
hoped, could, as the New York Times put it, sell foundations to others through peer
pressure and participatory board activities, which often included fashion shows.450 In
1955, CUR praised the ninety-member Formfit “Bobbie Board” for its efforts in
publicizing the company’s garments, and urged foundations departments to establish
similar advisory boards.451 Five years later, Kayser Roth was among many1960s-era
manufacturers to establish what it dubbed its Teenage Advice Bureau.452 In reality, boards
likely influenced a limited cohort.453 The membership application, which included an
appearance assessment, and the time commitment required by board participation suggest
that typical members were white and middle-to-upper-middle-class.454
450
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contribute to the store’s teen program” and, presumably, to store profits. Buffalo retailer AM & A chose
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Since industry marketing efforts customarily targeted this sector, it viewed boards as
valuable collaborators. They aided manufacturers in three ways: by providing the teen
perspective on how to develop brand loyalty; by sharing information about girls’
foundation preferences and the latest trends; and by drawing attention to sponsoring
manufacturers, retailers, and magazines.455 Board members’ collaboration included writing
articles for school papers, organizing clinics and fashion shows, and promoting these and
other store activities to their peers.456
Other marketing methods included fashion shows and figure clinics. Their functions
were similar to those of teen boards. Fashion-show organizers invited trend-setting girls to
attend and model; figure clinics were department-store based presentations, often
conducted by manufacturers’ representatives, designed to educate teens about good
grooming, new fashions, but above all, the fine points of a foundations line.457 However,
the educational claim obscured their true purpose, enhancing profits by increasing brand
recognition.458 In 1964, Teenform hired model Betty Cornell, whom CUR described as
455
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“author, fashion narrator … teen-age authority … and the world’s greatest saleswoman,” to
conduct a series of nationwide clinics.459
Teenform was doubtlessly aware of Cornell’s published views. She was “firmly of the
opinion” that teens needed girdles, for nothing was “more repellent than a [girl’s]
protruding fanny or a bulging tummy;” that teens ought not “turn up [their] noses” at
“wearing these modern aids to figure beauty;” and that girdles were the only way to “keep
a figure well in hand.”460 While it is unknown how successful Cornell was in promulgating
her views, they had a great deal in common with those of the industry. They all reiterated
the pedagogy of defect, and foundations’ ameliorative powers. But not only were
foundations important, but so was their early acquisition.
The industry linked girls’ emotional, physical, and reproductive health to wearing
foundations early on. Brumberg asserts that, in cultures which endow breasts with strong
metaphoric and visual significance, the first bra denotes both femininity and the
expectation that a girl will conform to culturally-determined standards of appearance.461
As early as the mid-1920s, a survey found that “even the little girls wear brassieres now,”
as did 70 percent of girls aged twelve to sixteen, evidence that, at least in urban areas, this
was an accepted practice.462 [Illustration 4.8].
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In the 1930s, as Schrum documents, manufacturers marketed foundations to teens by
cultivating their apprehension about their bodies, and by promoting a fashionable (i.e.,
thinner, firmer) appearance.463 The correction and control of their wayward bodies, Schrum
asserts, created and was the “vehicle of the teenage girls’ consumer identity” and was one
of the impulses at the center of teen consumer culture.464
On the one hand, the foundations industry implied that bras and girdles were important
because they improved girls’ self-confidence and protected their developing bodies.465 On
the other, foundations’ intimate connotations, particularly in the context of maternal exile,
suggested if not adulthood, then certainly sexual development, designating their wearers,
regardless of age, as sexual beings.466 The manufacture of bras as small as AA and AAA
meant that breast growth, a traditional marker of sexual development, became both implied
and independent of bra wearing. Brumberg asserts that in the mid-1950s, business and

the 12-year-olds,” a 1930 “Junior Department” column noted, “are offering much less resistance” to
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never fully left the lexicon.
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Illustration 4.8: News from the Market, CUR, Oct. 1953, 29
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medical authorities joined forces to encourage girls to acquire their first bra at a younger
age than the previous generation. While evidence indicates that the typical girl acquired her
first bra and girdle around age twelve, it also indicates the trend towards marketing
foundations to ever-younger girls.467 Not wearing a bra became perceived as an
unfeminine defect.
Although in the 1940s, CUR had asserted that “little Miss Teen-ager … seeks to make
her breast development inconspicuous,” this is contradicted in the same article about a
“junior ‘junior’ bra” made for the “tiny bust … giving a bosom to the small-chested.”468
Two buyers advocated increased production of size 28 bras for the growing numbers of
ten- and eleven-year old girls who wanted bras.469 In 1946, a CUR column showcased
some little-girl bras and asserted that “tiny tots,” defined as ten-year-olds, were eager to
wear their first bras, perhaps because, as one executive put it, many girls “could hardly wait
to get into a bra and pantie girdle. Because it meant womanhood.”470 Josephine Moullet, a
late-1940s Los Angeles foundations buyer, asserted that first-bra age was eleven, reiterated
467
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by a Boston-area buyer who recalled that, in the 1950s and 1960s, “the minute” that girls
turned “ten, eleven years old, they wanted a bra. Not because they needed one, they just
wanted one.”471 CUR reported in 1955 that average first-bra age had decreased from
thirteen in 1948, to ten or eleven in 1955, while a 1962 Seventeen survey found it was
twelve.472 While breast-development age is beyond the scope of this work, it is likely that
few ten-year-olds were sufficiently developed to need a bra, a state more credible in
twelve-year-olds.
The industry welcomed this profitable desire. Cup sizes and ages decreased, CUR
admitted, because “little figure foundations create big figure profits,” and manufacturers
began producing bras as small as size 28AAA.473 Even packaging became altered in
efforts to market to this age group. CUR noted that Teenform substituted drawings with
photographs of young models wearing its bras, which “speak more clearly” to eight-to-ten
year olds. “It is important,” CUR asserted, “for developing girls to identify with the model
on the package.”474
471
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That “tiny tots” clamored for bras is evident in the continued production of child-sized
models. However, the reason they did so is speculative. It may have had to do with girls’
desire to fit in. For instance, in 1955, CUR advised its readers to “cash in on youngsters’
desire to grow-up enough to wear a bra,” citing the example of a ten-year-old who
requested a bra from camp. The reason was “she wanted to wash it out at night like the
other girls.”475 It may also have emerged from the cultural impetus to promote femininity,
one expression of which was the mid-century’s emphasis on breasts, noted by a number of
observers.476 Ads began suggesting the ability of bras and girdles to contour even
prepubescent bodies into sexually captivating figures. Additionally, the industry viewed
foundations as a crucial “first step towards motherhood.”477 The result was the subtle but
palpable sexualization of girls.478 By 1966, Formfit-Rogers’ youth merchandising director
claimed that she “didn’t blink an eye any more at 9-and 10-year-olds wearing bras.”479
For some girls, merely wearing a bra was not enough. A rounded bosom marked
maturity visually, and, as Brumberg asserts, was key to girls’ self-identity. Manufacturers
475
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concurred, believing that all girls wanted to “fill out” their dresses, or sought to “fill their
bras,” as Teenform and CUR noted respectively. They responded by making padded bras
for preteens and teens who wore a AA cup.480 For instance, a reader allegedly wrote to
Seventeen, asking anxiously, “I’m almost fourteen and have no shape at all yet. What can
be the matter?” The magazine advised her to follow the example of other equally
disadvantaged girls. Until more developed, she should wear a padded bra.481 One
possibility was Teenform’s bra with padded inserts that did “wonders,” according to
CUR.482 Another might have been an Olga bra, available only in AA cups, whose foam
padding, CUR noted “assured … flattery.” However, padded bras, in the industry’s view,
were not the only garments that flattered teens’ bodies; girdles were, too.
From the 1950s on, but particularly in the 1960s, an emphasis on slenderness made girls
more and more concerned about being and looking thinner, and they increasingly focused
on dieting and figure control.483 The industry used this concern to market girdles; many
manufacturers, retailers, and magazines began including weight-control information in ads
or with girdle purchases.
In 1955, Formfit distributed one-half million copies of a pamphlet titled “Calorie
Counters” to retailers and schools. Besides stressing the importance of foundations, it
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included a popular reducing diet and, as the title implied, a calorie chart.484 By the late
1960s, a foundations executive declared that “selling slimness in advertising, in displays
and through informed sales personnel” was imperative, and advocated the use of three-way
mirrors in fitting rooms, to send girls “running to [the] foundations department.”485
Lest girls wonder about the appropriate age at which they should wear a girdle, Olga
Erteszek’s Seventeen column provided the answer: when a girl reached “grown-up
proportions.”486 But advice soon turned to what all girls required: long-leg girdles, Erteszek
exclaimed, to “curb your bulges!” But slender girls also needed control. As part of the
industry, Erteszek equated the female body, slender or heavy, with imperfection.487
However, some flaws were inherent in adolescents’ uneven development. As discrete
sections, like hips, developed, they looked large compared to slender thighs, and required
hip control. Slowly-developing teens were more angular than others, requiring the
smoothing power of girdles. But other flaws simply reified the pedagogy of defect,
484
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including all but the thinnest bodies. This cultural impetus was so strong that the industry
found itself a partner in weight loss.488
The rationale behind the industry’s assumption of dieting practices is unknown. As part
of the fashion industry, it may have jumped on the weight-loss wagon to join designers
who were producing abbreviated, body-skimming fashions. Or it could have been
influenced by the increasing discourse on weight loss that increasingly began to permeate
American society in the 1960s. Whatever the reason, this and a number of other industry
notions found voice in girls’ magazines which reached millions of girls.
Teen magazines and the foundation and fashion industries began their synergistic
relationship prior to the war; it became well-established in the postwar period.489
Publications employed merchandise directors to “translate” readers’ needs and wants to
businesses seeking to reach teens.490 For instance, when Formfit executives planned a new
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line of foundations, they approached American Girl’s merchandise director for productdevelopment and promotional advice. The magazine’s editor claimed the result was
improved, reasonably-priced bras and girdles. Ingénue’s merchandising director boasted
that her magazine’s “instruct[ion] and guid[ance] of our readers,” resulted in “750,000
teenage readers [who] whip out and buy” in response to one of its foundations articles.
CUR agreed; magazines’ “impact and authority” served to “pre-sell” foundations to their
readers.491
No magazine’s synergistic interactions and “translation” of teen consumption were as
successful as Seventeen’s. From its founding, it worked extraordinarily closely with its
numerous partners.492 The advertising publication Madison Avenue praised its “complete
domination of an important market,” an entire generation of consumers, which was a vast
change from pre-war publications’ tepid influence.493 Embracing magazines’ translations,
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businesses produced specialized teen goods, sizes, and ad campaigns, benefiting from
Seventeen’s (and other magazines’) sizeable and profitably receptive readership, mostly
white, and middle-class. As one buyer put it, “youngsters … want what they have read
about,” and the industry was happy to oblige.494 The industry found this connection
particularly important, for few companies offered “teen-friendly” garments prior to the
mid-1940s. [Illustration 4.9]
As noted, one way Seventeen collaborated with its partners was by co-sponsoring
fashion-show and figure-clinic. For instance, in 1962, Washington, DC retailer Hecht held
a “Living, Breathing Dolls as Seen in Seventeen” foundation fashion show, in which
models wore garments featured in the magazine’s doll-themed advertorial. The same year,
the magazine promoted the annual foundation fashion show it held at a California
department store. Retailer and magazine capitalized on the slim ideal by using only models
who were graduates of the Seventeen Model Figure Clinic.495 Refreshments consisted of
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“low cal foods designed to keep the figure trim.”496 The1950s’ and 1960s’ growth of these
shows and clinics corresponded with baby-boomers’ adolescence; furthermore, they
gradually began deploying the cultural emphasis on a thinner, leaner body, and teens’
growing figure consciousness.
Like women’s magazines, but more extensively so, many Seventeen articles concerned
figure problems. Like other discourse, the articles, quizzes, and question-and-answer
columns it generated also assumed, and focused on, girls’ universal figure problems. Its
advice had the sympathetic, intimate tone of a trusted older sister, which readers found
more sympathetic than that of women’s magazines and their own relatives.497 But as
Schrum notes, it was Seventeen (and teen magazines overall) which sought to cultivate the
insecurity and unremitting demand for self-improvement in the first place.498 The problemsolution format served both magazine and partners well; figure dilemmas were solved by
foundations appearing in Seventeen ads.499 And few things drove the point home as girls’
pleas for help with imperfect figures.
Nothing exemplified the collaboration of magazine and business like Seventeen’s early1960s question-and-answer columns, “Let’s Fashion Your Figure.” Although inquiries
seemed to be reader-generated, the column’s byline and contents point to a different
496
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origin.500 The author was not a Seventeen columnist, but the founder of Olga Foundations.
Moreover, letters reiterated, nearly verbatim, the industry’s view of teens’ hips, thighs and
breasts as problematic; and the only solution Olga Erteszek offered was Olga
foundations.501 Given the synergy between Seventeen’s merchandising department and
partner businesses, it is likely that the latter generated the questions in the form of
correspondence.502
Like most foundations discourse, these letters presented teenage bodies as the sum of
flawed, disembodied parts, and Erteszek upheld the ideals of thinness and body control in
teenagers. Aside from spotlighting Olga’s service to femininity, Erteszek’s answers were
also subtle warnings about femininity, and in many cases, layered. Like corsetieres,
Erteszek possessed special knowledge, derived in part from her status; as company ads
claimed, “Behind Every Olga There Really Is an Olga.” It also derived from what Erteszek
claimed were “many girls’” pleas to her, seeking solutions to their figure problems. They
also contained an implicit warning; wearing the right bra to achieve a rounded bosom was
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not enough.503 For instance, Erteszek advised readers that girdling was required even under
bathing suits, for a smooth look. Appearance trumped athletic ability, for she claimed that
“looking good in the sporting world takes more than just skill;” foundations also effected
girls’ athletic appearance.504 She urged girls wearing swimwear and shorts to don the
“Tumm-ee-Breef,” whose multi-layered front spandex panel gave “double control right
were you need it,” and which were cut high on the leg to eliminate one of the worst
afflictions: bulges.505
Evaluating girls’ reception of Seventeen’s and Erteszek’s messages that girls’ bodies
were in need of foundations is problematic. Schrum asserts that most accepted the cultural
importance of beauty, but did not accept commercial advice unquestioningly. As
individuals, they likely chose advice according to how it fit in the context of their lives, to
how they processed conflicting messages, and through the filter of class status, income,
self-image, and age.506 This lack of conformity is reflected in industry discourse.
Manufacturers, retailers, and corsetieres sought to combat a trend they had perceived
since the late 1930s: many girls’ aversion to wearing foundations, particularly girdles, or
their omission altogether. In 1945, two corsetieres complained about girls who “rebel at
503
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wearing anything appropriate,” (i.e., prescribed foundations), and those determined to
avoid them altogether. Twenty years later, CUR claimed may teens resisted being fitted,
and, worse, were “reticent about foundations.”507
The industry recognized this resistance and took marketers’ advice to cultivate teens’
insecurity by identifying body flaws, and “inventing desire” to persuade even slim girls to
control their figures.508 While girls viewed their first bra as an exciting step into adulthood,
and Brumberg claims that few middle-class girls and mothers balked at what the industry
termed “junior figure control,” industry sources indicate that many resisted girdling. At age
twelve, her mother insisted that ninety-two-pound future novelist Marge Piercy wear a
girdle. Although Piercy recalls that she “cast no shadows standing sideways,” she
nonetheless had to wear her “rubber coffins,” which hampered her dancing and running,
made her itch, and needed “overt tweaking and plucking” to adjust. [illustration 4.10]
What girdle-wearing caused, Piercy remembers, was physical rigidity, and a body on which
“nothing jiggles, nothing bounces.”509 Another woman remembered that, after many
attempts, her mother finally succeeded at girdling her at sixteen. It was her mother, “not
me!” exclaimed Ethel Oak, who thought she should wear a girdle. Oak recalled
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dramatically that she “almost died, because I never had anything so controlling on!”510
Admittedly partial, Betty Friedan’s account of her first girdle, which enclosed her
adolescent “flesh in [a] rigid plastic casing,” implied her youthful criticism of a garment
which impeded breathing and movement, and left “red welts on your belly.”511
From its 1941 founding until the 1970s, Seventeen had encouraged all girls to wear a
girdle. However, not all readers complied. The magazine’s 1945 survey indicated that 75
percent of girls did not own a girdle, and 19 percent owned just one. In 1947, one reader
contested Seventeen’s advice in the article “Wear a Girdle.” Many girls, including herself,
the writer stated, “do not need one … hence I say: girdles: fooey!”512 In 1955, despite all
the industry’s measures, 75 percent of corsetieres polled complained that, although all girls
needed hip control, many limited their foundations to a bra.513 Although the industry
believed, in one buyer’s words, that “no matter how small a waist she has, every girl still
needs [a girdle] to give her a sleek look,” the evidence indicates that girls filtered this
message, and did not blindly follow exhortations to wear garments which they believed to
be unnecessary and uncomfortable.514 This rebellious spirit would increase in the 1960s.
“Something radical is happening,” noted a 1960-era sales journal. The article concerned
youth’s independence, changing tastes (exemplified by their “changing hair, apparel and
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music”), and increasing affluence.515 Despite youngsters’ apparent insurgency and drive,
which it characterized as their “subver[sion of] the drab order of their elders,” CUR
acknowledged that the foundation and fashion industries must “notice and follow” them
and the $160 billion they controlled.516
As was the case for women’s foundations, the mid-to-late-1960s design of both teen
garments and marketing strategies differed from earlier versions. Bernice Fitz-Gibbon’s
late-1950s characterization of teens as a “green tidal wave” could have been, a mere decade
later, characterized as a green tsunami. While there were 17 million teens in the mid-1959s,
by 1968, this population had grown to 28 million, with a projected 30 million in 1970. By
1969, teens were spending a great portion of between $20 and $50 billion yearly on
apparel. It is no wonder that retailers and manufacturers redoubled their efforts to reach
them. They were, in the words of a retailing publication, not only “the province of
department stores,” but also “the future of all industry.”517
To reach this cohort, advertising agencies redoubled its use of consultants, such as the
firm Youth Concepts, to better appeal to teens. One sales journal asserted that such
consultants packaged teen zeitgeist into a neat package called “the with-it market,”
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described as “the child of the Jet-Set Syndrome, the Sexual Revolution, and a close relative
of the hippies.”518
One such expert asserted in 1966 that teens sought goods within the boundaries of
acceptability, but which also exhibited a modicum of “rebel[ion] against adult standards.”
For instance, a 1966 Maidenform study about padded teen bras resulted in the
recommendation the company underplay padding because girls, seeking to eschew
anything unnatural, were refusing to wear “anything that was ‘padded.’”519 This contrasted
with a 1955 survey that indicated that 15-20 percent of all bras purchased by teens were
padded.520
Youthful independence, noted a textiles executive in 1968, had a dramatic impact on
fashion. For instance, young women’s “dramatic shortening of skirts [is] the most
significant development in fashion in several decades.” Because gartered stockings could
not be worn under short skirts, teenagers and young women, like their mothers, abandoned
traditional hosiery (and often the gartered girdles that held them up) for pantyhose, so that
by early 1968, 35 percent of all hosiery sales were pantyhose, a figure expected to reach 50
percent by year’s end.521 In a speech before manufacturers and retailers attending a
Seventeen-sponsored “Think Young Think Tank” meeting, advertising executive E. P.
Weiss reiterated teenagers’ role in the growth of pantyhose, asking rhetorically, “who
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changed the girdle? Who started the bra rebellion? … If it’s new, it was started by
youngsters.” In addition, Weiss reminded his audience that the attraction of new things,
along with peer pressure, were “a big marketing and merchandising point.”522 The fear that
girls were abandoning girdles was evidenced by du Pont’s rationale for mailing its “Have a
Little Control” brochure to two million teenagers; they just didn’t “go for control” because
traditional girdles were “no fun at all.”523
Seventeen had proclaimed slenderness as a crucial factor in girls’ beauty early on
in its publishing history.524 By the 1960s, one fashion writer observed that teenage girls
were now driven to reduce their bodies to little-girl proportions.525 “The nymphet figure,”
wrote Joan Cook approvingly, was the one “to which every right-minded girl aspires.”526 In
a 1969 article, Lady Marlene executive Ray Fox observed that current teenagers were far
more figure- and weight-conscious that those in any previous generation, eschewing girdles
so they could “show off the slimness they have worked so hard to achieve.”527
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Whether or not they emulated current models, as Jessica Daves, editor of Vogue from
1958 to 1962, asserted when she proclaimed that “the model is the model for most young
women,” two contemporary studies showed that weight consciousness and the desire to be
thin grew tremendously between 1966 and 1969. The percentage of high school girls, who
thought they were overweight, according to this research, increased from 50 percent in
1966 to 80 percent in 1969.528 Women’s Wear Daily noted that the youth market was
“lean, leggy and small waisted, with lightness the keynote, both in looks and weight.”529 In
addition, Mademoiselle defined the fashionable teen, dubbed the “What’s Next Girl” as one
whose status depended on her “sensational young figure.”530 The ad prominently featured
a scale reading 115 pounds, while Seventeen proclaimed that its readers were so “figureconscious” that it behooved manufacturers to stress that their foundations did “the most for
their figures.”531
However, it would be a mistake to think that models’ thinness, un-girdled hips, and flat
chests were universally adopted. Girdles and padded bras posted respectable profits all
through the 1960s, and ads for breast-enlarging gadgets and creams still appeared in the
back of many teen and women’s magazines. Furthermore, as fashion observer Fran
Rothenberg asserted, teenage girls were actually getting bigger every year, despite
fashion’s emphasis on the “ugly beauty” of ultra-skinny models like Twiggy. Nonetheless,
Rothenberg continued, Twiggy and models like her had influenced larger girls to reduce,
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and swayed thin girls into “content[ment] with their non-figures.” Because they were not
interested in foundations’ “functional aspects,” the only way to reach them was for the
industry to attract them by offering production of foundations in pretty prints and popular
colors. However, Rothenberg implored the industry to court the larger, and, she implied,
“normal” girl (whose prototype was the “California girl”) because “she is the customer
who most needs foundations.”532
Postwar girls’ affluence and sheer numbers may have made mining the golden lode
more straightforward than in the prewar period, but industry actors believed that
competition required them to deploy marketing strategies to “catch” them young. Special
foundation garments, departments staffed by friendly corsetieres, maternal exile, the
utilization of femininity and imperfection, direct communication to teens via ads and
school-based marketing, peer pressure, and magazines all may have contributed to the
meteoric success of the postwar foundations industry. The industry and magazines
proffered girls a “tidal wave” of advice about what constituted femininity, voiced as
perfection and thinness. Despite these efforts, the industry understood that many girls
resisted their entreaties. Ironically, some of its methods may have backfired. For instance,
separating girls from mothers may have promoted girls’ independence. Other than a few
examples, there is no way to determine how girls reacted to the many messages they
received. Therefore it is possible that the noteworthy expansion in the teen market could
have been driven by the equally significant growth in teenage girls’ affluence and numbers.
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CHAPTER V
INNOVATIONS IN TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY AND MANUFACTURE
IN THE SERVICE OF FEMININITY
“From where I stood, I had no idea what the item might be used for. Even so, I could see
that the material was intricately joined together. The loops of the cup-shaped garment were
thickly padded and made of standard - issue cotton, and much of the stitching was doubly
strengthened. It had metal hooks at one end and eyes at the other.” In the short story “Land
Beyond” Nuruddin Farah explores the connection between a bra and femininity. The
Ethiopian narrator first perceives the bra, stolen from an American missionary’s clothesline
by his older friends, as an alien garment. He grasps its symbolic meaning while witnessing
his companions’ changing expressions as they handle the bra. Although just a cup-shaped
collection of elastic, padding, cotton, and fasteners, he understands its iconography of
seductive femininity, through which “bodily desires were being refashioned.” The bra
triggers a reverie: by story’s end, the group finds itself “journeying to the beyond of the
land beyond,” fantasizing about the feminine inhabitants of “American modernity … a
land … of white flesh and fragrant hair.”533
Foundations were stitched, hooked, and sometimes padded fabric garments, rife with
meaning about femininity not only when worn or advertised, but also when manufactured.
This chapter examines the role that postwar science, technology, and engineering played in
533
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the manufacture of girdles and bras.534 Through the early-to-mid 1960s, what marked the
ideal feminine woman was remarkably stable. She was sexually attractive but modest,
demure, weak-willed (that is, prone to indulge in forbidden delicacies which threatened her
slenderness), and her fashion-consciousness made her want to be slim and sleek, something
that technology could effect. Paradoxically, she was both soft and firm, the former in
myriad physical and affective attributes. Women’s undergarments had to be made of fabric
which was soft against silky skin, while effecting femininity in terms of firming buttocks,
hips, midriffs, and breasts.535
The mid-to-late-1960s Youthquake modified this catalog. Attractiveness became
increasingly sexualized, while, paradoxically, privileging a boyish figure; slimness became
more severe, delectables more dangerous, and fleshiness more aberrant. Though soft
foundations and a firm body retained their importance, it was culturally understood that
thinness and firmness was to also come from within, for the primary technological
development of that era was the emergence of spandex. Garments made with this light,
elastic fiber were far more comfortable than old foundations, but, despite manufacturers’
claims, could not effect the same strict level of control as their forebears.
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Despite the imbrication of femininity, foundations, and technology, it would be
incorrect to assume that the foundations industry’s adoption of technological developments
triggered changes in the cultural construction of femininity. The Rivoli Corset Company
touted its 1952 Whirl-Eze girdle’s “scientific cross-boned front,” but this did not mean that
Rivoli recognized a sudden need to deploy science as a remedy for women’s figure
problems.536 The shape and uses taken by technological developments illustrate, and are
functions of, the social and cultural contexts in which they exist. Postwar technology,
particularly textile innovations, emerged into a culture that conflated biological women and
an imagined, imperfect, tenuous yet fragile femininity; scientific innovations reflected and
helped sustain cultural views about this femininity.537
Technology’s contribution to corsetry has a long history. Prior to World War II,
foundations were made from cotton, rubber, latex and lastex, rayon, silk, and, for a short
time after its 1940 commercial introduction, nylon.538 Rubber became particularly popular
after 1930, when the rubber industry produced a thin, delicate rubberized knit crepe.
However, the war caused shortages of nylon and rubber, and their replacement by other
536
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“distasteful” with a material that sandwiched a rubber compound between fabric layers. These garments not
only effected a sleek look, but, the executive continued, aided dieters by offering those “handicapped by
excess avoirdupois … remov[al of] excess poundage” and femininity, for they “break down the fatty tissues
of the body,” and eliminated “surplus tissue.” Overweight women could bypass exercise by doing chores in
these garments to achieve the feminine, stylish, “princess silhouette … dictated by style. F. W. Hotchkiss,
“Achieving the New Silhouette,” RA, 25 February 1931, 517. Hotchkiss was du Pont’s advertising manager.
In the 1930s, rayon fabrics included Doubletex, a heavyweight rayon knit. Persuede, a perforated, rubberbased material introduced in 1940 by the Kleinert company in its Persuede girdles was another widely-used
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materials, such as the synthetic rubber Buna-S, were often substandard. The postwar era
saw the full release of nylon and rubber by 1948, and the chemical industry’s development
and marketing of a range of new materials, including polyester, which foundations
manufacturers enthusiastically incorporated in their garments. Sometimes these were
improved versions of earlier materials like nylon, and the wires used in underwire bras.
Sometimes, as in the case of spandex, they were new inventions which significantly
changed foundations and which, by the late 1960s, dominated the industry.539
Innovations proved ironic in at least two ways. One, they gradually resulted in lighter,
more comfortable, less binding undergarments as standards for women’s bodies called for
increasing thinness and firmness.540 Two, innovations developed in the traditionally-male
scientific, technological, and engineering realms.541 Bra designers, in particular, were
viewed as engineers who understood how cantilevers, trusses, and suspension worked.
They used their expertise to stress breasts’ sexuality and women’s allure by creating some
539

Although “Lycra” and “spandex” were often used interchangeably, the former was du Pont’s
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University of California Press, 2002), 5.
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For instance, in 1943, Kleinert advertised its wartime substitute foundations fabric, Persuede, as being
born in a test tube and fathered by science. Ad, Mademoiselle, October 1943, 61.
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of the most feminine of all foundations, like Merry Widow corselettes, and strapless,
plunging bras. Whatever form technological developments took, they buttressed the view
that women’s corsetry reified and protected femininity. These views were expressed in
what Jackson Lears calls a “technocratic idiom.” 542
Manufacturers and textile scientists (as well as the advertising industry, of course) were
quick to adopt this technocratic idiom in their discourse. This was not a new development,
for technology and science became linked to corsetry in the last decades of the nineteenth
century. Medical corset discourse highlighted “scientifically” designed corsets, such as
Warner Brothers’ Sanitary Corset (a looser version of contemporary models) which
debuted in the 1870s.543
The view that medical technology, in “medical” or “scientific” foundations, contributed
to women’s health continued to be accepted through the end of World War II, decreasing
from the 1950s on.544 In the postwar decades, this cultural reverence for technology
542

T. J. Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in America, (New York:
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For instance, in 1944, the Kabo Corset Co. touted its girdles’ “safe, comfortable control,” provided by
“the magic performed by Kabo science.” Ad, NYT, 5 November 1944, 39. Scientism also affected
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combined with high postwar consumption, giving rise to what Michael Smith calls
“scientism,” an unwavering faith in the supremacy and absolute applicability of
technological and scientific developments to consumer goods. Scientism also implied a
commercial “recontextualization of technology,” which assigned to goods certain attributes
unrelated to their technological origins, and the belief that these developments signified
progress.545
Scientific and technological images and language in foundations discourse became
vested and engaged in meaning-making by drawing on the familiar vocabulary of beauty
and control, and by representing changes as great strides for women.546 They located
foundations within contemporary scientific concerns, presenting what Jill Fields calls a
“nurturing image” of science as fulfilling women’s wishes for comfortable foundations, or
what one anthropologist calls the “pleasure” factor, which leads consumers to prefer one
type of textile over another.547

foundations selling. In the 1940s, one buyer boasted that all her corsetieres wore “white uniforms, giving the
[corset] department a scientist’s professional atmosphere.” This “sanitary look” allegedly encouraged
customers to “relax, and take the same attitudes they would when visiting the physician.” “Buyer News,” n/a,
CUR, July 1944, 117. The buyer was Frances Norman, of David’s of Albany, NY.
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process, “invested with the inexorable magical qualities of an unseen social force.” 179. Susannah Hadley
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technology a “historically a dangerous and destabilizing beast,” which encouraged among European
manufacturers “a certain wariness about breaking with tradition.” Susannah Handley, Nylon: The Story of a
Fashion Revolution, (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 51.
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A 1946 ad for the Moore elastic fabrics company, “What Has the Atom Bomb Got to Do
With a Corset?,” was scientismic to its core. [Illustration 5.1]. The query had less to do
with weaponry than with aligning Moore’s textile research with that of the Manhattan
Project. The ad’s lab-coated scientist, with his microscope and beakers, represented both
Moore’s wartime researchers (as “feverishly” busy as nuclear scientists), who had
improved elastic fibers for military use, and the brilliant, heroic Los Alamos scientists. Just
as nuclear power would be put to positive use in energy production after the war, so would
Moore harness its “priceless experience” in wartime elastic production to improve the
elastics that reified femininity.548
What did the atomic bomb have to do with corsetry? Plenty, and the ad’s illustration,
answered the question on several levels. Most superficially, the juxtaposition of science
and foundations implied the latter’s laboratory origins, and the connection between gifted
nuclear scientists and Moore’s researchers. However, a deeper meaning emerges. Elaine
Tyler May notes that women’s wartime autonomy generated fears about the future of
domesticity and the dangers of uncontained female sexuality, while Kristina Zarlengo notes
that “anatomy met atomic power” in the Cold War, quoting a military officer’s

many women were hopeful that new fabric developments would result in lighter, more comfortable
foundations, becoming downright enthusiastic when the emergence of spandex-rich foundations finally
realized those expectations. Publications noted repeatedly that, within a decade of its introduction, spandex
had resulted in the doubling and even tripling of foundations consumption.
548

CUR, May 1946, 169.
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Illustration 5.1: George C. Moore Co. ad, CUR, May 1946, 13
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assertion that the atomic bomb was “deadly, it’s like a woman … never underestimate its
power, don’t lose your head.” This view signaled the connection between female
sexuality and aggressive strength.549 In the Moore ad, the scientist surveys his discoveries
which the model wears. At the same time, she trains her seductive gaze, which is
redoubled by her fondling her garters and stockings, outwards. This vignette melds
science and anatomy.550 Women’s deadly power of seduction was atomic in scope, and,
like Manhattan Project logicians, Moore’s scientists contained it by developing the elastic
that contained this feared attribute, and contributed to progress.
Like many postwar consumer goods, foundations developments resulted not from the
tinkering of earlier innovators, a sizeable number of whom had been women, but from
systematized scientific research, conducted primarily by men at large firms like E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Company, Monsanto, Union Carbide, and the Shell Oil Company,
which integrated technology, science, and engineering.551 Foundations manufacturers
applied these innovations, resulting in increasingly diverse and feminine foundations. A
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Essye K. Pollack was one of these “tinkerers.” In 1923, to give support to the breasts of large or
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textile science magazine extolled the efforts of the “fabric engineer,” who conscientiously
“chooses from dozens of fibers … and engineers his construction” of new fibers,
heralding a “textile revolution.”552
Men controlled more than textile research. Until the 1960s, they also designed and
produced foundations, their components, and machinery.553 Manufacturers and their
designers, along with the chemical/textile industry, viewed engineering as a discipline in
the service of femininity. It facilitated the public viewing and judging of a private entity,
a woman’s body, because, as one source puts it, like the components of a building, their
work facilitated “a way of constructing [the body] even when unseen.”554 In 1949, the
Wynton Brassiere Co. placed a model under a Gothic-style stone “Arch of Loveliness,”
to equate its bras, which gave “structurally perfect support,” with architectural design and
strength.555 [Illustration 5.2] A New York Times story about bra design cast the design of
foundations as a male province. It was no accident that men designed what women wore.
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Illustration 5.2: Wynton Bras ad, CUR, March 1947, 34
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Underneath feminine fripperies like “curves and flounces …lies a good deal of work by
an engineer equipped with slide rule and blueprint.” [Illustration 5.3] Girdle and bra
design depended on the know-how of male engineering, and only a “force of engineers
… know how to design intimate fashions.” And an industry executive noted that
“designing bras is hard work. It’s like building a bridge.”556
Beginning in the late 1940s, as bra contours became more emphatic, and strapless bras
more popular, discourse emphasized architectonic notions of “suspension” and
“cantilevered comfort.”557 Maidenform founder Ida Rosenthal, whose husband William
co-headed the Design Department, stressed the importance of engineering to achieve
vigorous uplift. “It’s a matter of knowing stresses and strains,” she said, “and designing
supports to carry the weight,” an especially tricky undertaking when it came to strapless
bras. In a later interview, her daughter and successor, Barbara Coleman, recalled that bra
design was considered an engineering job, “like building a bridge,” and that most of
Maidenform’s designers had been men.558 [Illustration 5.4]
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Illustration 5.3: True Form ad, CUR, Jan. 1949, 105
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Illustration 5.4: “A Designing Department,” Maidenform Mirror, April 1954, 6
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Manufacturers of foundations accessories like bra padding also viewed themselves as
sustaining femininity. A February 1957 ad for the Rubber Fabrics Company, maker of
Brafoam, a foam-rubber padding material, referenced St. Valentine’s Day by stating that
Brafoam was “loved.” [Illustration 5.5] The industry loved Brafoam because it improved
bra sales, but women and men loved it as well, for it effected femininity. The former
“love Brafoam because it makes them look like women,” while the latter “love Brafoam,
too, because it makes women look like women.”559 A few years later, Rubber Fabrics’
president took credit for his firm’s contribution to femininity. His company did more
than improve humdrum bras, Martin Schnur announced; Rubber Fabrics engaged in a
more important project, “silhouette engineering.”560 This discourse indicates that popular
images of technology were not tacked onto advertising vignettes merely to increase sales.
They also reinforced technology’s commitment to femininity.
This commitment continued into the 1960s, when a Bali Co. executive described his
designers as “really technicians” with quasi-medical skills. Breasts, he asserted, were “a
very delicate part of the anatomy,” requiring well-engineered bras to prevent injury,
while True Balance called its new Oblique girdle “a brand new figure engineering
idea”561 This commitment to femininity had a long history.
Until the late 1940s, Lastex, which had been developed in 1931, was widely used in
foundations. CUR described fabrics made with the fiber in feminine terms: “sheerest,”
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Illustration 5.5: Brafoam ad, CUR, Feb. 1957, 26
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“lightest,” and “diaphanous.” Despite their daintiness, Lastex-rich foundations were
“youthful garments [with] unusual control and strength.”562 This was clearly advertising
hype, for an observer of a Lastex girdle would be hard-pressed to see sheerness and
diaphanousness. [Illustration 5.6] In at least one ad, this strength was associated with
male workers [Illustration 5.7], and, in later years, was portrayed as a quasi-miraculous
fabric, for it awakened femininity in even an older woman. [Illustration 5.8].
Up to the 1960s introduction of spandex to the market at large, no fabric was as
popular in foundations as nylon, developed by du Pont scientist Wallace Carothers in
1938, and released in 1940.563 CUR asserted that from its debut, nylon “has been a magic
word.” The magic was in the fact that it was “practically made from ‘thin air,’ [and] it
continues to be a mystery.” Alone, it was a “supple and controlling fabric” in
foundations; when blended with other fibers, resulting textiles were so feminine, so
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Illustration 5.6: Lastex ad, “Nemo sensations,” Vogue, April 1940, 15
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Illustration 5.7: Darlington Corp. ad, CUR, April 1954, 98
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Illustration 5.8: Lastex ad, “You can’t expect miracles,” CUR, Dec. 1950, 141
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“soft and delicate that they are almost breathtaking … alluring and diaphanous”564
Nylon’s attributes, cheered Business Week, included its ability to “outcontrol” silk and
rayon foundations. Furthermore, nylon foundations were lighter, stronger, more elastic,
and less bulky than other materials. On the domestic end, they shrunk little, washed
effortlessly, dried quickly, and did not need ironing.565 By the early 1940s, several
manufacturers offered nylon-rich foundations, including Formfit’s extensive "Nylies”
line of girdles, pantie girdles, and all-in-ones in early 1941.566 Unfortunately for Formfit,
the War Productions Board secured all nylon production for the military in February
1942, a mere ten months after Nylies’ introduction.567 In addition, the industry got the
news it had been dreading. CUR indicated that, citing an "an acute rubber situation," the
WPB barred the use of most rubber for foundations, 90 percent of which were made with
elastic fabric.568 War would prove to be a challenge not only to Formfit, but to the
industry as a whole.
One corsetiere advised women to accept this situation “in the most agreeable manner
possible,” while the Corset and Brassiere Association and the Corset and Brassiere
564
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SM, 15 February 1942, 73.

Manufacturers Associations issued a statement that the industry "will do its part in good
spirit, determined to use all possible ingenuity” to manufacture foundations. The CBA’s
men were “sure that the women of America will meet the situation without complaint and
will cooperate to the limit of their abilities."569
By 1943, rubber stores were so depleted that only one-tenth of Warner’s foundations
contained any rubber at all, and manufacturers turned to redesigning garments to use less,
and non-traditional, fibers like recently-developed synthetic rubber such as Buna-S.
Although the industry asserted that there would be “no sacrifice to comfort” or to
femininity, a 1944 article belied the claim, reporting that girdles were fourth on a list of
all unsatisfactory war-time items purchased.570
Companies responded to rationing and shortages with ingenuity, and sometimes
outright exaggeration. By cutting fabric elaborately to maximize use, substituting strips
of elastic for entire pieces, and zippers for hooks and eyes, manufacturers juggled
government regulations, shortages, and women's demands. For instance, they used more
knitted rayon to produce the two-way stretch to which women were accustomed, and on
which they continued to insist.571 Designers narrowed elasticized girdle side panels by as
569
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much as four inches, and made back panels from firm fabric instead of elastic.
Eventually, the industry had to admit that girdles “will not have the same comfortable
flexibility as the pre-war styles.”572
Without elastic foundations, the exacting standards to which the ideal woman was
held, and to which women held themselves, would go by the boards. As little as “a
quarter of an inch of flesh on waists or hips,” a New York Times column claimed, was
significant. “If compressed, it allows for a sleek silhouette … permitted to bulge, it
destroys an illusion of chicness.” Therefore, because surgical garments were less affected
by shortages, some women resorted to medical prescriptions to obtain the control they
wanted, requesting knitted abdominal belts as girdle substitutes, claiming that "my doctor
wants me to wear them."573
But not everyone equated the loss of rubber with a decrease in feminine beauty.
Although in the minority, corsetiere Julia Sparkman and the Charis Corporation recast
572

“Smooth Foundation Garment Is Necessary for Spring’s New ‘Long Torso’ Fashions,” n/a, NYT, 4
March 1944, 17. In retrospect, Warner’s President John Field said, that “manufacturers [were] forced to use
a lot of material that had not been properly tested,” resulting in poor-quality wartime foundations. “‘Figures
in Fashion’ Stress Comfort,” n/a, CUR December 1947, 164. These foundations were termed “sleazy,” that
is, incapable of providing the “supple control” that women wanted, and “sub-standard ‘war babies’” which
“let figures slump.” Howard S. Axline, “Fabrics and Their Future,” CUR, December 1946, 186. A Gossard
employee, Axline also chaired the Corset and Brassiere Association’s war-time Material Committee. “The
Power Net Situation,” n/a, CUR, March 1946, 106.
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"Bloomers no Longer on Sale Here; All Underwear is Scarce Now," n/a, NYT, 26 October 1943, 26.
The industry also feared that if the small allotments of rubber knit into bras’ and girdles’ backs and sides
were further decreased, bras would become so scarce as to become museum exhibits. “Smooth Foundation
Garment Is Necessary,” 17. One dour corsetiere went as far as predicting a “fashion Dark Age,” because
the “lacing of yesteryear my be in store,” and because rubber rationing would force women “to be
‘ungirdled’ or jammed into an ‘iron maiden.’” “Corset Industry Gets Jitters; Women Start Rush on Stores,”
n/a, NYT, 10 January 1942, 9. Shortages also meant, CUR noted, that feminine lace panties were being
replaced by androgynous "button-up pantie[s] with a drawstring at the waist." “Offerings Slim in Corset
Field;” Despite these obstacles, manufacturers were aware of women’s desire for good corsetry. At one
meeting between government representatives and manufacturers, Associated Corset and Brassière
Manufacturers president William Weinstein recalled that “the chairman opened that particular meeting with
the remark: ‘I am sorry to have invited you gentlemen down to your own funeral,’” referring not only to
shortages, but also to women’s ire at foundations made with inferior materials. “Corset Scarcity is Laid to
Cotton,” n/a, NYT, 6 November 1944, 20.
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shortages as a positive development, at least for the large woman. All-elastic garments
had allowed stouts to bulge unattractively, Sparkman noted, but the old-fashioned, unrubberized “well-boned apparel,” actually benefited both their health and figure by
supporting the abdomen and preventing ptosis.574 In an ad, Charis Corporation,
manufacturer of what it claimed were “triumph[antly] modern” all-in-ones, extending
nearly to mid-thigh and adjusted via complicated sets of laces and straps, reminded
women that shortages did not affect its customers. Because its foundations, like those of
the S. H. Camp Co., contained no elastic fibers, it noted, shortages had changed neither
their “lovely lines and glorious comfort” nor their availability.575 [Illustration 5.9]
Although wartime research had been applied to military uses in the short run, it
reinforced scientism, and manufacturers began recontextualizing technology as the
champion of femininity, an endeavor whose scope increased after the war. The year 1944
seems to have been a watershed for scientism’s contributions to the industry. In a CUR
column, the chemical industry responded to the question, “[d]o you honestly believe you
will ever get synthetic rubber perfect?” with “[w]e know we can make as perfect a
reproduction of natural rubber … and can make it equally as beautiful.” The article
ended with the optimistic prediction that synthetic elastics would be “even more beautiful
and more exciting than natural rubber.”576
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“Corset Management in War Times Is No Easy Task,” 90. Ptosis is another term for “sagging.”
Foundations manufacturers like Spencer Corsets asserted that not only did abdominal ptosis result in
bulging, but breast ptosis “causes a middle-aged appearance,” even in the face and neck. Sagging breasts’
downward pull encroached on the throat, causing a “scrawny neck and flabby chin. The results is …
unlovely.” Ad, McCall’s, November 1939, 107.
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McCall’s, October 1942, 116. Charis, like its rival, the Spencer Corset Company, employed
corsetieres who worked in customers’ homes by appointment only.
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“The Chemist and the Plane,” n/a, CUR, February 1944, 92.
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Illustration 5.9: Camp ad, CUR, Nov. 1947, 150
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That same year, an ad for girdle manufacturer Kleinert’s showed a chiton-clad figure
holding aloft a clear globe containing test tubes. [Illustration 5.10] This ad emphasized
Kleinert’s wartime pursuit of the “whole new ‘science of synthetics,’” whose products it
called “kleinetics.” Though currently “busy with gas masks … and camouflage nets,”
Kleinert’s promised that kleinetics would appear in attractive foundations at war’s end.
However, given the ad’s appearance in McCall’s and its trim female figurehead, it was
clear that “kleinetics” would also result in the beautification (if not beatification) of
women’s bodies. Two months later, as promised, Kleinert’s advertised its new synthetic
girdle material, Kleinetic.577 Furthermore, Strouse Adler claimed that its Smoothie girdle
had been designed by “applying a new principle of dynamic control,” while the Camp
Co. illustrated one of its ads with a picture of a doctor looking at an X-ray. Camp asserted
that its “scientific support” was developed by consulting frequently with doctors and
surgeons; and Air-Way noted its girdles offered “better living through scientific figure
control.”578 But the end of the war brought hope to women who had, for several years,
either worn substandard corsetry, or had to make do with repeatedly-mended prewar
foundations.
Shortly after Japan’s August 1945 surrender, the U.S. government removed nylon
from military allocation, though the CBA predicted that it would be at least early 1946
before general shortages eased. Playtex resumed making latex at war’s end, and one of its
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Ad, McCall’s, March 1944,114; ad, Mademoiselle, May 1944, 202. In this instance, it wasn’t only
science that would rescue femininity. An article on manufacturers struggling with shortages quoted
Associated Corset and Brassière Manufacturers, Inc, president William Weinstein’s assessment of “corset
men” as “men of real ability, full of courage and above all [,] men who know their stuff.” Weinstein was
hardly a disinterested observer of “corset men’s” abilities, for he worked for the Rite Form Corset
Company. “Finds Corset Men Overcoming Snags,” NYT, 10 December 1942, 40.
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Strouse Adler ad, CUR, April 1944, 5; Camp ad, CUR, May 1944, 40; Air-Way ad, CUR, May
1944, 59.
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Illustration 5.10: Kleinert’s ad, CUR, May 1946, 114
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ads seemed to sigh with relief that “after 5 war years,” it was reintroducing its famous
Living Girdle, made of “smooth, liquid latex, [which] stretches like your skin.” There is
no question that there was a pent-up demand for girdles. In 1947, in less than three
weeks, over 26,000 New York women bought the Living Girdle.579 However, CUR’s
Mercy Dobell was more cautious, quoting the CBA’s assessment that natural rubber
garments would be unavailable for a “long time.”580 Dobell expressed her sincere hope
that corsetieres would be diplomatic and refer to foundations “as made of elastic,”
omitting “whether they are synthetic or natural rubber” to avoid harming sales. Despite
earlier evidence to the contrary, Dobell reiterated the industry tenet that consumers had
few complaints because synthetic rubber had been “perfected,” and made “adequate
foundation garments” which were “entirely satisfactory.”581 Rubber stores aside, the
industry also cheered nylon’s postwar return.
Nylon’s contribution to femininity in the form of stockings has been welldocumented.582 However, the supply of foundations-quality nylon, (heavy nylon fabrics,
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“Girdle Makers Gloomy,” n/a, NYT, 12 September 1945, 22. On the other hand, Warren A. Beh, du
Pont's Nylon Division Director of Sales, announced that nylon products would be available in September, a
deadline that was not be met until December 1946 because of uncertain labor and material supplies. Rather
than blaming shortages on wartime needs and the reintegration of textile manufacture in the civilian
context, the industry blamed the government’s Maximum Average Price regulations that affected covering
the foundations industry. “News and Views,” n/a, CUR February 1946, 107. Playtex ad, Ad, NYT, 22 June
1947, 11. First introduced in 1941, Playtex’s latex “Living” girdles weighed less than five ounces and,
unlike girdles made of porous fabrics, were easily washed and dried in minutes. Ad, NYT, 21 April, 1941,
28. Science had contributed more than just fabric to Living girdles. The ad noted “each girdle comes
pleasantly scented,” and from their introduction, Playtex girdles were sold in silver metal tubes.
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Fletcher B. Dodge quoted in Mercy Dobell, “As the Editor Sees It,” CUR, February 1947, 35
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Dobell, “As the Editor Sees It,” CUR, February 1947, 35.
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This was exemplified by a 1943 War Bond auction, at which one bidder paid $40,000 for a pair of
nylons that film star Betty Grable had, on impulse, just removed and offered for auctioning. Women were
so anxious to obtain nylon stockings after years of doing without, that what Handley refers to as “nylon
riots” began occurring in September of 1945, when “40,000 people queued up for 13,000 pairs of stockings
[and] a Pittsburgh newspaper reported that ‘a good old-fashioned hair-pulling, face-scratching fight broke
out in line.’” Handley, 50, 46.
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and nylon-based elastics) was “worse than ever” in 1946, according to Warren Beh, du
Pont's Nylon Division Director of Sales. Despite a near-doubling of nylon mills, these
were devoted to manufacturing only nylon stockings, and many were experiencing
technical knitting problems.583 By 1949, nylon stocks had been replenished by nylon
plants coming on line in mid-1947, and even the staid Gray Lady buzzed with excitement
about nylon availability. Finally, noted the New York Times, “every stitch [of clothing]
can be nylon for the girl of 1949.”584 Despite predictions of continuing shortages,
manufacturers began to stimulate consumer demand. For instance, Gossard tantalized
consumers with the promise of things to come, predicting that, “Soon, very soon now …
the return of one of Gossard’s star [girdle] performers.”585
By 1947, increased rayon, cotton, and nylon supplies meant increased production, but
not necessarily prewar quality.586 Although nylon quickly reclaimed its status as the
preferred foundations fabric, one bra-company manager noted that consumers were
unhappy with its quality.587 However, even poor-quality nylon was better than none at
all. When New York’s Gimbels department store held a foundations fashion show, a
columnist noted that "nylon was top news in the presentation, being featured in the
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Beh also noted that three new nylon operations were being built or near completion in Virginia,
Texas, and Tennessee, resulting in the eventual tripling of du Pont's nylon yarn output. Warren A. Beh,
Nylon Yarn Statement, presented at the Hosiery Merchandising Forum, New York City, 5 February 1947,
du Pont Collection, Hagley. Beh asserted that while, before the war, there were between 250 and 300 mills
manufacturing women's hosiery, by 1945, that the postwar number had risen to approximately 500.
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“Fabrics and Their Future,” 129; “Nylon Gaining as Popular Fabric,” NYT, 9 May 1949, 22.
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Ad, NYT, 3 March 1946, 47.
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"New Foundation's Shown at Opening," n/a, NYT, 10 June 1947, n/p.
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"Corset Industry Plagued by Costs," NYT, 11 November, 1947, 47. Until the advent of synthetic
fibers beginning in the 1950s, like the polyesters, foundations fabrics included cotton, rayon, (including
rayon-based elastics and satins), and both real and synthetic rubber.
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majority of garments.”588 Though nylon would retain its primacy for decades, by the
1950s, a new generation of improved fabrics was in use.589
One year after the war’s end, a U. S. Rubber Co. Lastex ad in CUR featured an all-inone-clad model in a bell jar, surrounded by clamoring women, “eager for the magic of
new foundations.” [Illustration 5.11] Improved lastex was not only the magic ingredient,
but it was also the “architect of modern corsetry.” Just as an architect’s labors were
crucial to buildings’ structure, Lastex also built women’s beauty and femininity by
providing garments’ control.590
The binding, or containment, of the Lastex icon is interesting when juxtaposed to
May’s assertion that “containment mushroomed into a full-blown ideology that hovered
over the cultural landscape for two decades.”591 [Illustrations 5.12 and 5.13] This
containment, she continues, was symbolized by stays (such as the ones knit into the high
waistline of Warner’s Sta-Up-Top girdle), waist-pinching girdles, and “padded brassieres
that made women appear to have large breasts.” It was also tied to sexuality. Women’s
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"New Corset Display Is Seen at Gimbels," n/a, NYT, 10 June 1949, 31.
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Flexnit introduced a side-zip girdle made almost exclusively of nylon net in 1949. The feminine
decorative “satin leaf design” on the front panel “serve[d] as a supportive shield| “ and satin inserts
reinforced the sides. “Market News,” n/a, CUR, July 1949, 129. Nylon took on various permutations, such
as nylon net, nylon Alençon lace, taffeta, powernet, and Nyralon, a combination of nylon and rayon.
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CUR, April 1946, 149. The bell jar, can be read as a scientific instrument and as the transparent
shield used to protect fragile domestic objects. As such, its appearance may represent three things. One,
chemical engineering’s contribution to the containment of women via textile development; two, women’s
political and cultural containment in the post war era; and, three, women’s status as fragile, precious beings
needing protection. In her analysis of the symbolism of foundations in the postwar culture of containment,
Elaine Tyler May asserted that, beginning in the late 1940s, women were “contained in stays and girdles
…. [and] protected in a fortress of undergarments.” May, 112.
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It is unclear to me whether Lastex offered more control than previous materials.
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Illustration 5.11: Lastex ad, “Million of New Figures,” CUR, April 1946, 149
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Illustration 5.12: Lastex ad, Icon, CUR, Nov. 1947, 112
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Illustration 5.13: Lastex ad, “Lady in Lastex,” CUR, Dec. 1953, 39
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bodies were “protected by a fortress of undergarments,” which could be breached only in
the privacy of home and marriage 592
Like many of his colleagues, corset historian David Kunzle assert that “waist
confinement and décolletage are the primary sexualizing devices of Western costume;”
these hallmarks of the New Look could be achieved only by wearing foundations. Many
New Look fashions were indeed corset-like, a fact often alluded to by contemporary
commentators, such as one who claimed that “the 1946 waistline offers the same
diminutive dimensions as that of 1896,” drawing on the popular image of tiny waists
achieved by tightly-laced corsets.593 Small waists and low necklines may have sexualized
women, but some men found the “fortresses” needed to underlie New Look clothes
disturbing; Life magazine referred to the New Look as “bad news for the American
male,” because foundations “present[ed] a Maginot Line of elastic and steel” whenever a
man tried to “sneak an arm around an attractive waist.’”594 While this discourse evoked
the corset, it also continued to link postwar scientism and progress in the form of new
fibers.
Du Pont began boasting that its scientists could be “credited with many innovations
never dreamed of in pre-man-made fibers.” These “remarkable contributors” to women’s
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May, 91, 112.
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David Kunzle, “Dress Reform as Anti-Feminism,” 572; “Perma Lift Girdles Make Debut,” n/a,
CUR, January 1946, 153.
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Steele, The Corset, 158. The New York Times noted that current fashions revealed one’s shape in a
“feminine way,” requiring “perfectly smooth contours unbroken by even the suggestion of a bulge,” which
led to the manufacture of foundation garments with the “Maginot Line” of boning, zippers, firm power nets
and strong jacquard-woven elastic. “Spring Girdles and Brassieres to Stress Lightness in Construction and
Fabrics,” n/a, NYT, 28 December 1953, 18.
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lives were “improv[ing the] quality and style” of fashion.595 The claims of comfort and
easy care were joined by another element, an increased, optimistic emphasis on the
merger of science, design and popular culture, and the notion that new fibers reified
femininity when utilized in foundations.596 To this end, du Pont’s innovations moved
beyond textiles and into communications.
In 1952, the company established the Product Information office under the aegis of the
Public Relations Department. Its mandates were to actively promote du Pont products to
manufacturers, and to encourage consumer allegiance to du Pont fibers. It also became
the liaison between the company and consumers, encouraging print media to publish
“educational” articles and editorials about its products.597 By 1959, du Pont research
showed that women were knowledgeable about new synthetics, and that 60 percent
sought fabrics made from these fibers. While Susannah Handley asserts that new fabrics
were associated with the “liberated, practical, modern woman,” they were also associated
with femininity, reinforcing the notion that science, technology, and engineering were the
prime actors in meeting both women’s needs and demands and femininity.598
An optimistic, appreciative, and almost self-congratulatory tone continued to suffuse
much scientismic discourse in the 1950s. “Thank elastic yarns for [the] magic mold, fit,
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Textile Fibers Department, “Du Pont Fiber Facts,” n/a, n/d, ca. 1960s, n/p, Hagley. The document
went on to cite du Pont’s status as “a dynamic force in the world of textiles and in the American economy –
and the American people [sic].”
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Handley, 63, 72, 75. Du Pont’s textile developments are legion. By 1969, it had created thirty-one
kinds of polyesters (and an additional seventy-one by 1971), and seventy kinds of nylon. Handley, 75.
Education was not limited to media. In 1957, the American Viscose corporation offered a rayon-making
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Mercy Dobell, “Under-Cover Story,” CUR, March 1957, 84.
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Handley, 74. Albeit minor, evidence about the connection between femininity and fiber development
rests in the “Miss Orlon” beauty pageant in 1949 to celebrate the fiber’s discovery. Handley, 65.
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and comfort of modern foundations,” trumpeted a CUR story about “today’s lightweight
champions.” The article also crowned textile scientists with a laurel wreath for
championing femininity. Sterling Aldfelder was one such champion. A prolific inventor,
he developed what CUR called “a product that proved to be a godsend to women, the
elastic thread Controlastic.599 “The real undercover story,” Marcy Dobell noted, was
scientist Alfelder’s development of fine rubber thread and new cutting methods, enabling
the manufacture of light and firm foundations. This came just in time for the current
fashion’s insistence on figure control, making Controlastic foundations a “‘must’ for even
the slimmest girl.” Controlastic joined United Elastic Corporation’s latest rubber fiber,
engineered to retain elasticity while adding “caressing softness,” while another company
devised a way to weave silk and Lastex into a more feminine flower-patterned fabric.
Scientists engaged in “constant research” to impart glamour and beauty to elastic fabrics,
CUR noted, including those that “hold the line for even the problem figure.”600 One
fabric this research resulted in was Porolon.
“Thanks to technological advances,” a new porous nylon introduced by du Pont in
1949, CUR noted excitedly, made for foundations that were streamlined, lighter, and
sheer. Porolon’s softness and light finish made women feel they were wearing a
lightweight, attractive garment, and because of nylon’s dyeability, Porolon bras and
girdles were manufactured in feminine “delicate pastels.” Scientists were also improving
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“From Controlastic to Fabricushon in Twenty Years,” CUR, n/a, March 1955, 118.
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Dobell, “Under-Cover Story,” 84, 87-88. It wasn’t just American women who benefited from
scientific know-how. Foundations company president Pauline Gordon, a woman who welcomed the
postwar return to femininity with open arms, lauded French women’s faultless figures. Their breasts were
high, full, and well-separated, their waists “tiny,” and their figures “well-controlled.” Gordon chalked up
their beauty to French “scientific engineering,” for it had devised “strong” but not “harsh” foundations. The
French “realized that the more scientific the job” of making foundations, the better the fit, such as that of
the strapless wired bandeaux Gordon admired for their “delicate manipulat[ion] and expert construct[ion].”
Pauline Gordon, “I Just Saw Paris,” CUR October 1948, 12. Gordon was president of Pauline Gordon, Inc..
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elastics , giving them additional “‘kick’ and tensil [sic] strength,” according to Darlington
Fabrics Corporation’s president. While the quality of an elastic fabric determined a
garment’s feminine beauty, Darlington’s fine-diameter yarns resulted in sheer and strong
fabrics.601
New technology and femininity intersected with particular significance in wired, or
underwire, bras, which became common in 1946, and pointed bra cups.602 As a popular
essayist asserted, the war years had heightened sexual awareness, and the advent of the
“uplifted bosoms pointing northeast and northwest” focused attention on the bosom.603
[Illustration 5.13] This led to “another curious fetish,” a “bosom culture” concerned not
only with breast size but with a “fetishist … cleft between the breasts.”604 One
foundations executive cheered “the exciting and flattering lift and separation,” which
continued to be popular into the 1960s. Like other innovations, the war put a hold on this
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“Porolon Makes a Debut,” n/a, CUR, July 1949, 129.
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The public imagination links pointed bras with the nose cones of World War II B-52 bombers and
with the 1950s. In reality, they were introduced in the mid-1930s by the Hollywood Maxwell Company.
Farrell-Beck and Gau, 67.
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Eric John Dingwall, The American Woman: An Historical Study, (New York: Rinehart & Co.,
1957), 178-179; photocopy of Alice Hughes 1941 newspaper article, n/t, n/d, Box 63, Maidenform
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Dingwall, 179. This fetish had emerged fleetingly before the war. In 1941, columnist Alice Hughes
deployed engineering when she defined “good” bras as those effecting a high degree of separation. Their
“plumb line” aligned “breast tip to shoulder blade,” offering “that valuable asset called ‘spacing’ … a deep
separation which keeps the bosoms high.” Alice Hughes article; “Bra Wire Volume Rises Steadily,” n/a,
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fashion, but by 1949, the ideal bosom silhouette consisted of what Ferrell-Beck and Gau
call a “firm, projected profile.” Given this mandate, and contemporary fashion designers’
penchant for the seductive powers of low and off-the shoulder necklines, this look also
led to other resourceful engineering intervention.605
While wires lifted and separated breasts, the spiral, or whirlpool, stitching of bra cups
made the cone-shaped contour possible, resulting in a stiff, pointed shape. Despite visual
evidence to the contrary, manufacturers highlighted the ability to make not a rigid,
protruding silhouette, but to “give youthful uplift.”606 Holly Bra claimed its “new idea in
bra construction” consisted of a “stitch that molds,” used in its Web of Beauty bra, which
gave support and a youthful bustline, [Illustration 5.14] while Peter Pan claimed that its
Magicup bra (whose “secret’s in the circle”), made breasts look bigger, eliminating the
“fear of detection or embarrassment” that accompanied falsies.607 (Figs. ) Many of these
innovations were made possible by technological advances in machinery.
In 1955, Guide Stitch Corporation’s engineers unveiled the Spiral Guide sewing
attachment. Without a hint of irony, Guide Stitch promised that its patented attachment
produced a “stitched cup [that] will stand out … even on the shelf.”608 While exact
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Farrell-Beck and Gau 67; Sam Yaffee, “Fashion Styling in Outer Apparel,” CUR, October 1949,
102. Yaffee was Bien Jolie’s president.
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Hollywood Maxwell had pioneered the use of sewing-machine accessories to sew cup components
concentrically in the 1930s. Farrell-Beck and Gau, 66-67, 118; Sears Catalog, 1946-1947, 216.
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CUR, September 1949, 116; ad, GH, March 1951, 272. The Holly Bra ad pictured the Web of
Beauty against a stylized spider web.
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Carolyn Latteier asserts that spiral-stitched bras gave breasts a “phallic, man-over-nature look,” with
a ‘sense of being modern and machined.” Latteier, 38.
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Illustration 5.14: Holly Bra ad, CUR, May 1947, 53
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figures are not available, inventions like the Spiral Guide made spiral stitching faster and
cheaper, so that large-scale manufacturers sold substantial numbers of whirlpool bras.609
When technology joined the postwar release of metal into the consumer market, the
result was the development of coated and painted wire (including modified piano wire)
for use in strapless bras and corselettes. Wire lifted the bosom and spotlighted the cleft.610
Wires were inserted into a tubular pocket at the bottom of each breast cup, and this
component separated, lifted, and held breasts up better than unwired bras.611 Underwire
models debuting in 1946 included the Bonzette company’s Adorable bra, which, CUR
claimed, “highlights diagonal control for separation and fit,” the aptly-named Divide-O,
and forward-looking Futur Bra by Pauline Gordon.612 That same year, Alene Bra, Inc.,
introduced its “history-making new wired bra,” which promised “beautiful uplift [and]
separation” at a reasonable price.613 Later that year, Alene deployed seductive sorcery,
for its latest bra was now “wired for witchery.” Lest the idea that commingling
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The Spiral Guide made spiral sewing easier, faster, and more precise, resulting in better-quality
stitching on a finished cup, rather than on components later sewn together. Exquisite Form manufactured
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“Bra Wire Volume Rises Steadily.” Micro-Wire and Kant-Rust were two companies whose
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32.
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Two things made this model “history-making:” The first was affordability, for, CUR asserted, by
selling them for $7.50, the company had taken underwire bras “out of the luxury class.” The second was its
“extra advantage:” the M-shaped underwire could be conveniently removed for laundering. Ad, CUR,
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wartime memories, it characterized its launch in magazines, including Ladies’ Home Journal, McCall’s,
Good Housekeeping and The New Yorker, as an “opening gun” devoid of “puny ads.”
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something hard and metallic with delicate breast tissue make women uneasy, Alene
attested that it was not industrial wire that fortified the bra’s cups, but a special, softlyflocked “flexible padded-in-plush wire” that “define[d] the breasts.”614
Engineering contributed not only to wire technology but also to underwires’
affordability. Farrell-Beck and Gau assert that engineer Jack Glick developed an
underwire which offered the high degree of breast separation found in expensive, custommade bras, making them available to middle-class women, who demanded them in
“amazing” numbers.615 Wiring also made possible Peter Pan’s Hidden Treasure, worn,
according to an ad, “for fuller measure.” Wiring made possible a fuller bustline “without
‘falsies’ or gadgets!”616
Despite assertions of technological know-how and continued assurance of fit and
comfort, the truth about underwired bras (which occasionally had side wires and boning)
was that male designers were not intimately familiar with the feeling of underwires, so
they were uncomfortable. As foundations writer Hinda Kohn later recalled, that they
“continue[d] to pinch, cut, bind and scratch,” the cups seldom fit properly, and they were
“always far too warm.” As late as 1965, Kohn appealed to manufacturers to design these
bras with “fresh engineering and construction.”617
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Farrell-Beck and Gau, 106; “Wired Brassieres in the Limelight,” n/a, CUR, July 1946, 125. The
demand for wiring was strong enough that in 1955, the Maid-Rite Co. opened a new plant in Easton, PA for
manufacturing only bra underwire forms. “New Made-Rite Plant,” n/a, CUR, June 1955, 168.
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Ad, GH, May 1951, 293. Underscore in original. Wiring also made possible the Model Brassiere
Co.’s odd-looking “foolproof strapless bra,” the Bias Strapless. Consisting of two disc-like cups in sheer
nylon, mounted onto a tempered wire frame, it promised to “fit and mold the curves of the body.” A halfinch by one- inch strip joined the disks between the breasts, allegedly resulting in a “perfect flat
separation,” and the bra was held on by a one-and-one-half-inch elastic strap hooked in back. “Model
Strapless Bra Creates Sensation,” n/a, CUR, July 1946, 147.
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“See Fashion Unbaring Strapless Bra Potential.”
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While wiring lifted breasts and provided cleavage, small-breasted women needed to
rely on another feminine accoutrement, padding. It emerged, along with falsies, in the
late nineteenth century, becoming increasingly popular in pre-war years when, as Alice
Hughes asserted, “the meager and the flat-chester” benefited from “gay deceiver bras
tipped with sponge rubber.”618 Padded bras’ popularity grew tremendously in the 1950s
with the development of light, synthetic padding materials, which could be sewn into a
bra.619 An article about the Silveco Rubber Co. indicates that its products shared
scientism’s regard for technological contributions to what CUR called “improving the
female figure.”620 It was Silveco president Abe Silverman’s tool and die background and
decade in engineering that resulted in a device to cut foam rubber to the minute, precise
tolerances required by bra manufacturers, and a method that simplified the construction
of push-up bras. Silverman acknowledged his contribution to “making the public more
conscious of a beautiful bustline.”621 These developments were incremental. Not one
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Alice Hughes article. In the 1950s, falsies were “enjoying a greater demand” according to Edward H.
Lewis, vice president of the E. de Grandmont Co., manufacturer of foam rubber for bras. Edward H. Lewis,
“Why Foam for a Better Fit?,” CUR, March 1955, 123. The firm Miriam Gates advertised its falsies as
“scientifically designed,” and able to “simplify the silhouette problem of flat-chested women.” Ad, CUR,
April 1946, 102. Sears and Roebuck also offered falsies called “Tiny Inserts.” Sears and Roebuck Catalog,
Fall 1950, 320.
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While foam rubber was popular, other padding methods emerged at the same time. Some
manufacturers, including the La Resista Corset Co., made bras with removable, air-filled pockets. La
Resista’s version was called Très Secrète, and, like similar garments, was sold with a straw. The wearer
inserted this into the pocket, blew to inflate, and then pressed the opening to seal the air in. A number of
major retailers sold the Très Secrète, including the Bon Marché, Maas Brothers, and Jordan Marsh chains.
Farrell-Beck and Gau, 121-22. Harold Koda documents a number of early “pneumatic bust enhancers.”
Earlier examples included Henderson & Henderson’s Pneumatic Bust Form, advertised in The Delineator
in September 1903. Although the ad showed a “before” and “after” picture, it unfortunately did not specify
how the contraption worked. Harold Koda, Extreme Beauty: The Body Transformed, (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 200), 153.
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“Engineers Put Up Falsie Front,” n/a, CUR, January 1955, 158.
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In addition, Silverman, who referred to bra designers as engineers, had designed “high -frequency
electronic equipment” to improve production, foam-rubber coated boning, and was “doing engineering and
experimental work with the new vinyl foam materials.” “Engineers Put Up Falsie Front.” Sidney Schnur,
head of padding-fiber manufacturer Rubber Fabrics Co., attributed this to his company’s funding of over
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could be described as revolutionary, a term the industry tended to overuse. But in one
instance, the term fit. The discovery and use of spandex proved to truly revolutionize
foundations, for, by 1966, du Pont asserted that manufacturers used its Lycra spandex in
80 percent of their models.622
In 1960, foundations insider Betty Stearns predicted that the decade would bring the
disappearance of boning, and be marked by the “lightness and flexibility of foundations
[so that] most garments will fold down to glove size.” Stearns’ assumption that “shape
without weight is the keynote of the future” was correct, for 1960 was the year in which
Lycra spandex burst onto the foundations market; it would dominate it within four
years.623 It is hard to understate the importance of spandex to foundations development
and design from 1960 on. In fact, its introduction led to a phenomenal rise in the retail
sales of bras and girdles.624
Du Pont announced its production of a spandex fiber, originally known as Fiber K, in
1958, when it sold it in small batches to manufacturers for experimentation, and which it
trademarked as Lycra on 28 October, 1959. Fiber K was developed in the early 1950s,
probably by du Pont chemist Jo C. Shivers.625 It debuted commercially in the fall of 1960,

two years of internal scientific research and development to develop its Brafoam, which was “making more
shapely bosoms.” Sidney Schnur, “What Happened to the Flat Chested Effect?” CUR, June 1955, 168.
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Ad, WWD, 7 April 1966, 25. “Lycra” was du Pont’s own brand of spandex.
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Quoted in Jack Murphy, “In Support of Shapely Silhouettes,” DSM, July-August, 1967, 17. Murphy
reported that in 1965, manufacturers had sold 230 million bras and 90 million girdles, resulting in sales of
over $1 billion. Stearns’s prediction would be reiterated by a magazine’s later assertion that buyers were
predicting “the near-demise of the traditional heavy foundations for all except the ultra problem figure.”
“Youthful Body Fit,” n/a, WWD, 5 August 1965, 1.
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Betty Stearns, “History of All-Elastic Foundations Stretches Over 50 Years,” CUR, January 1960,
206. Stearns was employed by Gossard, but it is unclear in what position.
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Handley, 61; D. F. Holmes, “History of the du Pont Company’s Textile Fibers Department,” n/d, late
1960s, 1, Hagley. While Handley and a late 1960s official history about Lycra’s development claim that
Shivers was its inventor, a 1965 speech draft claims that du Pont research chemist Peter E. Frankenburg “is
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and by 1963, du Pont had sold over four million pounds.626 Lycra’s properties were
legion and ensured its success. Stronger and far lighter than natural elastics, it could
stretch and resume its original shape repeatedly. Woven, it was easily cut and sewn, and
resisted staining, odors, and body oils far better.627
While Lycra’s manufacture had been enabled only by textile scientists’ research and
development, manufacturing it was challenging, noted one du Pont “technical man.”
Company sources often alluded to the technical difficulties posed by its intricate chemical
interactions and complex manufacturing process, requiring a greater degree of control
and subtle handling than other du Pont fibers.628 Nonetheless it was quickly adopted by a
number of foundations companies.
A Warner’s technician shared his reasons for his company’s wholesale embrace of the
new fiber: Lycra’s dyeability, lack of “grin-through,” and the ability to be woven or knit
in its bare (i.e., uncovered by yarns) form.629 Lycra’s superiority also lay in its
elongation, which had been “load-tested to10 pounds of force per inch on an inclined
credited, along with an associate, with discovering the material … known generically as spandex.” W. H.
Radebaugh, Memorandum to T. Leigh Williams, Textile Fibers Department, 26 February 1965, Public
Relations Department, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Hagley.
626

Holmes, 140-143.
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Discourse about Lycra exemplifies many scientismic notions. Deploying the Enlightenment, du Pont
called the 1960s “the enlightened age of Lycra.” Not only did it confirm the heady atmosphere of
“revolutionary new styling,” but so did the fashion press, which touted the advent of spandex and other
“technological processes … [that are] revolutionizing foundations today.” Ad, CUR, January 1965, 107; ad,
DSE, June 1965, 91; “Girdling the Market,” n/a, WWD, 12 April 1965, 22.
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“Lycra,” BL, n/a, March-April 1962, 18; Gerard Alexander, Assistant Manager, Marketing Services
– Women’s Wear, Textile Fibers Department, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, “Speech to the Corset
and Brassiere Association, New York,: 12 January, 1961, 2. Hagley. Press release, “Layman’s Guide to
Lycra Spandex Fiber,” n/a, du Pont Product Information Service, 1962, 1. A retail publication story used
virtually the same language, alluding to “the most complex process ever undertaken by du Pont in
producing a textile fiber … requiring vastly more complex chemical reactions than any other fiber.”
“Lycra: Sheer Strength in an Elastic Fiber,” n/a, DSM, May-June 1962, 9.
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“Grin-through” was the propensity of undyed rubber yarns to show through dyed yarns’ coating. “In
Support of Shapely Silhouettes,”18.
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plane device,” declared John Frawley, whose research at Warner’s entailed “replacing the
‘groan feeling’” given by tight, restrictive girdles, “with a grand feeling.”630
Lycra-rich girdles were trimmer, lighter and more sheer than traditional ones.
[Illustration 5.15] However, du Pont had to convince some foundations companies and
retailers that what were now dubbed “form persuasive” girdles could still contain
“jiggling” and offer “figure adjustment” without heavy control.631 Formfit was one
skeptical manufacturer. Women who had been used to what one publication called the
“heavier, firmer feel of rubber” might not find spandex desirable because, unlike rubber,
its light weight did not provide them with the “psychological assurance that it controls the
figure.”632 Du Pont assigned the task of persuasion to Salim M. Ibrahim, an engineer at
the company’s Textile Research Laboratory. Few examples illustrate the nexus of
engineering and femininity as much as Ibrahim’s late-1960s research.
As an engineer, Ibrahim, understood control in scientific terms, as the “provi[sion] of
geometric adjustment and dynamic control to the body.” He undertook an 18-month
research project, in his words, to “develop some solid data concerning the effects of such
garments on body contour, motion, comfort and control.” Three mechanical devices
tested three parameters on 1500 women wearing Lycra-rich girdles, and resulted in one of
engineering’s raisons d’étre, the “quantitative definition of … performance.” A pressure
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“In Support of Shapely Silhouettes,” 18, 20. Frawley had been convinced by his testing, for at
“maximum load … Lycra will elongate about 180 percent,” while conventional yarns did not even
approximate Lycra’s “stretch-force curve,” a measure of body control expressed in pounds of force per
square inch. Lycra, du Pont claimed, was “ideally suited” to the needs of modern, active women who
“require containment and comfort.” Scientist took all the effort out of looking beautiful.” How to Make
Your Figure Add Up,” 10.
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Leonard Sloane, “New Girdle Aimed at Teens,” NYT, 29 December 1968, F11.
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“Spandex is the Word,” n/a, IA, June 1962, 40. Another objections to spandex was cost. The article
asserted that spandex girdles would cost between $1 and $2 more than its girdles made with rubber.
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Illustration 5.15: Lycra ad, Department Store Manager, May 6, 1962, 8
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indicator measured the amount of force a garment exerted on the body; a contour meter
calculated the body’s response to this pressure; and an accelerometer gauged “seat
vibration” as the subject walked, which was measured in “g’s,” a measure of gravitational
acceleration. Du Pont claimed the resulting data demonstrated that Lycra-rich girdles
adequately controlled women’s bodies. The imprimatur of (male) engineering validated
the notion that even slim young women required figure correction.633 [Illustration 5.16]
The notion of foundations’ strength and power had existed long before Lycra, of
course. Alice Hughes wrote approvingly in 1941 about bras “with a whim of iron,” whose
“shapely grip” molded, held, and “coaxed” the bust, and of Maiden Form’s Allo bra in
which “bosoms are held unrelentingly.”634 The terms with which du Pont cast Lycra’s
properties were sometimes an odd amalgam. While they often emphasized Lycra’s power
and strength, they occasionally highlighted its magical abilities.635 Lycra possessed an
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Sloane, F11. The contour meter was described as consisting of “sets of sliding horizontal pins … [in]
contact with the body and then fixed,” so that a subjects’ silhouette could be traced on paper. The
accelerometer found that women wearing regular panties “developed seat accelerations to 4.0 to 8.1 g.”
Those in “high support garments dropped to 1.2 to 2.5 g,” and those wearing Lycra girdles to 1.5 to 3.2 g.
Ibrahim’s tests convinced companies like Perma-Lift and Vanity Fair, as well as some buyers, that “form
persuasive” garments would prove successful. Not everyone was impressed by Ibrahim’s research. A
contemporary commentator wrote a wry article which scoffed at the need for “machines to do this kind of
research.” Any man “standing on Fifth Avenue for an hour could give Du Pont the same information.”
After all, William Zinsser admitted, he had watched “dozens of girls doing fast-walking exercises in nonsupporting garments.” These exerted “negligible pressure, or less than 0.05 pounds at the seat, and their
seat vibrations were so obviously between 4.0 and 8.1 g. that I’d be ashamed to even put an accelerometer
on them.” William Zinsser, “What’s Going On in That Lab, Dr. Fu?,” Life, 23 May 1969, 22.
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Magic was used in the names of Charmfit’s MagiClose bra, Permalift’s Magic Oval Pantie Girdle,
and Playtex’s White Magic girdle models, cited, respectively, in Farrell-Beck and Gau, 156; Seventeen,
September 1962, 63; and NYT, 27 December 1953, 12. In 1946, Kabo had conflated science and magic in
its assertion that “Kabo magic is based on scientific exactness which allows no margin of error.” Ad, CUR,
January 1946, 34. A number of scholars have examined the role of “magic” in contemporary society.
Whether magic implied solutions to one’s problems in an uncertain environment, as Bruno Bettelheim
asserts; or whether women believed in magic because male oppression had made them passive, performing
“well-tested rites … to obtain a certain result,” as Simone de Beauvoir asserts, is beyond the scope of this
work. Nonetheless, the periodic presence of magic in foundations discourse bears mention, if only to locate
it in what Lears calls “the sorcery of the marketplace” in which magic “acquired an almost talismanic
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“amazing amount of holding power.” Lycra girdles were strong enough to “anchor” a
figure, but this power worked “in a lady-like way.”636 This “incredible” fiber retained its
strength after washing, and made for “dramatic” results in women’s bodies.637
In addition, Lycra was presented as a scientific solution to what CUR called the “ageold problem [of] figure control” and as an iconographic “little giant in holding power,”
male actors in the progressive march of science. It, too, deserved a laurel wreath for
championing femininity.638 Corsetry made from “powerful” fabrics engineered with more
elastic feminized the heavy woman into a “stylish stout,” CUR noted.639
As unfashionable as fat had become, by 1962, a du Pont press release deployed the
traditional progressive notion of deliverance to celebrate heavy women’s “emancipation
from the rib-crushing restraints,” of yesteryear’s corsetry, effected by Lycra. “At last,”
the release exclaimed, technological innovation had “powered” foundations, solving the
figure problems of “even majestic matrons.”640
Even scientists understood the importance of Lycra to femininity. John Frawley
declared that Lycra-based garments offered more than just comfort to women. They were
significance.” Simone De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, (New York: Vintage Books, 1949), 599; Lears,
Fables, 226, 98, 12.
636

Helen Flynn, “See Your Way through Summer in the New See-Through Fashions,” Press Release,
Public Relations Department, Product Information Service, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, New
York, NY, 16 June 1969, 1. Herein referred to as “Product Information Service, du Pont Company.”[1-2] ;
“How to Make Your Figure Add Up.” 5.
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“How to Promote Lycra Spandex Fiber,” Textile Fibers Department, 1962, unpaginated. Hagley.
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“See Your Way through Summer,” 1. “Stretch Plus Strength,” n/a, DSM, March-April, 1960, 2. As if
to reiterate the scientific origins of Lycra, a Bloomingdale ad deployed the same visuals that permeate the
ads of the late-1940s. Underneath the text, which explained that Lycra was an “amazing new man-made”
fiber, the ad juxtaposed a girdle with a microscope. Ad, NYT, 30 October 1960, 77.
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“Porolon Makes a Debut.”
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Audrey Bishop, “Newest Foundations with Lycra Solve Weighty Problems,” Product Information
Service, du Pont Co., New York, 1.
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Illustration 5.16: Du Pont collection photo, Du Pont Collection, Box 38,
Folder 16, 1967
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also “psychologically meaningful,” improving women’s self-esteem; they wanted more
than just slimming garments that were comfortable for their active lives. Rather, they
wanted to present themselves as “well-shaped package[s] of femininity.” Lycra could do
both. 641
It took little time for foundations makers to abandon rubber-based yarns and textiles
and switch to spandex, primarily du Pont’s Lycra. Like many other manufacturers,
Warner’s made the switch from rubber to Lycra by the end of 1962; this was typical of
Lycra’s extraordinarily swift penetration of the foundations market.642 Lycra’s popularity
and market domination coincided with a trend to replace rubber yarns with other fibers,
and the gradual decrease of consumer acceptance of rayon-based foundations during the
previous decade.643 In fact, du Pont asserted that “every leading foundations
manufacturer is using Lycra … where rubber has been used.”644
In 1965, CUR editor Mercy Dobell noted that she hadn’t seen retailers selling stiff,
heavy girdles for several years, and she knew of only two manufacturers who still made
these garments “as a service” to those women who still wanted them. There were scarce
because those who had been making high-control, non-spandex foundations had “joined
641

“In Support of Shapely Silhouettes,” 20.
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“People, Products, and Potpourri,” n/a, LM, February 1962, 25; part of Lycra’s rapid domination of
the foundations market was due to du Pont’s Product Information office. Established in 1952, its activities,
including numerous press releases, extensive advertising, and publicity, intensified from the mid-50s on.
Other companies’ versions of spandex included U.S. Rubber and Chemstrand, manufacturers of Vyrene
and Blue C, which du Pont considered Lycra’s leading, albeit inferior, competitors. Other companies also
developed spandex, but none came close to du Pont’s success with Lycra. These included American
Cyanamid’s Numa, Firestone’s Spandelle, Globe Manufacturing’s Glospan, and Thiokol’s and Union
Carbide’s unnamed versions. “History of the du Pont Company’s Textile Fibers Department,” 144.
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Marker Research Department, du Pont Co., “What’s Wrong with Rayon: A National Consumer
Survey,” 31 July 1951. Hagley.
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Letter from Adaline T. Ryan, Product Information office, to Mrs. George T. Nutter, Chinle, AZ, 14
February 1963. Ryan was responding to Nutter’s complaint that a Lycra girdle she bought did not fit
properly. Hagley.
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the lightweight revolution that has swept the entire foundation industry.”645 In part this
was due to du Pont’s extensive marketing efforts.
Since 1954, when du Pont perceived consumer indifference to synthetic fibers at the
same time the industry was “fiercely competitive,” the mission of the Product
Information office became overcoming that apathy by presenting Lycra as “the
culmination of a complex process,” and architect of femininity.646 [Illustration 5.17] It
did this by implementing “end-use marketing,” based on the idea that selling its textiles
to manufacturers meant “‘sell[ing]’ a garment made of Du Pont fiber to a consumer,” in
venues including advertising, in-store promotions, the sponsorship of a radio show, and
by sending Marketing Services representatives to work closely with women’s magazine
editors.647 A 1965 story showed one of these interactions. Du Pont Public Relations
Department representative Myra Kelley worked closely with Vogue fashion editor,
Margaret Ingersoll, evaluating layouts of fashions made with du Pont fibers for a Vogue
spread. She was assisted by Helen Gray, whose contribution was “comparing notes on
market trends.” Above all, what Kelley did was to translate new du Pont fibers, which
had begun as “frowns on a research man’s brow,” into fashion possibilities.648
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Mercy Dobell, “Five Years Ago … Perhaps Even Two Years Ago, Yes … BUT NOT TODAY…,”
CUR, March 1965, 37.
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“The Leader Can Never Stop Running,” n/a, BL, March-April 1963, 22.
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By 1963, end-use marketing was so successful that, as an executive said, du Pont’s image had
changed from that of “a dowager married to a research chemist [to] a sophisticated lady married to a hotshot scientist.” “Change in the Market,” n/a, BL, November-December, 1963, 15; “The Fashion World of
Myra Kelley,” n/a, BL, May-June 1965, 13.
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“The Fashion World of Myra Kelley,” 12. Du Pont fiber testing was also highly gendered. While
“pretty girls … [were] helping Du Pont compare [the] characteristics” of Lycra-rich garments, the mostlymale Textile Fibers Department conducted fabric testing with scientific apparatus such as ultraviolet lights,
and microscopes. “Fiber Fact Finders,” DSM, January-February 1961, 20. The exception to the all-male
environment was the presence of some “highly-trained girl technicians,” some of whom were pictures
testing fabrics by washing and ironing them.
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Illustration 5.17: “Launching Lycra,” CUR, March 1960, 113
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Du Pont began its Lycra marketing efforts in 1959. By 1961, an internal du Pont
document noted that a large advertising budget, “being in the market first with the best
product,” as well as du Pont’s conscious efforts to eliminate rubber yarns from their
niche, had caused consumer pressure to increase Lycra allocations. By 1963, ads claimed
that not only did “women want … and insist on Lycra,” but it was “the only elastic fiber
women know and ask for by name.”649
Du Pont understood that while salesmen could highlight the benefits of one of its weed
killer, they were less adept at showing women the finer points of construction and fit of
Lycra-rich garments. “For this,” noted the company’s magazine, “Du Pont relies on
models and actresses–pretty ‘salesmen.”650 One group of these “pretty salesmen” was the
"DuPont Stretch Corps,” retail-savvy uniformed women who visited retailers selling
Lycra garments. Their mission was to aid sales staff by "demonstrating stretch comfort
and fit... recommending sales techniques... [and] helping set up exciting store-wide
stretch promotions.”651
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D. Irving Cashell, Secretary, Executive Committee, “Advice of Action” memorandum to A. E.
Buchanan, General Manager, Textile Fibers Department, 6 February 1961, 6, 13, 8, Hagley; DSM, June
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well as the spandex produced by the Tennessee Eastman, Firestone, Goodrich and Globe Rubber
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“Advice of Action,” 12.
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“Pretty Salesmen,” n/a, BL, March-April 1966, 23. Models, especially those appearing in ads, had a
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with du Pont materials, and mills to buy Lycra to weave textiles.
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The Stretch Corps was founded because retailers had “one of the highest rates of personnel turnover
of any business," explained Gomer Ward, Textile Fibers Department retail marketing manager. In addition,
retail staff was “swamped with promotional materials … a smothering avalanche of words and pictures that
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16 October 1964, 49; Stretch Corps also cited in “Fashion of Fit,” n/a, CUR, September 1965, 30-36.
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As Ibrahim’s research had demonstrated, Lycra’s domination of the foundations
industry didn’t mean that controlling women’s bodies was irrelevant. It only meant that
emergent technology continued to facilitate the notion that women’s bodies should be
contained, formed, and molded to meet cultural expectations. Lycra, of course, was just
the latest wave of postwar technology that could correct women’s defective bodies.
Despite the discourse and the claims, this new fabric did not mean that women were
free to be all natural. Manufacturers and their marketing experts continued their tirades
against the full-figured and lumpy woman. For example, under the tongue-in-cheek
header, “Meet Fanny. She’s your biggest customer,” Darlington appealed to
manufacturers who continued to make foundations for, as the header implies, heavy, fullbottomed women who preferred garments with a high degree of control. Because “bones
and stays” were no longer being used, the job of controlling Fanny’s fanny was left to
staff of laboratory technicians” whose “continuous” efforts to develop and test fibers and
yarns had resulted in the control fiber TeCNet/2000. 652 Technology, then, continued to
be the vehicle used to maintain a degree of control over women’s bodies through the use
of foundations.
The industry hyped every new fiber and technological development as a revolutionary
service to femininity. Lastex and nylon were sheer, feminine, and offered remarkable
control; Porolon was light, comfortable, and also restrained the figure; and spandex
furnished unprecedented lightness, elasticity, and control. Using the technocratic idiom of
progress and goodness, the industry endowed these developments with attributes that
were less inherent than cultural constructions.
652

“Expansion Program Concentrates on New Knitted Fabrics,” n/a, CUR, August 1967, 52; Ad, CUR,
January 1964, 94.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
In 1965, the president of Lane Bryant, Inc., a retail chain specializing in large-sized
fashions, complained that women’s preoccupation with dieting had hurt the company’s
bottom line. Three years later, the head of a student exchange program declared that
American girls’ “passion for dieting” was causing problems for the European families
who hosted them. These developments point to a change in the foundations paradigm, the
movement from corsetry’s external body control to an internalized one. From the 1964
Youthquake on, there was a gradual but inexorable trend towards an ever-thinner, everyounger ideal body, typified by one commentator as “the doll-sized woman.” Her
appearance was reduced not through the control of foundations’ elastics, zippers, hooks,
and boning, but through internal girdling achieved via diet and exercise. This body
control technique became well-established in the 1970s. Increasing numbers of women
began turning to these practices (and, eventually, to plastic surgery), and not foundations,
to shape their bodies.
The theories for why the ideal female body receded in size and age are several, but are
beyond the focus of this work. What is relevant is the relationship between this new ideal
and foundation garments. The small, clingy, transparent, and tight fashions debuting in
the 1960s were designed for, and best displayed on, a pre-adolescent, boyish figure. They
called for a sleek narrowness that the new, light, smaller spandex-rich foundations, which

dominated the market, could not effect. Rather then returning to the previous generation
of control garments, better suited to eliminating bulges and narrowing the figure, but
which were quickly being replaced by the new garments, this look could only be
achieved through hard work and denial.
Many women undertook aerobics programs when Dr. Kenneth Cooper published his
best-selling books, The New Aerobics (1970) and Aerobics for Women (1972), which
promised its adherents fitness and weigh loss. They may have also been motivated by
Jane Fonda’s intense-exercise Workout book and video, whose release in 1981 and 1982
respectively, reflected the body-discipline zeitgeist of the 1970s, and whose covers were
graced by Fonda’s exceptionally thin and toned body. Furthermore, women also began
dieting as never before, becoming, as a reporter wrote, “never more conscious of their
figures or … the fact that [clothing] leaves no room for figure problems.”653 While
dieting towards a leaner figure had always been a female project, the numbers of diet
articles and books, whose exhortations Peter Stearns likens to religious fervor, rose
dramatically beginning in the 1960s. These activities and publications culminated with an
early-1980s Glamour magazine survey which indicated that three-fourths of nonoverweight women believed they were too fat.
The new norm for women’s bodies, the very essence of femininity, became internal
tautness and control, which has continued to this day. This points to a potent irony: as
body standards become more stringent, the now old-fashioned garments which could best
give the illusion of thinness and firmness, had gone by the wayside, replaced by light,
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Fran Rothenberg, “The Year of the Body,” CUR, June 1969, 22. A year earlier, CUR’s Becca Dunn
had written that “in every case, absolutely, the shape under the dress is entirely dependent on the lady
herself,” Becca Dunn, “Corset Market Letter,” CUR, November 1968, unpaginated insert.
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more comfortable, but less-controlling foundations. The easy way to acquire the Twiggyish silhouette was no longer available, and women had to turn to internal girdling
provided by diet and exercise. Because of all their implications, foundations must be
viewed as more than a collection of elastic, padding, and fasteners.
More than products of technology and design, and more than objects women and girls
acquired because of fashion mandates, advertising, or corsetieres’ skills, foundations held
different meanings for different actors. On the one hand, those who made their living via
corsetry, and those who bought and wore it, were a disparate cast of characters acting on
the same cultural stage, with sometimes identical, sometimes divergent, motivations. On
the other hand, foundations were (and are) the most feminine, intimate, and hidden, of all
garments. Paradoxically, however, their presence, until the mid-1960s, was fully visible
on a woman’s silhouette: the impossibly-small New Look waistline, and the assertive
bustline of the 1950s and early 1960s, were made possible, respectively, by long-line
bras, high-top girdles, waist-cinchers, and circle-stitched, padded bras. Furthermore,
especially before the advent of spandex-rich garments, women felt foundations’ presence
on their bodies, a reminder that to be feminine meant to present one’s body (and, by
implication, one’s self) as fashionably up-to-date, attractive, sleek, and controlled. It is in
part for this reason that the industry urged Rosie the Riveter to wear foundations, even
though their effect was hidden by baggy trousers and coveralls.
Between World War II and the 1970s, advertising, corset-fitting, design, and
technology actors reflected the tension inherent in the intersection of women and
foundations. Industry evidence clearly reflects the belief that women were naturally,
inherently feminine; however, when femininity became written onto women’s bodies, it
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was easily jeopardized and universally imperfect, an outlook that Susan Bordo calls “the
pedagogy of defect.”654 These actors endowed foundations with the power to correct
imperfections and maintain femininity. There is far less evidence regarding how, if, and
to what extent, women concurred with these notions, making it difficult to tease out
women’s agendas. However, two elements point to their autonomy. The first was the fact
that the industry expressed frustration at women’s “stubbornness” when they refused to
adopt a new garment or follow a dictate, sometimes viewing it as ignorance about
foundations’ importance. The second was that an enormous amount of talent and
resources went into foundation advertising and discourse. Its claims barraged readers of
every women’s magazine, and the frequency and numbers of ads indicate that women
didn’t simply buy into the industry’s agendas, but often acted independently, buying (or
not buying) garments for a number of reasons, including their needs and wants, likes and
dislikes, and financial status. A number of developments and actors played a part in this
story, specifically women’s wartime employment, advertising, the cold-war era’s
containment of women’s bodies, corsetieres and retailers, scientific and technological
developments, and, of course, the foundations industry.
Today, when firms like Victoria’s Secret and Frederick’s of Hollywood are offering
foundations that past generations would have considered suited only in the context of a
bordello, public debate about women’s undergarments continues. The arguments occupy
the two ends of a narrow continuum. One sector views women as casualties of what
Susan Brownmiller calls the cultural sledgehammer of fear, that of not being sufficiently
feminine. In this view, the foundations industry presents femininity (or what might be
654
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called hyperfemininity’s second wave) as bound up in lacing and lace, push-up bras,
corsets that evoke Victorian strictures, and barely-there panties. Women are compelled to
buy and wear these garments to address their fear of being insufficiently feminine, or,
worse, being masculine or neuter. The other argument presents women as deploying
foundations as an independent mode of self-invention. Cleaving the “then” from the
“now,” this argument assumes that women no longer have to kowtow to messages about
what they should wear. Rather, they freely choose to reiterate their femininity by wearing
hyperfeminine garments, sometimes to make up for the simple, masculine business
fashions their professions require.
There is a more complicated view, however. Repeated exposure to images such as
those promulgated by Victoria’s Secret, and upheld by magazine discourse, may lead
some women to internalize them as the definition of “correct” femininity and strive to
acquire it. On the other hand, it is difficult to believe that women who don these
foundations are choosing to do so because they possess unmediated free will, for the
femininity they are expressing is in the same vein as the culturally-constructed image that
women encountered from World War II to the 1970s. To view contemporary women as
acting solely independently is problematic, for they, too, are actors on a cultural stage.
Furthermore, like the tight lacing debate teaches us, and as I assert about consumption,
women likely purchase and wear different kinds of undergarments for a host of reasons,
and on different occasions, depending on their perceived needs, tastes, personality, peer
pressure, their own and others’ appraisal, and budgets.
This is a work of cultural history. As such, it rejects determinism, and deals with the
larger questions of cultural processes, ideology, and social structures. Simon Gunn warns
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cultural historians that the fragmented evidence we so often rely on cannot paint a “full
canvas.” The best we can do is piece together and interpret often fragmentary evidence to
constitute a partial canvas that is sustained by the evidence.655
Therefore, I suggest that we must acquire a broader understanding of the role material
objects play in daily life, one that takes into account femininity’s construction, and its
relation to material objects. I argue, in the same vein as Kathy Peiss argues about
cosmetics, that images and discourse both aid and obscure the influences that shape
practices of beauty and femininity. Whether or not women took (and take) into account
the role of foundations in achieving a natural or artificial look, in realizing modesty or
sexuality, in indicating their status as fashionably up-to-date or traditional, in proclaiming
their social status or youth, ultimately this iconography is connected to their perceptions
of their selfhood and their bodies.
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